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Articles and Statements 
 
 
Swansong: Blakely, Brooke and Vavasseur. Part 2* 
 
Kent R. Crawford a , *, Donald E. Carlucci b 

 
a Gunnery Fire Control Group, Indianapolis (IN), USA 
b Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken (NJ), USA 

 
Abstract 
The decades of the 1860s and 1870s were characterized by one of the most thorough-going 

Technical Revolutions the world had ever seen, which has been characterized as the ‘Second 
Industrial Revolution.’ And this Revolution affected the world’s Navies no less than every other 
human endeavor. In the field of ordnance, iron smooth-bore cannon firing solid round shot were 
replaced by rifled cannon, initially to lob elongated exploding shell with greater accuracy, but soon 
firing elongated solid shot needed to pierce armor plate. History recalls the many designers and/or 
manufacturers of the Great Guns. Yet the work of lesser known figures has been overlooked. 

This is a continuation of the story of Captain A.T. Blakely, R.A. by examining the work of 
John Mercer Brooke, a licensee, and his successor, Josiah Vavasseur. Context is provided by an 
examination of the gradual abandonment of the Armstrong System reliance on wrought iron and 
the eventual adoption of steel by the British Government. 

Keywords: Naval, artillery, Blakeley, gun. 
 
John Mercer Brooke’s career as an ordnance designer and chief of the Confederate Navy’s 

Bureau of Ordnance ended in the chaos and confusion of the collapse of the Confederacy in April 
1865. But during that brief four years, he made what should be considered an indelible mark in the 
history of ordnance technology, especially considering the constraints imposed by the 
Confederacy’s limited technical and industrial base. 

Brooke labored under the limitation of only having cast iron, though of high quality, to work 
with, and only wrought iron available for the reinforce/hoops/bands. What little steel that was 
available in the Confederacy was of the ‘puddle’ variety and in insufficient quantity for use in heavy 
ordnance. And as the war continued, brass/bronze became in short supply. In addition, the 
capacity to produce wrought iron bands of greater than two inches thick and six inches wide was 
virtually non-existent, though in compensation, the use of scientifically and mathematically 
‘adjusted’ hoops produced sufficient initial tension and hence greater strength compared to the 
contemporary Parrott guns. 

                                                 
*Continue, See part 1 on International Naval Journal. 2018 
* Corresponding author 
E-mail addresses: krand7@yahoo.com (K.R. Crawford), Donald.e.carlucci.civ@mail.mil (D.E. Carlucci) 
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In addition to a few ‘Blakely Conversions’ – invariably called ‘Brooke Conversions,’ which 
included the first seven 7in Single Banded guns converted from Dahlgren 9in blocks – he designed 
a ‘family’ of Great Guns that were the best of the type in either side of the conflict. These ranged 
from 6.4in Single Banded to 11in Triple Banded. He also designed numerous projectiles and gas 
checks, and was responsible for approving projectile and gas check designs for use in rifled naval 
guns of all sizes. 

He is also credited, quite erroneously, with virtually every rifled and banded smooth-bore in 
Confederate military service. And given the Confederacy’s great need for rifled artillery, there were 
many such guns, ranging from field guns to 10in Rodman ‘Columbiads.’  

To be accurately classified as a ‘Brooke’ – more appropriately a ‘Blakely’ – Conversion, three 
criteria must be applied: 

First, the gun must be either newly cast or a block (cast but not bored out). This is necessary 
to avoid any cracks or dents that invariably and inevitably result from use over time, and why 
merely rifling an existing smooth-bore is considered ‘weaker’ than a new gun, and not able to get 
the full advantage of the initial tension from the reinforce. 

Second, Brooke was Navy, not Army, meaning the guns were for use by the Navy. The sole 
exception was a small lot of newly cast 42pdr 7in guns cast by the Tredegar and Bellona foundries 
in 1861, probably not more than 14 pieces in all. Perhaps ten of these guns were used to arm an 
ironclad of the naval squadron defending Charleston. 

Third, and unique to the Confederacy, Brooke specified the hook-slant rifling favored by 
Blakely. This limits the number of rifling facilities to two; Tredegar and the Naval Ordnance Works, 
both in Richmond, Virginia. That number would be expanded to three when the new Selma 
Ordnance Works began operation in 1863. James Eason and Brothers Foundry of Charleston rifled 
and banded a considerable number of guns during the war, including a number of 42pdrs, but used 
Parrott rifling. 

 

 
 
Fig 1. Confederate Banded 12pdr Napoleon 

 
Excluding the various ‘Conversions’ – seven IX inch Dahlgrens into 7in Single Banded rifles, 

perhaps fourteen 42pdr 7in 3.79 T smooth-bores into 7in 4.24 T rifles, and an unknown but 
substantial number of 32 pdr 57 cwt smooth-bores into 6.4 in 61 cwt rifles – very few actual Brooke 
pattern guns were produced during the war. Only 306 guns were cast, compared to 585 Parrott 
100pdr 6.4in guns alone produced during the war, 352 of which for the Navy. 

 

Tredegar cast eleven 6.4 in Single Banded guns through October 1862, when Secretary of the 
Navy Stephan Mallory mandated the change to Double Banded. An additional three under 
construction were then altered to be Double Banded. 

Tredegar produced a total of 27 Double Banded, including the three mentioned above, from 
November 1862 to 1864 when production of the type ceased. 
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Fig 2. Confederate banded and rifled 12pdr naval gun 

 
The new Selma Ordnance Works cast 27 of the Double Banded pattern, but delivered only 15. 

The remaining 12 exhibited flaws in the casting; likely cracks or fissures caused by uneven cooling, 
and were deemed unsuitable for withstanding the pressures and strains of firing heavy rifled 
projectiles. Five of these were bored up to 8in caliber for use as smooth-bores, having been deemed 
to be strong enough for such use. This implies that the flaws were relatively shallow and could be 
eliminated by the 1.6in increase in the bore. The fate of the other seven is unknown. 

 
Tredegar produced 19 of the 7in Single Banded pattern in 1862 prior to the change to the 

Double Banded pattern. 
Tredegar produced 36 of the 7in Double Banded pattern from November 1862 to early 

1865. 
 
Selma cast 54 to that pattern, but due to casting flaws only delivered 39. Attempts to bore 

these up to 9in failed, implying that the flaws were too deep and/or the barrel would be too weak 
after losing two inches of metal. 

 

Only three of the superb 7in Triple Banded pattern were produced by Tredegar. 
Tredegar produced four of the 8in Double Banded pattern, in April and May of 1864. Two 

were known to have been mounted in ironclad warships. Sources differ on the fate of the other two. 
Some say they were seconded to the Army for coast defense, a not uncommon ultimate use of heavy 
naval ordnance, or they were bored up to 10in and deployed as smooth-bores. 

Selma produced seven of the 10in pattern and Tredegar four, all in 1864. And all were 
deployed as smooth-bores, at least one to an ironclad warship, but most for coast defense. 

Selma cast twelve 11in Double Banded guns in 1864, all as smooth-bores, but due to the 
casting problems that plagued their production of heavy guns, only eight were delivered, and all 
used in coast defense. 

Tredegar produced two 11in Triple Banded guns as smooth-bores in 1863-64, but their 
disposition and fate are unknown, and neither has survived. 

 
There is something of a legend that Brooke designed the large bore guns as smooth-bores. 

With the exception of the 6.4in Double Banded Selma guns, the essential difference between a 
smooth-bore and a rifled gun is the rifling. Armstrong’s 100pdr 9.22in smooth-bore became a 
200pdr rifled gun, his 150pdr 10.5in smooth-bore became a 300pdr rifled gun, and his 300pdr 
13.3in smooth-bore became the infamous 600pdr rifled gun. And rifled guns could and did fire 
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spherical projectiles. Indeed, for close range engagements, solid round shot and cylindrical bolts 
could and were fired by smooth-bores and rifles. Rifling may be the intent, but it is also an option. 

From the closing months of 1863 on, the war was going increasingly badly for the 
Confederacy, and the demand for heavy ordnance greatly exceeded their industry’s ability to 
produce. It was therefore expedient to forego the weeks or even months required to rifle the Great 
Guns in the few back-logged rifling facilities. 

An interesting theory regarding the disposition of some or all of the Selma casting failures, 
seven 6.4 in and fifteen 7 in guns, is that they were converted into siege howitzers through the 
expedient of cutting the barrel down to produce an overall length of around 80 inches, boring the 
shortened barrel to 8in caliber, removing the second band and a hoop from the first, and providing 
suitable carriages for fortress or field deployment. Such guns were actually purpose built by Tredegar 
and Bellona for a total of 35 such weapons, from late 1863, with the final gun ‘finished’ in March 
1865. From the contemporary photo, they have a very ‘Brooke’ appearance, which is very suggestive, 
although the gun is not listed as a Brooke design. Details are lacking, though Tredegar reports the 
weight at 5862 lbs (2659 kg), and certainly lighter than any conversions of the Selma guns. 

 

 
 
Fig 3. Confederate 8in Siege Howitzer 

 
Josiah Vavasseur established himself as the successor to his friend Blakely by fulfilling 

several orders left hanging by the bankruptcy of the Blakely Ordnance Co., Ltd. Under the auspices 
of J. Vavasseur and Co, during 1867-8 he assembled a number of guns from the components left on 
hand in 1866, which included guns for Chile, Peru and Russia. 

He also devoted that time to preparing new designs so that when The London Ordnance Co. 
opened for business on November 27, 1868 he had a full line of product to offer. Anyone who 
doubts that his new designs were firmly based on the last Blakely designs – which Vavasseur 
undoubtedly had a hand in creating – need merely compare the diagrams of his 7 inch and 12 inch 
guns with the diagram of the Blakely 11inch gun, all included below. So it seems entirely fair to say 
that the Vavasseur designs represented an evolution and refinement of the successful established 
pattern. 

In general, the Vavasseur design implemented three alterations. First, the reinforcement was 
extended more forward toward the muzzle, covering more of the chase. Second, the truncated 
bottom of the bore and hemispherical bottom favored by Blakely were replaced with a simple 
cylinder with a diameter somewhat smaller than the bore, but serving the same purpose; providing 
an air space behind the charge to reduce the initial strain on the breech from the ignition and gas 
expansion of the propellant charge, thereby ‘smoothing’ the initial pressure wave. 

The third alteration was more fundamental, to wit, the rifling. As mentioned above, he and 
the Captain had explored the idea of the ‘rib’ system, and even had gone so far as to design a 
projectile for rib rifling. Vavasseur implemented the idea for all of his muzzle-loading guns, with 
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uniformity regardless of caliber; three ribs of appropriate width and a standard twist. Blakely had 
originally used a uniform 1:48 caliber twist which was considered ideal for the Britten shells, but in 
1863 had chosen 1:36 as appropriate for the copper cup brass check. Vavasseur used a uniform 
1:30, the proverbial ideal. 

It is likely that Vavasseur and Blakely had considered the advantages of the rib system at 
length, but no record of their discussions and trials has survived. However, The Engineer 
Magazine, in the April 19, 1872 edition, made extensive mention of each. 

 
Less windage. Neither Woolwich nor Vavasseur used Blakely’s copper cup gas check, but 

the tolerances Vavasseur allowed were materially less than in the shunt rifled Woolwich system. 
Each rib rose above the surface of the bore a mere 0.2 inch. Windage around the projectile was 
0.08 inches, but between the rib and the projectile was only 0.05 inches. Less windage translated 
into more of the gas pressure acting on the projectile. 

Sure centering. The ribs structurally center the projectile in the bore. Centering had been 
a matter of some concern in the Russian Trials of 1863, and the rib system answered that 
concern. Proper centering also produces more accuracy for both range and drift/deflection. 

“The tube was not weakened by having grooves cut into it; on the contrary, the ribs 
projecting from the bore materially strengthen it.” 

In a contest of scale, the metal cut of the body of a 12in shunt projectile by the nine 
countersinks for fixing the studs is 3.75 square inches. The area left vacant for a 3-rib 12in 
projectile is only 1.35 square inches. Thus the Vavasseur projectile is materially stronger. 

“The bearing surface for turning or driving the projectile is immensely in favor of the rib 
system.” Again, this harkens back to the 1863 Russian Trials, and the criticism of relying on studs 
of minor metals for both centering and driving in the grooves, especially in cases of increasing 
twist in the rifling, lessons lost on the Select Committee and Sir William Armstrong, on which 
more below. 

“There is also considerably less scoring with a gun rifled on the rib system than one rifled 
with grooves, being the highest part of the bore, act as channels along which the gas rushes, 
while with the rib rifling the highest part of the bore – and the part most affected by the rush of 
the gas – is the part between two ribs, nearly one-third of the whole circumference of the bore in 
width; the scoring is therefore much less local [ized], and takes place in a part of the bore not 
weakened by grooves cut into it, as is the case with a grooved gun.” 

The ribs projecting from the surface of the bore are also much more effectively cleaned by 
the act of sponging than are grooves…” 

 
Vavasseur also designed the projectiles for his guns, which were much more aerodynamic 

than the norm for the time. The effect of this becomes evident when comparing official trial reports 
from Shoeburyness. The Mechanics’ Magazine of February 10, 1872 compared the results of the 
late 1871 trial of the Vavaseur gun with the performance of the Woolwich 7in gun contained in the 
Ordnance Select Committee report of June 6, 1867. Table 3 is a summary of the results. 

 
Table 3. Shooting of the 7-inch Gun 

 
Initial 

velocity, 
ft/sec 

Charge, 
lbs/type 

Eleva-
tion 

Mean 
range, yards 

Mean variation 
of range, yards 

Mean reduced deflection, 
yards 

Shooting of the Woolwich 7-inch Gun 
1430 22 RLG 2° 1427 26,4 0,6 

" " 4° 2267 20,8 1,0 
" " 6° 2791 40,1 2,0 

Shooting of the Vavasseur 7-inch Gun 

1411 
22 A4 
RLG 2° 1414 22,2 0,6 

" " 4° 2317 15 1,1 
" " 6° 3094 20,4 2,2 
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It should be noted that while both guns used charges of 22 lbs of RLG powder, as noted 
above, not all RLG was the same. The A4 type was discontinued in 1865, and replaced by a more 
uniform and denser powder; hence the shoots for range in early 1867 for the Woolwich guns. That 
the powder provided for the 1871 trials of the Vavasseur gun was specifically noted as A4 indicates 
why the initial velocity was lower than would be expected. Yet in spite of the inferior powder, the 
superior aerodynamic shape of the projectile lost less velocity as the elevation increased, and thus 
produced greater ranges. Against a target at the same range, say 4000 yards, the striking velocity of 
the Vavasseur projectile would be markedly greater, and the trajectory flatter. 

Another point worth mentioning is that Vavasseur produced a gun longer, stronger and 
lighter than the corresponding Woolwich gun, due to the all-steel construction. The Woolwich 7in 
had a bore length of 111 inches, and weighed 14560 lbs (6 ½ Tons). Vavasseur’s 7in gun had a bore 
length of 126 inches but weighed only 11312 lbs (5.05 Tons). The 3248 lb difference can be 
explained in great part by the mass of wrought iron coils intended to reinforce the steel ‘A’ tube, a 
carry-over from the unsound and otherwise rejected Armstrong system. 

The same remains true of corresponding calibers. The Woolwich 9in gun weighed 12 Tons 
(26880 lbs) and had a bore length of 125 inches. The Vavasseur 9in weighed 10 Tons (22400 lbs) 
with a bore of 144 inches. Woolwich’s newest 12in gun weighed 35 Tons (78400 lbs) with a 
162.5 inch bore. The older 12in gun weighed 25 Tons (56000 lbs) with a bore of only 145 inches. 
Vavasseur’s 12in gun had a bore length of 187 inches and weighed only 27 Tons (60480 lbs), some 
8 Tons lighter than its contemporary from Woolwich. 

The only apparent exception was the purpose-built 64pdr 6.4in 64cwt (7168 lbs) gun, with a 
97.5 inch bore. Vavasseur’s contemporary was a 6.3in 100pdr of 80cwt (4 Tons) with a 111 inch 
bore. But the difference was not just weight, but strength. The 64pdr was limited to a 10 lb charge 
of RLG powder, and a 64 lb shell. The 100pdr used a 20 lb charge of pellet powder to fire 100 lb AP 
Shot.  

There is considerable evidence that along side of his RMLs, Vavasseur also offered breech-
loader versions. This should not come as a surprise as he and the Captain had patented copper 
bands for breech loaded projectiles, and it appears likely that they were designing or had designed 
a gun to fire the new type projectiles. Indeed, The Engineer Magazine, in the June 15th, 1866 
edition, mentions that smaller caliber BLRs were in production, though no examples have survived 
as confirmation, though Chinese lists do mention a 4.5in breech-loader. Likely these first 
production breech-loaders would be mostly 3.5in 12pdr, 4.2in 20pdr, 4.5in 36pdr and possibly 
4.62in 40pdrs. Vavasseur (jointly with Blakely?) received a Patent in 1865 or early 66 for 
‘improvements’ to the breech-closing mechanism having to do with ignition of the charge, which 
certainly implies there was a breech mechanism to improve. 

But the feature that draws the most surprised comment was the enlarged powder chamber. No 
doubt those comments were based on the sad experience with Armstrong’s wrought iron breech-
loading guns, where the slightly enlarged chamber proved to be a point of weakness. If one discounts 
the experimental and very advanced all-steel Marie Jeanne, none of the French breech-loaders were 
cast with an enlarged chamber, nor did the contemporary Krupp guns prior to 1868. However, given 
the emphasis both Vavasseur and Blakely placed on sufficient air space to lessen the initial pressures of 
propellant ignition, an enlarged chamber for a breech-loader is the logical conclusion. (The relative 
failure of Blakely’s 1860 design was due to too much air space for such a small charge.) And, from an 
internal ballistics perspective, enlarging the chamber allows for a large charge without impinging on the 
rifled bore, preserving the ‘distance traveled’ from the seat to the muzzle. 

Writing in 1880, Edward W. Very, USN, noted that “Vavasseur ordnance is used considerably in 
China, and has found some use in other quarters of the world.” In light of this general statement, and in 
the complete absence of production records, sales records, correspondence or any other documentation 
save pieces of information can provide a dim vision of the impact Vavasseur had. 

In January of 1864, the shipbuilder A. Hall launched a small ironclad sloop or cruiser. It was 
a speculative venture in hopes of selling the ship to the Confederacy, but this proved a false hope. 
The virtually complete but unarmed warship lay idle until 1869 when she was sold to Prince 
Kumamoto. Completed and armed, she arrived at Nagasaki in January of 1870, and by the end of 
the year she had been presented to the Emperor as the Ryujo. Her armament consisted of two 6.5in 
100pdr guns (bored-up 6.3in?) on pivot mountings fore and aft, with ten 5.5in 60pdrs on the 
broadsides, all breech-loaders from The London Ordnance Co. 
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From the available evidence, it seems that Vavasseur guns were significant in the early years 
of the Imperial Japanese Navy. 

Unyo was ordered from A. Hall, of Aberdeen, by the Choshu Domain, in 1868. She was 
delivered in February of 1870, and taken into the IJN of July 25, 1871. Her armament was one 6.3in 
and one 5.5in guns on pivot mounts. 

Dai IchiTeibo and Dai Ni Teibo were also ordered by the Choshu Domain in 1868 as armed 
transports. But upon arrival, they were armed and converted into gunboats. Taken into the IJN in 
1870, they were armed differently, the first with one 6in and one 5.5in, and the second with two 
6 ½ inch (bored-up 6.3in?). 

Hosho was also built in Aberdeen (A. Hall?) for the Choshu Domain. She was delivered in 
1869, and taken into the IJN in May of 1871. Her armament was one 7in and one 5.5in, both MLRs. 

Nisshin was built in the Netherlands for the Saga Domain. She was commissioned on March 
3, 1870, and taken into the IJN in June. She was armed with one 7in on a pivot mount, four 6.3in 
on the broadsides, two 2.5in boat guns and a smoothbore mortar on a pivot mount. 

The saga of the Fujiyama presents a number of questions. The ship, a 1000 Ton small frigate, 
was ordered from the United States by the Shogun in 1862 as part of an arms deal for two such 
frigates and a gunboat. Delays caused by the Shimonoseki incident and complications due to the 
Civil War delayed construction, and only Fujiyama was laid down in 1863. The rest of the order 
was cancelled by the Shogun, but he took delivery of Fujiyama in December of 1866. The designed 
armament was for 28 guns, likely traditional smooth-bores, but as completed the hull was pierced 
for only ten. Her armament under the Shogun is unknown. The victorious Meiji government took 
the ship into the fledgling IJN in July of 1869. Her subsequent armament was listed as one 6.3in 
MLR, two 15cm MLRs and ten smaller guns. 6.3in was the Vavasseur caliber, and as noted in 
Appendix C, Vavasseur had the contacts through his brother and the Henry Leighton Co. to obtain 
access to the Japanese market. So it is likely that the ‘15cm’ guns were really Vavasseur 6in 80pdrs, 
and the unidentified ‘smaller’ guns 3.75in 20pdrs. 

Except for the mortar, all of the guns were likely built by The London Ordnance Co. 
In the mid-1870s, Mexico took delivery of twoarmed troop transports/cruisers, named 

Democrata and the Mexico. Both were armed with two Vavasseur6.3 inch guns on pivot mounts, 
and two 3.75in 20pdr boat/landing guns. These were companions of two gunboats, Independencia 
and Libertad, which were armed with one 6.3in on a pivot mount and four 20pdrs. All were 
muzzle-loaders. 

Argentina acquired two gunboats, Parana and Uruguay, armed with four 7in Vavasseur 
guns, two on pivot mounts fore and aft, and one on each broadside. 

The London Ordnance Co. seems to have provided guns for Portugal from 1869 through the 
1870s. As mentioned above, Blakely Ordnance Co, Ltd, provided four 5 ¼ inch 56pdr and an 
unknown number of 4.62 inch 40pdr and 3.5 inch 12pdrs in 1865.  

The 56pdrs were pivot mounts on the corvettes Duque de Palmela and her sister Dom Joao, 
and Duque de Terceira and her sister Sa da Bandeira. The rest of the armament comprised twelve 
(fourteen for Teceira) bronze 32pdr Paixhans ‘shell’ guns. In the early to mid-1870s, all four ships 
were re-armed with eight 165mm guns, almost certainly a 6.3in (16cm)100pdr from The London 
Ordnance Co. 

The 28 gun frigate Bartholomeu Dias (1858) was re-armed in the mid-1870s. Her new armament 
was listed as a 6in breech loading rifle, ten 40pdrs and six smaller guns; these last presumably muzzle 
loaders. Armstrong invariably get the credit for BLRs that appear on lists for the 1870s, in much the 
same sloppy fashion as all MLRs by definition must be Armstrong’s. The simple truth is that Armstrong 
did not introduce BLRs of bores larger than field artillery size until the early 1880s. The 6in L/23 and 
8in L/26 of 1879 were experimental guns. Hence, if a BLR during the 1869 to 1882 period was not of 
Krupp or French construction, then it was most likely a Vavasseur, though an early, short version of the 
Armstrong 12cm L/20 appeared in 1876. And the 40pdrs and, likely 20pdrs, whether muzzle- or 
breech-loaders, were also from The London Ordnance Co. 

Most Portuguese naval construction in the late 1860s through the 1870s consisted of 
gunboats and small cruisers suitable for colonial service, of which there were four ‘classes.’ 

Tejo (1869), Douro (1873) and Quanza (1877) form the first group. Their original armament 
consisted of one 16cm and two 40pdr MLRs. All three were re-armed with Armstrong BLRs in the 
1880s. 
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Rio Sada, Rio Tamega and Rio Lima (all 1875) were originally armed with a 7in and four 
40pdr MLRs. In the 1880s, the 7in was replaced by a 6in Armstrong BLR and the 40pdrs with 
Armstrong 4.7in (12cm) BLRs. The fourth sister, Rio Vouga (1882) was completed with a 6in L/27 
Armstrong (which dates to 1882-3) and four 100mm French Schneider guns. 

Rainha de Portugal and Mindello (both 1876) mounted two 7in and four 20pdrs, all MLRs.  
Mondovi, Bengo (both 1879) and Rio Ave (1880) were originally armed with one 16cm and two 

40pdr MLRs. All three were re-armed in the 1880s, but not uniformly. Mondavi received one 
Armstrong 6in BLR and two 8.7cm Krupp guns. Bengo seems to have received the same 6in L/26 guns 
available around 1885, but two 4.7in (12cm) guns. And Rio Ave received a 4in and two 3in BLRs. 

In 1870-71, some twenty eight 3in 12pdr field guns were hurriedly built on order of the 
French government. (They also acquired two batteries of Blakely 3.5in 12pdr guns from Fawcett, 
Preston.) The French were not impressed. Vavasseur redesigned the gun, making it longer and 
stronger but maintaining the same weight. And with carefully and properly fabricated shells, rather 
the hurriedly cast under emergency time constraints, the gun was tried in 1873-4. The French 
military authorities proclaimed it superior to any other guns they had tried. Their only reservation 
was that the quality of the shells for the rib rifling might be a problem in time of war. 

The Carlist revolutionaries bought a number of 3in 12pdr and 3.75in 20pdr guns during their 
war with the Spanish government in 1872-75. Post-revolution, the Spanish authorities had nothing 
good to say about those guns. 

The opening Chinese market as a whole presented lucrative commercial opportunities to 
western merchants. But for ordnance manufacturers, China was not a single market, but rather five 
separate markets! The reasons for this complexity were fairly straight forward, but the 
ramifications were not. Essentially, the Imperial Government in Peking (Beijing) reigned 
increasingly lightly over the country, while real power, both civil and military, was vested in the 
Regional Governors – often referred to as Governor-generals.’ Consequently, these powerful men 
were free to exercise their own judgments and methods within their Regions in addressing Imperial 
policies. There was no viable central authority. 

In practical terms, this included trade, military and naval policy. Each Regional Governor 
was responsible for training and equipping his military forces, protecting his own coasts, acquiring 
his own naval ships from the Imperial government, and especially acquiring the guns and 
munitions necessary. For example, artillery of all sizes were considered as ‘capital assets’ of the 
Region, and were not transferrable without compensation. Thus, the Regional Governors bought 
whatever they preferred, limited only by what they could afford. No standardization was required.  

Evolving naval policy called for four ‘fleets,’ the Peiyang (Beiyang) ‘Northern Seas’ Fleet based 
around the Gulf of Pe-chili, the Nanyang or ‘Southern Waters’ Fleet based at Shanghai, the Fukien 
(Fujian) Fleet based at Foochow, and the Kwangtung (Guangdong) Fleet based at Canton. In 
addition, the Governor of Canton operated a small flotilla of gunboats for piracy suppression, 
separate from the Fleet, as did the Governors of Shanghai and Foochow, though to a much lesser 
extent. 

Blakely ‘broke into’ the ‘Chinese’ market in 1864 through the use of third parties in the 
trading community. So it follows that the customers were the Governor-generals of the Regions 
containing the most important Treaty Ports of Shanghai, Foochow and Canton. Vavasseur 
inherited this network, and may have begun using it under the auspices of J Vavasseur Co in 1867, 
but certainly with the London Ordnance Co. 

Krupp, who had begun wooing the Chinese officials in 1866, appointed Friedrich Peil to 
solely represent Krupp in China in 1870. This strategy proved successful, as the following year it 
appears that a combination of orders from Nanyang and Fukien amounted to 318 guns of all sizes. 
And a follow-on order was placed in 1874. 

It also appears Whitworth (Manchester Ordnance & Rifle Co) established at least a presence 
in the late 1860s in the Shanghai area. 

From all indications, Armstrong/EOC did not enter the Chinese market until 1876, through 
the sales of Rendel gunboats, also known as the ‘flat iron’ gunboats, and then primarily with the 
Peiyang fleet. 

The permutations were complex. As mentioned above, the guns were capital assets. 
Consequently, a ship transferred from the Fukien fleet to the Peiyang fleet would first land her 
guns, projectiles and ammunition. Upon arrival at the new duty station, Peiyang owned guns and 
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suitable projectiles and ammunition would be installed and loaded. This consideration played 
against transferring ships. 

Another consideration was that projectiles were not inter-changeable, even if calibers were 
the same. A Blakely gun would not be able to fire Vavasseur, Whitworth or Armstrong projectiles, 
and vice versa. And of course Krupp guns did not match calibers. To a considerable degree, this 
tied ships to their home fleet. It also played against manufacturers entering the market. 

There are a considerable number of data points that illustrate the situation: 
 

An 1876 British report on Foochow noted that the artillery park contained a number of 
Blakely, Whitworth and Krupp guns along with a number of old smooth-bores. 

Of the 56 major pieces of ordnance on the 11 Chinese ships at Foochow in 1884, 3 were                    
8-inchers [sic. Krupp 21cm] and 30 were Vavasseur of less than 6-in caliber [sic. 16cm or 6.3in]. 

Two forts destroyed by the French squadron as they retired from the Battle of Foochow, 
Ft. Kimpai mounted two 7in Vavasseur guns, and Ft. ‘Blanc’ mounted four 7in Vavasseur and one 
21cm Krupp guns. 

In 1867-68, Governor-General of the two ‘Kwangs’ Jui-lin purchased eight steamers from 
British and French sources for the Kwangtung fleet, and appears to have served as agent for 
another ship for the Nanyang fleet. Other than ship names, virtually no information has survived. 
One of these was the An Lan. The name appears again in 1871 in Foochow as an armed 
transport/gunboat of 1005 Tons, armed with one 7in, four 5.5in and two 4.5in breech loading 
guns. 5.5in is a Vavasseur caliber, 4.5in is a Blakely caliber, and 7in is common to both. Was the 
An Lan of 1871 the same ship as the An Lan of 1867, at Foochow to enhance her original 
armament of Blakely guns (7in and 4.5in)? Or was the ship of new construction whose armament 
reflected the mixture of guns available? Or perhaps the An Lan had been transferred from the 
Kwangtung to the Fukien fleet? An Lan sank in a storm off Taiwan in 1874. 

 
Table 4 summarizes what can reasonably be inferred from the available data. But it is not 

completely accurate due to two major factors. First, assuming the An Lan was a single ship, there 
are at least nine and likely fourteen ships of the Kwangyang fleet, all dating in the 1861 to 1868 
time period, whose armament is unknown. The same applies to two ships of the Fukien fleet, four 
of the Nanyang fleet, and at least one for the Peiyang fleet. So it is quite likely that Blakely guns are 
under-represented. And second, a considerable number of the ships in the Nanyang and Fukien 
fleets were were of the armed transport/gunboat variety, carrying a minimal armament of three or 
five guns, but with a fairly large cargo capacity. Fitting them out as dedicated warships required 
docking to mount the additional guns and arrange magazines, projectile stowage and crew quarters 
One such ship, the Yang Wu, was completed with a full armament of one 6.4/7in 150pdr, eight 
5/5.5in 70pdr and two or four 4.2/4.5in 24pdr Whitworth guns. Another, the Fu Po, was 
‘converted’ following the undeclared Sino-French war of 1884-85. In addition to her peace time 
armament of five Vavasseur guns she received an 8in muzzle loader and six short 4.7in breech 
loaders from EOC. In other words, the armament of that type as warships was understated. 

 
Table 4.Imported Naval Guns That Can Be Accounted For, 1861–1883 

 

 
Blakely 

Vavasseu
r Krupp 

Whitwort
h EOC Other Total 

Nanyang 
 

58 11 52 13 15 149 
Kwangtun
g 3 4 

  
5 

 
12 

Fukien 
 

32 5 11 4 
 

52 
Peiyang 

 
26 

  
45 

 
71 

Total 3 120 16 63 67 15 284 

 
1,06% 42,25% 5,63% 22,18% 23,59% 5,28% 284 

 
And of course, light and field artillery and coast defense guns are an unknown quantity. 

The coast defense guns present an especially vexing problem as they were inter-twined with the 
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needs of the various fleets. In other words, the central artillery park of each region had to supply 
both. Armament for a new or transferred ship needed to be supplied from ‘regional’ resources. 
Richard N.J. Wright documented this unusual practice to the greatest extent possible. 

Edward Very, writing in 1880, gives what may be an extreme example. The two ‘Alpha’ and 
the two ‘Gamma’ class Rendel gunboats, originally intended for the Nanyang fleet but usurped by 
the Peiyang fleet, were transferred to the Nanyang fleet when the four ‘Epsilon’ class arrived at 
Tientsin in 1879. One of the ‘Iota’ class followed in 1880. According to Very, three were armed with 
12in Vavasseur guns. Other sources state the guns were taken form coast defense fortifications. 
If Very is correct, and no other standard source confirms his information, the process would be in 
keeping with standard practice, and the preferences demonstrated by the Governor-General. 
Presumably, the other two gunboats, likely the smaller ‘Alpha’ boats, were also provided new 
armament, either Vavasseur – there was a 10in 16 Ton gun, but no detailed information has 
survived (a hypothetical reconstruction is included below) – or Krupp guns. And by implication, 
the coastal fortifications in the Peiyang region would have received five Armstrong guns, while the 
Nanyang region would have been temporarily reduced by five guns. 

There are numerous other examples of the inter-play between the regional fleet and the 
administration and allocation of guns. 

The Nanyang wooden frigates Hai An and Yu Yuan, completed in 1872-3, were originally 
armed with two ‘9’ inch on pivot mounts and twenty four 70pdrs, all Whitworth guns. By the end of 
the decade, Whitworth had fallen out of favor, and in the early 1880s both were re-armed with two 
21cm on pivot mounts, four 15cm and twenty 12cm Krupp guns. The Whitworth guns would be 
allocated as needed. 

The gunboat/transport T’aiAn was completed at Foochow in 1877, and apparently fitted out 
for the standard armament of one 16cm and four 40pdrs, presumably Vavasseur guns. But the ship 
was allocated to the Peiyang fleet, and on arrival was armed with ten guns, presumably from EOC; 
likely two 70pdr 6.4in on pivot mounts fore and aft and eight 40pdrs on the broadsides. The 
Tientsin Arsenal was constructed from 1866 to sometime in the early 1870s, with British 
assistance, so by 1877 there would be a sufficient supply of ordnance to arm ships with whatever 
types Li Hung-Chang preferred. 

Much the same situation applied to the composite gunboat Wei Yuan, also completed at 
Foochow in 1877. She was armed with seven guns upon arrival at Tientsin, likely a 70pdr but 
possibly a 7in, and six 40pdrs on the broadsides. 

The available evidence indicates that to 1875, the Nanyang, Fukien and Kwangtung Regions 
bought 12in 27Ton, 7in 5Ton 1cwt, 6.3in 100pdr, 4.75in 40pdr, and 3in 9pdr muzzle-loading rifles, 
and 5.5in 60pdr and 3in 12pdr breech-loading rifles from Vavasseur. Post-1875 purchases are 
unknown but likely substantial, and of course ended in 1883, while Krupp’s market share grew and 
became dominate in the decade of the 1880s. 

“At the close of 1882 the authorities [the War Office acting on the recommendation of the 
Ordnance Committee] arrived at the important decision that all guns manufactured in future are to 
consist wholly of steel…When once steel had clearly shown that it was superior to wrought iron, 
even in the very qualities to which wrought iron owed its popularity, the results of the competition 
between steel and wrought iron was a foregone conclusion.” So wrote The Engineer on January 12, 
1883, which can only be seen as a very belated complete vindication of Blakely’s work from 1863, 
Vavasseur’s work, and to a lesser extent, Whitworth’s work, and their advocacy of built-up all-steel 
guns. The long overdue repudiation of wrought iron as a material for ordnance construction also 
cast off the last remnant of the ‘Armstrong system, which had never been viable. 

Three years previously, as recorded in The Engineer (November 28, 1879), “A decisive step 
has just been taken by the War-office in reference to the breech-loading question. Orders have been 
given for the manufacture of two large breech-loading guns at the Royal Arsenal [Woolwich], one 
to weigh 25 Tons and the other 40 Tons… The precise method to be adopted as concerns the 
breech-closing arrangement is not yet disclosed; but it is certain that the guns themselves will be 
constructed on the Fraser system.” 

This effectively brought an end to the muzzle-loading rifled gun which had, according to 
Captain H. Garbett writing in 1897, “…undoubtedly set us back, as compared with France and 
Germany, some fifteen years in the art of gun construction…” The two-pronged question is, why the 
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inexplicable delay in adopting all-steel construction and breech loading ordnance, and what 
accumulated events finally forced the two great changes? 

Lt. C.E. Dutton of the U.S. Ordnance Corps revealed part of the answer in an article published 
in 1872. “…The English constructors [at Woolwich] have a pious hatred of both steel and cast iron, 
on account of what they term their ‘treacherous’ character, and maintain that they use steel in the 
bore, not for its strength, but for its hardness and freedom from welds, which are necessary in 
[wrought iron] coils. They depend upon the coils for the restraint against bursting, and consider 
the steel tube a mere lining, charging upon the tube all failures. On the other hand, the opponents 
of the Woolwich [and by extension, Armstrong/EOC] construction say that it is weak, because the 
soft wrought iron, with an inferior elasticity, relaxes its grip [loses much of the initial tension] on 
the central tube after a few fires, giving it very little support, and compelling it to sustain, almost 
unaided, the stress of firing…It can be shown, I think, that the Woolwich people very much 
underrate the efficiency of the steel tube, and somewhat overrate the efficiency of the coils, while 
their adversaries as obviously are guilty of the reverse error. If either party could prove its position, 
it would prove what is not a fact, viz., that the Woolwich gun is a very bad gun…”  

Lt. Dutton may have the right of it! The aversion to steel represents Armstrong’s 
philosophical legacy; an attitude based on the false belief that the reinforcing coils of wrought iron 
would signal a problem in advance of a catastrophic failure and prevent the gun from bursting 
explosively. This may well have been the experience of the Armstrong RBLs and even with his 
experimental large muzzle-loaders, all of which featured an inner coil [‘A’ tube] which would 
generally fail early but also more slowly, with bugles and/or deformations. But the situation changed 
completely with the introduction of oil-tempered steel ‘A’ tubes which were the main strength of the 
gun; pressures great enough to burst the steel would hardly be contained by soft wrought iron coils. 
Yet this blind faith in masses of wrought iron coils – though great mass does have a certain value –
seems to have forestalled an objective investigation of alternatives from 1864 on. 

The attitude of the authorities of the War Office, who alone controlled all matters relating to 
the ordnance for Her Majesty’s Armed Services, “…can ask what guns, if we are not to return to our 
old stock of smooth bores, have been proved to be better than the Armstrong…” system? The 
answer, simply put, is that competition had not been allowed; EOC and Woolwich jointly had 
exclusively dominated the provision of guns since 1859. 

 
1864 
1864 marks the first of Captain H. Garbett’s fifteen-year period of relative ‘stagnation’ in the 

field of ordnance. It also presented a ‘golden opportunity’ to ‘catch up’ with rapidly advancing 
technology and experimentation. A quick review of the resources available to replace the failed 
Armstrong ‘system’ reveals several courses that could have been utilized to find a better way 
forward: 

 

Mersey Steel and Iron Company, under the direction of Col. Cole, were marketing field 
caliber guns of ingenious design, though built of wrought iron. Rendered in steel, Britain could 
have availed herself of first-rate breech-loading artillery. 

Henry Bessemer, of steel fame, had been experimenting with mild steel field caliber artillery 
since 1858. In 1861 he designed and built a breech-loader for ‘larger’ calibers, either solid cast or 
built up with reinforcing rings. 

Joseph Whitworth, the talented metallurgist, was at the cutting edge in developing steel 
suitable for Great Guns. The problems with his guns were faulty construction, the hexagonal 
rifling and the ‘quick’ twist of that rifling. “Improvements in the manufacture of homogeneous 
metal [steel] now enable me to use hammered moulded hoops of that metal, which have double 
the strength of welded coiled hoops of wrought iron, and which I have therefore, always preferred 
and used for the inner tube of my rifled guns.” [Letter to the Times, October 1862] 

The Blakely Ordnance Company was enjoying considerable success under the leadership of 
the Captain and Josiah Vavasseur. They offered a complete line of all-steel muzzle-loading rifles 
from field calibers up to 11in Great Guns, and were investigating a breech-loading system. 

Vickers had developed an Annealing process for ordnance in 1863: 
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1. Around a solid – or hollow cast – central core are fitted concentric rings so as to create 
one mass; 

2. The core is bored out to a bit less than the desired final caliber; 
3. The mass is then placed in an annealing furnace and heated; 
4. The cooling process is from the inside out, using a stream of water or other liquid, or a jet 

of air. 
Thus, each succeeding ring cools at an even rate and shrinks onto the next inner ring, 

combining the Rodman process with initial tension for a very strong gun. 

 
From this partial list of available assets, the Select Committee on Ordnance was in the unique 

position of being able to discard the errors of the previous six years and chart a course forward. 
However, they opted for more of the same. 

Professional opinion, as reflected by The Engineer Magazine, Mechanics’ Magazine and 
Engineering Magazine, had not been shy about their reasoned preferences. 

“With a [steel] casting equally strong throughout, and nowhere weaker than 100,000 lb. to 
the square inch, it would be perfectly practicable to make a gun…We cannot think, after what has 
been already demonstrated…that the day is not far distant when English steel cannon will 
outnumber the vast batteries already mounted on the Continent…” [August 2, 1861] 

“Captain Blakely is supplying foreign Governments with guns capable of smashing the 
Warrior’s sides like and egg shell, but the authorities deny him all opportunities for firing at 
Shoeburyness or Woolwich.” [October 17, 1862] 

“The English Government would do well to note the progress the Russians are making in 
gunnery. Cast steel guns are decidedly before any yet produced in England of any other material.” 
[October 23, 1863) 

“…Solid bars of Sheffield steel, 14 ft. long and 24in. or more in diameter, are being bored 
out…to calibers of 9in, in others of 11in…Heavy cast steel jackets are shrunk accurately over these, 
and over these again a serried of steel hoops formed from bars 4in. square…Now, why are not such 
guns adopted in our Navy? Why should the makers of such guns have no other customers than 
foreigners?” [November 6, 1863] 

“…Steel is, of course, a stronger and more durable material than wrought iron, and every 
ordnance engineer but Sir William Armstrong perceived this, as a matter of course.” [November 13, 
1863] 

“…The whole question of good guns is embraced in the question, ‘How to make a strong gun?’ 
To make the strongest gun we must employ the strongest metal. That metal is steel…The ‘coil 
system’ merely permits of securing the whole strength of wrought iron in the direction of the 
diameter of the gun; but it cannot in any way increase that strength…Tough steel, when cast, is 
equally strong in all directions, and at least one-half [50 %] stronger than wrought iron in any 
direction. This fact is founded in nature, and it must hold true…” [December 11, 1863] 

“Wrought iron… is quite inferior to cast iron in respect of resistance to crushing, and here the 
real weakness of wrought iron when employed in the chase of a gun. The grain of the metal is 
crushed into itself, with the destruction of the fiber of the metal, which, therefore, gives way in the 
form of internal cracks. For a long time all the Armstrong guns were formed of wrought iron 
throughout, and it was not until after repeated failures that the reform of the chases, which are now 
made of steel, was affected… The common sense conclusion of the whole question is, let 
Government apply itself to the discovery of the strongest gun, leaving the schemers the refinements 
which have so long been inflated to the dignity of so-called ‘systems of ordnance.’” (February 5, 
1864]. 

“That the Government will have the courage to confess, what every disinterested person 
clearly sees, to wit, that the whole system of Armstrong heavy guns is a failure, is not likely until the 
actual test of war shall have proved this…Can it be that we need to go again over the reasons why 
wrought iron heavy guns can never bear heavy firing beyond, at the most, a few hundred 
rounds?...We think official eyes have been shut to a great deal of what is passing elsewhere, and 
that at Woolwich there has been no opportunity for the admission of proof…steel, however, 
promises the best results as a material for guns…” [March 4, 1864] 
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In Parliament, Mr. Berkeley addressed the situation, stating in part, “…Because in this age, 
when our Ministers propound the doctrine of throwing everything open to competition, they yet 
allowed a profound monopoly to exist in guns, shutting out all our most competent engineers. 
Everything must be done by Sir William Armstrong, who, when he made an expensive failure, was 
not discharged, but was left to try again; whereas everybody who opposed him received the cold 
shoulder…and Captain Blakely also was making guns for the Russians – offering, Englishman-like 
to back his weapon for a thousand guineas. Our Government…gave the cold shoulder to native 
talent, and that talent was now seeking a market elsewhere.” [March 18, 1864],  

“Whatever may be the real improvements made in the construction of guns it is immediately 
taken advantage of to increase their size, and thus their destructive effect…Sir William Armstrong 
has succeeded in making a 13 1/3-in. gun which has successfully withstood a 90 lb. charge… It has 
been feared that, with such large guns, there would be no adequate means of working them; but the 
rapid improvements being made, and the resources of science, render it more likely that 20-Ton 
guns may yet be worked, even on shipboard, and certainly within casemated forts. The Blakely 
Ordnance Company are first sending to Russia a 11-in. gun, weighing 23 Tons, and intended to bear 
a very heavy powder charge…are the heaviest [caliber actually in service], the most effective, and 
the most easily managed guns ever made in England…Reports still reach us from Russia that 
Krupp’s large steel guns sent to St. Petersburg are found to burst [more preciously, one 9in. and 
two 8in. blocks from Krupp bored out in Russia as muzzle-loading rifles. Of breech-loaders, four 
9in, burst between 4/1864 and 7/1869. All were solid cast and not reinforced.] …The results…of the 
trial of a 9.22in. and a 7in. gun at Portsmouth, and with considerable charges of powder and steel 
shot, do not bear out what was anticipated of the destructive effect of the projectiles against iron 
plate…Our only course is to continue our efforts to increase the strength, and thus the destructive 
effect of the gun…” [May 6, 1864] 

“…In the meantime, some extraordinary results have been obtained from 12-pounder guns 
made from Naylor, Vickers and Co’s steel, and this, too, is chiefly employed by the Blakely 
Ordnance Company. That guns stronger than any yet known can be made from the best steel, 
we need not now predict, but it may prove in various ways that steel guns are stronger than those 
formed upon any combination whatsoever of iron, and it is evident that, other Powers having taken 
to steel, we are likely to be placed at a disadvantage…It is with steel guns that we must expect to fire 
heavy steel punch-headed shot, and it is only with those shot that we can expect to pierce heavy 
armour plates. We advocated steel guns while the Armstrong delusion of heavy wrought iron naval 
guns was at its height, and it is some satisfaction to know that the principle portion [the ‘A’ tube] of 
every gun manufactured at Woolwich is now made of steel. It will not be long, we believe, before 
what is now admitted to be the best for the most important part will be found to be preferred for 
the whole of the gun.” [July 1, 1864] 

Referring to Armstrong’s 600pdr gun, “The resistance due to a sharper twist is more than the 
whole gun could stand, the result is that long [heavy] shot cannot be used; they turn over like a 
boy’s arrow without a feather [due to stripping of the studs]. [August 19, 1864]. See Appendix G. 

“The future of the Armstrong gun looks dark and grim for those who take an interest in its 
success. After the expenditure of millions on his ideas and schemes, Sir William has absolutely 
failed to provide us with a gun worth the first cost of the material used in its manufacture. 
Mechanically wrong in principle, his ordnance can never be right in fact, and we trust that the day 
is not far distant when his gun, and the gigantic job which led to its construction, will have alike 
become matter of history.” [August 19, 1864]. 

“The shunt system…in some respects is the very worst system of rifling ever proposed to be 
applied to naval purposes. From the peculiar nipping action which takes place near the muzzle of 
the gun [torque due to the increasing twist of the rifling]…it is anything but expedient to attempt 
the use of shells of any kind, as they are almost certain to be broken up or exploded by the true 
concussion which occurs at the moment the projectile enters the tightening portion of the length of 
the grooves. The acute angle…is very unfavourable to strength…Many shunts have failed after the 
first few rounds – one was destroyed by the fourth [round]… Apart even from these 
considerations…the shunt is not easily loaded, because it rapidly becomes foul [with powder 
residue]…” [September 9, 1864]. 

To all appearances, the end of 1864 promised long overdue and much needed reform for the 
provision of guns for Her Majesty’s armed services. The resources, expertise and experience 
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necessary to completely discard the Armstrong system (wrought iron coiled inner tube, wrought 
iron coils to reinforce that tube, and latterly shunt rifling with an increasing twist) were in place, 
merely awaiting action by the Select Committee on Ordnance. Indeed, the weak coiled inner tube 
had already been discarded in favor of oil tempered steel, and in October the Committee began a 
well-conceived and comprehensive program of trials to determine the best form of rifling. Surely 
the Select Committee would take advantage of the opportunity fortune had provided. 

 
Table 5. Strength of Metals used for Artillery 

 

Material 
Tons per Square Inch 

Elongation per Inch at Breaking 
Yielding Breaking 

Bronze 6,8 14,9 0,29 
Cast Iron c. 4 9 to 14 

 Wrought Iron 11 22 0,3 
Steel -- Soft 18 31 0,21 
Steel -- Oil Tempered 31 47 0,11 

 
1866 
“It is not too much to say…that these four systems of rifling are the best yet produced for 

naval purposes; and if causes are to be followed by their proper effects, it is much more than 
probably that the [rifling] regarded as the best by the committee, will be accepted by the 
Government as the representative of the future armaments of our iron-clad frigates. It is true that 
only certain functions…are being tested, but it must be remembered that the character of any 
system of rifling adopted, modifies and governs everything else – except, perhaps, mere weight – 
connected with the use or manufacture o ordnance. On this element ultimately depends not only 
the powers of endurance of the piece, but its practical adaptation to the ends sought…So powerful, 
indeed, is the influence exerted, that the general characteristics of a gun can be determined with 
approximate accuracy from the mere consideration of the…projectile employed, and the nature of 
the grooving intended to give it…rotation…The balance of advantages [and results to date] appears 
to lie with the invention of Commander Scott.” See Appendix H. [March 3, 1865]. 

“…We do doubt, however, and seriously doubt, whether the solid cast steel guns [not built-up 
or reinforced] now being so largely adopted in Russia, are one whit stronger than cast iron guns of 
the same caliber made in America [think Double and Triple Banded Brooke guns, not 
Parrotts]…The ‘Parrotts’ are simply Blakely guns of [very] early construction, and Captain Blakely 
would not himself now think of employing cast and wrought iron, but trusts almost entirely to cast 
steel…We do not for one moment deny that steel has a far greater tensile strength than cast iron, 
yet it does not follow that cast steel [unreinforced] will make the strongest gun…Whether Captain 
Blakely can rely upon a tougher quality than can be produced in [a single] ten-ton castings, is not 
certain. His guns are gaining a high reputation for strength, and it may prove that his are the 
strongest made. It is clearly the duty of our Government, now well out of the Armstrong nightmare, 
to inform itself fully upon this point, and to let its information be known.” [March 10, 1865] 

On May 15th, at the RUSI, Major Owens, Professor of Land Artillery, delivered a paper 
entitled “On the Present State of the Artillery Question.” He revealed in the paper and subsequent 
discussion a number of startling actions by the Select Committee. 

 

That the remainder of the trials program had been suspended, 
That there had been no trials with live shells, but a small “private” practice involving two 

guns (Scott rifling and the modified ‘French’ rifling) firing five rounds each with shells filled with 
sand, 

That the Committee had already reported to the Government [War Office] in favor of the 
modified ‘French’ rifling for the ‘Woolwich gun,’ the final details of which had not been 
determined [see Appendix F]. (Officially accepted on June 7, 1865), 

That the rifling grooves were to have an increasing twist, even though the Americans and the 
French had abandoned that form as having caused premature shell bursts in the chase, 
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Begrudgingly, that General Lafroy, President of the Committee was of the opinion that the 
grooves were too deep and too wide [1/4 in. deep by 2.09 in. wide versus Scott’s 1/8 in. deep and 
0.8 in. wide] and increased the windage, 

That the battering charge for the 7in gun being developed at Woolwich was reduced from 25 
lb. to 22 lb, 

That there had been no rapid-fire trials. [May 19, 1865] 

 
“It is far from easy to regard the proceedings of the Ordnance Select Committee without 

feelings very nearly akin to surprise and alarm. We feel surprised that its members should have 
overstepped the line marked out by duty, and… assumed the position of original inventors. We feel 
alarm because an investigation from which really great things were expected… bids fair to prove 
utterly useless. 

“Having arrived at a point where it was impossible longer to remain in doubt, the members of 
the Ordnance Select Committee, instead of continuing the trial in order to carry out the provisions 
contained in their own programme, and to still further test a [rifling system] which had already 
distanced its competitors, stop short, and, without resigning their position as judges, assume that 
of inventors…” [June 2, 1865]. 

“…Guns should never be tested directly against each other, but a definite duty should be laid 
for each piece as a standard of comparison, the standard to be settled before a shot was fired. Any 
number of different guns might, of course, be tested against this standard. The advantages due to 
such a system are obvious. Competitors would know beforehand exactly what they were expected to 
perform. It would be easy to determine what were the lowest qualifications which would suffice to 
fit a gun for service… Such a test would possess an important advantage in fact, that a very few 
trials and very moderate outlay, would suffice to show whether it was or was not worthwhile to 
proceed further. What we really require is, not a gun which shall comply with all sorts of 
conditions, but one which shall be capable of doing a certain specified duty efficiently and certainly. 
The search for such a gun must prove futile unless we know in the first, what that duty is, and…” 
whether the gun tested does or does not comply with the specifications [June 9, 1865]. 

The “…Committee have selected the simpler uniform [rifling for the 7in gun] so ably 
advocated by Captains Fishbourne and Selwyn, of our own navy, as well as General Gilmore [of the 
U.S. Army Ordnance Department], and other distinguished foreign artillerists, and adopted by 
Commander Scott, R.N.” But the 8in and 9in guns under development at Woolwich remain 
undetermined [September 22, 1865]. 

The Committee partly based their decision in favor of the modified ‘French’ rifling on ease of 
loading – i.e. three groves are easier than five [September 29, 1865]. 

The trials revealed injuries to the powder chambers due to the large charges. The center of 
the conical bottoms developed ‘defects’ in the form of cracks or fissures 0.35in deep in the 
Lancaster gun, 1.5in in the new ‘French’ gun and 2.8in in the Scott gun. These were officially 
attributed to weakness in the cast steel. 

The smaller ‘centering’ studs of the modified ‘French’ projectiles were placed to as to use the 
lands to keep the projectile centered in the bore, and not intended to engage the grooves. But 
examination of recovered projectiles revealed those studs were worn and had taken the rifling, 
likely from the increasing twist in the chase [October 6, 1865]. 

The ‘French’ rifling was added at the specific request of the Select Committee. The increasing 
twist was a feature of the M.1858-60 guns, which they abandoned with their M.1864-66 guns. 
Twist increased from 0:0 [straight] to 1:37. The variance evident in the performance of the Scott 
rifling originates with the Committee experimenting with a zinc layer on the ‘rib’ of one batch of 
shot. This had a detrimental effect on the smooth progression of the projectile, and reduced 
performance [October 1865 edition]. 

The new ‘French’ 7 ½ Ton gun was …”found to be deeply fissured along the grooves 
reaching…quite through the steel lining tube.” Likely in the chase where the stresses of the 
increasing twist was greatest. “The 7-inch Armstrong shunt gun met with the same disaster, after 
very little practice…The Frederick 7-inch 135cwt [6.75 Ton] gun, a six-groove shunt rifle had only 
fired a few experimental rounds before it was also split at the angles…” [December 29, 1865]. 
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“Major Palliser has at last succeeded in producing a rifled gun from an old iron 68-pdr 
smooth-bore, which has displayed very fair powers of endurance. The gun has been tested to 
destruction, going to pieces at Shoeburyness after 904 rounds had been fired.” Unfortunately the 
charge and projectile weights were not released. 

Palliser guns at this time involve boring out the cast iron barrel – intended to eliminate and 
indentations, cracks or fissures caused by normal use over time – and then inserting a wrought 
iron coil tube, a’ la the Armstrong system, and an additional inverted ‘cup’ for additional strength 
at the bottom of the bore protecting the breech. The 68pdr was a particularly strong gun, able to 
withstand proof charges of 22 lb. of LGP and battering charges of 18 lb. The question becomes how 
much of that strength is lost when bored out, especially in the chase forward of the trunnions, even 
though replaced by slightly thicker but softer wrought iron coils? Experience has demonstrated 
that the performance of such coils using heavy charges is not encouraging, and hence Palliser’s 
theory must be flawed [April 13, 1866]. 

“The defeat of the Spanish Fleet at Callao is undoubtedly a triumph for the Blakely and 
Armstrong guns (the first most especially), used by the victorious Peruvians… 

The Blakely guns “…are entirely of steel, except at the trunnions, which are of wrought iron, 
and they weigh 15 (sic. 14) Tons; their caliber is 11in…with charges of 60 lb, 50 lb. and 40 lb. of 
[RLG] powder. The construction of these guns was that first advocated by Captain Blakely. 

 

 
 
Fig 4. Large Blakely gun and battery at Callao 

 
“Guns of a smaller size, some of which are breech-loaders, have been sent by Captain Blakely 

to all parts of the world…The Blakely Ordnance Company’s guns at Callao are, in fact, the heaviest 
rifled ordnance that has ever been in action…”. 

Accounts of this action vary considerably, and details are scarce. The battle, fought on May 
2nd, lasted about five and a half hours; from the time the Spanish fired the first shots at 11:50 in the 
morning, to when the Peruvians fired the last shots at the withdrawing Spanish ships, after 5:00 in 
the afternoon. 

The Spanish fleet mounted some 240 guns, almost all 20cm and 16.1cm smooth bores. 
A small number of C.H.S.R. 16-cm guns were present, providing some irony. That type gun, 
constructed at theTrubia Arsenal between 1860 and 1862, were ‘first generation’ Blakely patent 
guns, cast iron hooped with wrought iron or steel. 

The Peruvian defenses mounted some forty five guns, plus an additional twelve carried by their 
warships. But twelve of those coastal defense guns were modern heavy ordnance, composed of three 
9in Blakely, four 10in Armstrong and five 11in Blakely muzzle-loading rifles. The remaining thirty-three 
guns were 32pdr smooth bores. One of the Blakely guns recoiled so violently that it ran off the end of its 
wooden mounting, and though undamaged, was out of action. The four Armstrong 300pdrs were 
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mounted in pairs on top of two iron turrets. This was less than ideal as it made loading difficult. One 
shell fell to the ground and exploded, killing a number of the defenders. 

One shot or bolt hit the Spanish iron-clad frigate Numancia forward, piercing the 5 ½ inch 
armor and exiting below the armor on the unengaged side of the ship. The Spanish claim the 
projectile came from a 10in Armstrong gun, but the Peruvians just as adamantly claim it was fired 
by an 11in Blakely. The plate has been preserved at a Spanish museum, but does not prove the 
claims of either side. 

 

 
 
Fig 5. Armstrong 300pdr mounted on turret 
 

 
 
Fig 6. Blakely 11in at Callao 

 
The Blakely guns withstood the large, even excessive, charges of RLG well, even though the 

steel had not been tempered, and none showed any injuries. Beyond the American Civil War, where 
Blakely guns of older patterns built around reinforced cast iron which did perform well, the Battle 
of Callao offers the only ‘trial by combat’ of the newer all-steel built-up patterns. Yet even this 
apparent success, which followed years of ignoring Blakely ordnance, did not cause the authorities 
at the War Office to reconsider. 

“Further particulars, such as the number and weight of the charges fired from the heavy 
Blakely rifles, and their present state after such service, will no doubt be looked for with avidity in 
this country. It will be Captain Blakely’s own fault if he does not make political, or, rather, 
commercial capital out of this affair. It is more than probable that the performance of his guns will 
contrast favourably with those of the ‘Big Wills’ of Elswick of a not much heavier caliber…we find 
that the Armstrong 13.0 in. [sic. 13.3in] caliber shunt gun with ten grooves, weighing 22 Tons 
15cwt, was found unserviceable after only fifty-one rounds…’The steel tube is split in at least eight 
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of the grooves; the external [reinforcing wrought iron] coil is split at the breech at one of the 
intermediate coils…full extent of injury is not ascertained.’ [Another] Armstrong 13.3in. gun (ten-
grooved shunt) weighing 22 Tons 18cwt, was fired 202 rounds…The gun is, however, still reported 
to be serviceable. ‘There are various superficial defects and incipient fissures in the bore, and a bad 
weld [in the reinforcing wrought iron coil] 10in. from the muzzle, but nothing to cause the 
condemnation of the gun.’ It is more than probable that the steel Blakely’s at Callao may give better 
results than this” [June 15, 1866]. 

 

 
 
Fig 7. Image Blakely 11in 14 T gun 

 
The authorship of the following item is unknown, and it is a paean to the Fraser system of 

gun construction at Woolwich, which suggests its origin may be in the War Office, which had 
previously made its official position clear, and which the author is in full agreement. 

“The outbreak of hostilities on the Continent has once more attracted the attention not only 
of engineers but of the general public to questions connected with the construction of guns and 
armor-plated ships, and the columns of the daily press teem with articles on such subjects. It is to 
be regretted that the writers, as a rule, display much ignorance regarding the real nature of the 
great problems to be solved, while it is evident that they are completely in the dark as to the steps 
which have recently been made toward a satisfactory solution…We ask in vain for instances of 
better results obtained by other makers or in other countries. The Government manufacture of 
guns in Great Britain is represented by that which is done at Woolwich; and we may safely 
challenge private makers to prove that they have produced better guns than those turned out 
recently at the Royal Arsenal. We know that Sir William Armstrong, with all the resources of 
Elswick, has not been able to excel them. As to the steel guns of Krupp we know nothing definitely, 
except that they have given very indifferent results indeed on the Continent. As regards Captain 
Blakely’s guns we are nearly in the dark. We know that they have given good service at Callao, but 
we are at a loss as to their powers of endurance which they have manifested…In point of fact, the 
gentlemen who so eagerly attack the Government…are absolutely unable to point out the direction 
in which we should seek for the ‘gun of the future,’ or the firm to which we should apply for its 
manufacture…” [See Appendix F]. 

The author then produces three statistical examples intended to prove the endurance of the 
new Fraser guns: 

9 in. Fraser Gun, with Wrought Iron Tube 
370 rounds fired, only two with charges greater than the 50 lb. battering charge, average 

charge weight – 42.69 lb, average projectile weight – 243.1 lb. 
9 in. Fraser Gun, with Steel Tube 
400 rounds fired, without details, average charge weight -- 42.84 lb, average projectile weight 

– 253.25 lb. 
9.22 in. 200pdr Armstrong Gun (with Steel Tube), Burst at Shoeburyness 
402 rounds fired, average charge weight – 39.81 lb, average projectile weight – 217.33 lb. 
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No mention of the condition of the Fraser guns following the trial. 
“…Surely on the face of such facts as these it is unjust to blame Woolwich Arsenal, or to assert 

that the Government cannot produce a good gun. Many persons will no doubt dispute the accuracy 
of Mr. Fraser’s theory: ‘Few parts and ductile material;’ but it cannot be disputed that he has 
achieved a great success…” [June 22, 1866] 

Remarks of M. Dupuy de Lome on the present state of French Ordnance, the M.1864-66 
guns: 

“As to artillery, it was impossible that progress should not be made. But there was evidently 
no reason why we should exhibit inconsiderate haste. War was not imminent. It was necessary to 
examine all the systems known. At the present moment – I have no reason for keeping the secret – 
we have succeeded in making pieces, the efficacy of which is greater than that of any of the pieces 
possessed by foreign nations! Amongst our new pieces there are three different models intended 
for the navy; the first is 16 centimeters [6.48in.]…; the second 19 centimeters [7.64in.]; the third 
24 centimeters [9.45in]…The piece of 16 centimeters…weighs five tons [11023 lb, 4.92 Tons, 
98.4cwt]; it throws oblong solid shot weighing 45 [and 30] kilograms, explosive shells of [31.3 kg, 
69 lb.] and, although rifled, round shot of 15 kilograms [33 lbs]. The second piece, that of 
19 centimeters, weighs eight tons [17636.8 lb, 7.87 Tons, 157.5cwt]; its projectiles are an elongated 
solid steel shot of 75 kilograms [c. 165.4 lb.], an explosive shell of 52 kilograms [c. 115.2 lb.], and a 
round shot of 25 kilograms [c. 55.1 lb.]. The piece of 24 centimeters weighs fourteen tons 
[30864.4 lb, 13.78 Tons, 275.6cwt] – it is the heaviest that can be employed on board ship; 
it throws elongated solid steel shot of 144kilograms [c. 317.5 lb.], explosive shells of 100 kilograms 
[c. 220.5 lb.], and solid round shot of 48 kilograms [c. 105.8 lb.]. All these pieces have a range of 
about six kilometers [c. 6560 yards]. 

“What pieces can be opposed to these? I do not hesitate to say that it is in England we must 
seek for the means of comparison. She possesses pieces of [7in.] and [9in.]…which are not so large 
as the corresponding pieces I have mentioned. The English powder, it is true, is quicker in its 
action; the projectiles have, therefore, a greater initial velocity, but in consequence of the superior 
weight of our projectiles we arrive at the same range. The active power, that which results from the 
multiplication of the weight of the projectile by the square of the velocity, is one greater in the case 
of our pieces. 

“These works have not been improvised, a series of most careful experiments, extending over 
several years, has been made under the direction of the most competent men…that by proceeding 
slowly and wisely a great economy has been achieved; we have constructed our pieces of cast iron 
without having had recourse to cast steel, of which our ironworks do not yet supply a sufficient 
quantity [for gun construction]. [Note that the guns of the M.1858-60 and the new M.1864-66 were 
of Blakely patent construction; cast iron liberally hooped with steel.] The soundness of these pieces 
is beyond all question. The 19 centimeter guns have been placed on board the fleet after the most 
trying experiments. They were fired 700 or 800 times, with proof charges [generally understood to 
be heavier than the service battering charge] without undergoing any alteration [injury?]…We are 
studying the fabrication of pieces in cast steel, which would be an advantage in point of weight…” 
[June 29, 1866]. 

The firm of Deakin and Johnson have improved on their previous patents, and developed a 
method for producing steel or iron tubes with great precision, suitable for guns both large and 
small. The process involves working the metal while hot and under hydraulic pressure, with a 
mandrill forming the interior of the tube to the diameter desired. The ‘A’ tube may be closed for 
muzzle-loaders or open suitable for breech-loaders. Guns may be built-up of successive tubes as 
required [August 24, 1866]. 

In trial, both Palliser and Gruson chilled shot and shell were effective against 8in armor plate 
with 18in of wood backing. The range was only 200 yards, so the impact was near ‘normal,’ i.e. near 
90-deg. As obliquity increased, effectiveness decreased. 

As the depth of the ‘chill’ increased, so too did brittleness, which effectively limited the angle 
of attack to near normal, and hence close range.  

Chilled cast steel would have been more effective than cast iron, but also more expensive. 
Black powder filler for shot was about 1.5 % of total weight, but was not always filled. 

For ‘shell,’ the burster was around 2.5 %, which would explode in the plate or immediately after 
penetration, in the backing. [Palliser ‘shell’ does not rely of a fuze, as does ‘common explosive’ 
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shell. Detonation of the filler relies on a combination of impact and friction heat to ignite the 
burster] [September 28 and October 26, 1866]. 

On December 13, 1866, the Royal Navy, supported by the Metropolitan Police, seized a new 
1000 Ton iron three-masted screw steamer in the Thames under the suspicion that it was a ‘Fenian 
privateer…’ On board were discovered several Blakely guns, 32 barrels of gunpowder, rifles, pistols 
and bayonets. After several days it was admitted that the vessel, the Bolivar, belonged to the 
United States of Colombia, and was one of three guard-ship/transports to protect their coast from 
smugglers and pirates, as was confirmed by the British Foreign Office. 

 

 
 
Fig 8. Blakely Bolivar 

 
“The Bolivar is a type of vessel possessing several novel and valuable features, the most 

prominent being…the indented side, by which the landing of troops can be effectually covered by 
her 70-pounder guns…During her voyage the Bolivar encountered very bad weather, but excellent 
practice was made with her guns, the ports…apparently proving that heavy guns may be carried by 
sharp high-speed vessels…without detriment to any of their sea-going qualities…” [December 21, 
1866]. 

The precise armament of the Bolivar is difficult to determine. The late Steven Roberts 
mentions two 40pdrs of 4.62in bore, and two 20pdrs of 3.5in bore. The Engineer mentions 70pdr 
5.8in guns, which the four on the gun deck of the image above surely are. However, the image does 
not show any chase or pivot mounts, which would be normal practice. The 70pdrs can cover within 
10-deg. of the line of the keel fore and aft, and with races can use the broadside ports. So it appears 
that the most reasonable armament would be the 70pdrs and 20pdrs shown on the gun deck, and 
two 40pdr pivot guns mounted on the center line of the weather deck. 

These guns were among the last produced by the Blakely Ordnance Company Ltd. 
The year 1866 ended with the War Office having decided on the ‘gun of the future,’ which, 

to borrow a phrase, amounted to “re-arranging the deck chairs on the Titanic.” The Fraser system 
of gun construction retained the soft wrought iron coils in a different form; mantels rather than 
multiple hoops. The Woolwich rifling combined the worst features of the French la Hitte system 
with the worst features of Armstrong’s shunt system, both in great mass. The issues of strength and 
endurance would continue, though the use of tempered steel ‘A’ tubes would give the illusion that 
all was well. 

The various ‘assets’ available to provide alternatives to Woolwich suffered a net reduction 
from the end of 1864; the Blakely Ordnance Company Ltd. entered bankruptcy in July, and Deakin 
and Johnson were not up to filling the void. But the two great questions remained – What material 
and method of construction are best for guns, and should the ‘gun of the future’ be a muzzle-loader 
or breech loader – remained unanswered. 
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1872 
“It may be taken as established fact that the 7in. and 9in. guns of 6 ½ and 12 ½ tons 

respectively, now being manufactured at Woolwich Arsenal at the rate of about thirty guns per 
week, we have, in one sense, better weapons than those by any other power in the world. 

“…when we come to closely investigate the characteristics of our guns we quickly perceive 
that they are very far indeed from that perfection which it is to be hoped may be ultimately 
obtained. That the guns of today are superior to those of a few years back only in two respects, they 
are able to stand heavier charges with certainty – in other words, they have more power of 
endurance – and they cost less money… For the only advances which have been made in the 
construction of heavy ordnance the nation is indebted not to the Ordnance Select Committee, but 
to the superintendents and managers of the gun factories, to Woolwich Arsenal, in fact, 
representing engineering talent… To the Ordnance Select Committee our new guns owe nothing 
but the rifling. 

“The result of [the Competitive Trials] was that the committee recommended the adoption of 
the French system of rifling, slightly modified…Nothing in the results obtained by the Ordnance 
Select Committee during their experiments justified its employment; and we believe it may be 
shown that it is about one of the worst systems, for naval purposes, which could have been 
adopted. 

“Perhaps…when Parliament meets…we shall then…learn…what are the concealed virtues of 
the French [rifling] which have determined its adoption, yet do not appear in the reports of the 
Ordnance Select Committee, and how it is possible for serious arithmetical blunders, all tending 
one way, to creep into reports which profess to be, what they should be – as exact as the resources 
of science can make them.” [January 11, 1867]. 

“…in the first place is it true that Major Palliser can produce a very good gun? We think not. 
The Palliser gun is and must be a bad gun…Major Palliser’s limit of present approximate success 
may be regarded as the 64-pounder [6.4in.], and this gun, it is known, cannot be trusted with 
battering charges after conversion. 

Even when using a steel liner, if the steel gives way, the cast iron body [or soft wrought iron 
‘reinforcing’ coils or jackets of Armstrong and Woolwich construction] cannot long endure the 
pressures released [December 6, 1867]. 

“Not many months since a heavy Palliser gun, built at Elswick, flew to pieces at the first or 
second round…Not discouraged, he had a second 9in. 12-Ton gun made by casting an iron envelope 
round wrought iron coiled tubes. This gun was tried at Woolwich last week, and as might have been 
anticipated, went to pieces at the second round, fired with a 250 lb. shot and 55 lb. of [A4 RLG] 
powder. The destruction of the gun was complete, and the character of the failure excessively 
dangerous. The weapon was blown into four pieces, the breech being projected some thirty yards to 
the rear, while the remainder, from the cascabel to the trunnions, was blown off to each side.” 
[June 5, 1868]. 

In August of 1868, a 9in Armstrong gun and a competing 23.54cm all-steel built-up 
reinforced Krupp breech-loading gun were subjected to an endurance trial. “The Armstrong gun 
developed a fissure [in the steel inner tube] after round 138, and was a [unserviceable] ruin after 
the 300th round. But the Krupp gun was still in working order after 676 rounds, even though one of 
the chilled AP shells had burst in and injured the bore after the 640th shot!”. 

On September 25th, 1868, a 9in. Fraser gun burst explosively with the first proof round at the 
Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. The charge was 53 ¾ lb. of A4 RLG powder, some 10 ¾ lb. greater than 
the battering charge allowed, and the shot was the standard 250 lb. 

“Fragments of the gun were scattered right and left, but the cascabel was only projected a 
yard or two to the rear. The destruction of the gun is complete. 

“This is the first gun on the Fraser system which has thus given way, and it is exceedingly 
difficult to account satisfactorily for the casualty. The metal of the steel inner tube has been 
carefully tested, and broke with the following results. A piece taken from the solid breech end gave 
way under a tensile strength of 34 tons per square inch, a piece taken from the tube about 6 in. 
from the end broke with 34 tons, and a third specimen cut from the tube 18 in. from the breech 
sustained a strain of 38 tons. Many specimens from the iron coils were tested, and gave an average 
breaking strain of 20 tons per square inch. All the strains passed through the specimens in a 
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direction at right angles to the bore of the gun. There was no want of elongation, and the metal 
must so far be pronounced perfectly satisfactory… 

“A close examination goes to show that a serious flaw existed in the inner steel tube; but the 
existence of this flaw was not detected before the explosion…”. 

For some reason, the engineers at Woolwich cannot understand why the soft wrought iron 
gave way… [October 2, 1868]. 

“Some time ago four guns were made to try four different systems of construction: − 1sr, an 
old Armstrong pattern; 2nd, Fraser’s modified Armstrong with a steel tune 3in. thick, and over it 
one mass of wrought iron, coiled and welded; 3rd, Fraser’s also, but with a steel tube only 2in. thick, 
the wrought iron exterior in two parts over the inner; 4th, Palliser’s heavy gun with coiled iron inner 
tube and cast iron over the exterior. About 600 rounds were fired from each, and they remained 
sound, except for the Palliser, which was cracked in the tube near the muzzle. There the 
experiments ceased for a time, but they are now in progress again. The guns are all 9in caliber. 
The Frazer gun, with the thin steel tube has lately fired another 500 rounds with bettering charges, 
and remains perfectly serviceable. The test which it had hither endured is as follows;--First, 400 
rounds with 30 lb. charges, the vent being at the rear of the charge, then 200 rounds with battering 
charges of 43 lb. At this time, the gun was wanted for experiments at Shoeburyness, and was re-
vented for the purpose. There it was fired fourteen times with43 lb. charges. Before continuing the 
test it was decided to do so with the vent in the service position. The gun was accordingly turned 
round and vented in the previous lower side. It has just continued its third series – five hundred 
rounds, this time all with 43 lb. battering charges. From the commencement the projectiles have 
always weighed 250 lb, the service weight. The gun has, therefore, fired up to this time 400 rounds 
with 30 lb. charges and 250 lb. projectiles, and714 rounds with full battering charges of 43 lb. with 
[A4 RLG] powder…The steel tube is worn at the seat of the shot but remains in excellent condition 
for firing. We know of no gun, either English or foreign, of equal size, which has endured so severe 
a test.” [March 18, 1869]. 

Item from the Times: “…a suspension of the manufacture of Palliser chilled shot has been 
ordered in consequence of a report from Shoeburyness of the breaking of several of them in the 
bore of the gun when fired. It appears that the stud or bouche at the sides near the bottom of the 
shot are forced in by the explosive power of the powder, which breaks and destroys the missile, and 
until this defect can be remedied no more will be made.”. 

“The fault does not lie with the material of the chilled shot, but with the system of rifling. 
Perhaps the authorities will perceive now that there was some method in our madness when years 
ago we advocated Captain Scott’s rifled shot as infinitely superior to studded projectiles.” [March 
19, 1869]. 

In response to an article in the Times condemning the Woolwich guns for breaking Palliser 
shot and shell, The Engineer goes right to the heart of the matter: 

“It has been known, indeed, for some time that, under certain conditions, such breaking up is 
pretty much certain to happen. We are not at all surprised; therefore, to hear that a few projectiles 
have broken up in the guns of the Hercules…A Fraser gun, rifled on Captain Scott’s system – 
in which the projectile carries ribs cast on, instead of studs riveted into countersunk holes – would 
probably fire chilled shot and shell forever without breaking one.” [January 21, 1870]. 

“Reports received within the last few days confirm…four 10in. shells exploded in the guns [of 
Hercules] from causes not yet determined – possibly from the shock due to the burning of very 
large charges behind the shells. If this proves to be the true explanation, nothing is easier than to 
prevent anything of the kind happening in future. It is only necessary to put the [filler] in flannel 
cartridges to neutralize the effects of the concussion.” [February 4, 1870]. 

A Whitworth 9in 14 ½ Ton gun participated in a trial bombardment of a fortress protection 
system – see March 18, 1869 entry above – with telling results. 

First round – tubular charge of 50 lb. RLG powder, flat-headed steel shell weighing 403 lb. 
filled with a mixture of sand and saw-dust, 31 ½ inches long; easy mechanical fit, diameter of flat 
head 6.2 in. Elevation set at 24 minutes, initial velocity 1169 ft/sec. Hit below the middle of the 
plate, 2 ft. 1 in. from the bottom, well away from the aiming point, smashed out a portion of the 
5 in. front plate but glanced off the middle plate and broke into 14 pieces. 

Second round – same charge, 1.5 crh ogival nosed shell weighing 392 ¼ lb and 33.7 in. long. 
Elevation set at 19 minutes, initial velocity 1185 ft/sec. Hit well to the left of the aiming point, 1 ft 
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9 in from the edge of the plate and 1 ft. 9 in. from the top. “Projectile buried whole to within 8 in. of 
the rear; penetration 25.7 in.” 

Third round – same charge, flat-headed shell as for the first round but weight 2 lb. less, easy 
mechanical fit. Elevation set at 18 minutes. Projectile broke up in gun. 

“No more rounds were fired from the Whitworth gun. It will be seen from the foregoing – 
first, that the shooting of this gun at 200 yards range was as wild as it well could be;and thirdly, 
that out of three rounds fired one was rendered useless by the breaking up of the shell in the gun…” 

Observations not made in the publication bear mentioning. 50 lb. of RLG is an excessive 
charge, even considering the ‘super-heavy’ projectiles. And while the hexagonal rifling twist was 
uniform, it was also very sharp, which resisted the advancement of the projectile. So, the 
combination of gas pressure from behind, resistance from ahead, and the centrifugal force of the 
‘quick’ rotation greatly stressed the projectile and the gun. [March 4, 1870] 

“Our heavy ordnance is not what it ought to be. If it were we should not hear so many stories 
of the breaking up of shot and the premature bursting of shell…We complain now, as we have done 
before…because the chief feature of the rifling at present use is a gaining twist, and the chief feature 
of the projectile a number of holes in its sides. We do not hesitate to say that these are two radical 
defects, either of which would suffice to vitiate the symptoms; the combination of the two leaves no 
room for surprise…” [June 10, 1870] 

“The French naval and fort heavy guns consist of…a solid cylindro-conic body of cast 
iron…which gives in longitudinal section the largest smooth-bores or rifled gun they understood to 
possess. Upon the cylindrical part of this body is shrunk on one ply of steel rings, and upon these a 
second ply, f which the great trunnion ring forms a portion. These are all breech-loaders… 

“That there are positive advantages, both theoretical and practical, in [the French] system of 
breech-loading…does not admit of doubt on the part of any competent and unbiased artillerist. It is 
equally certain that, both in theory and actual results, it is far before any one of the methods, or           
so-called systems, that have been tried by ourselves…” [For part discussion, October 21 & 28, 
November 4 & 11, 1870] 

“A mystery surrounds the cracking of the steel lining of the 35-Ton gun, which puzzles many 
people. The pressure proper to the 120 lb. charge of Pebble powder employed is only 30 to 40 tons 
on the square inch, while that actually realized was 66 tons on the square inch. As the steel lining 
was estimated for 50 tons only it naturally gave way at the weakest point, viz. the rifling. This latter 
consists of nine grooves, each 1 ½ in. wide, .2 in. deep, and 135 in. long, whilst effort of rotation is 
concentrated upon one point in each groove by use of a driving ring of metal studs in the projectile. 
It is supposed that this concentration of rotary effort on such small points…thus led to the 
extraordinary pressure in the powder chamber. Similar cracks have unaccountably taken place in 
other guns firing studded projectiles…and the material of the guns has been blamed for that which 
is due to the rifling…” [December 15, 1871] 

Without mentioning Vavasseur by name, the writer states a preference for the rib form of 
rifling. 

“The large sums which have been expended in experimenting with, manufacturing, storing, 
destroying, and recasting studded projectiles, and the hopelessness which still awaits the task of 
making a half-inch bearing do all the work of rotation… 

“In 1868 – though the increasing spiral groove and its pair of studs had been adopted three 
before – we read of the 12 in. 25-Ton gun that ‘The practice with common shells was stopped on 
account of the shells appearing to turn over in flight.’ Again, a month later, we read of the same gun 
that out of ten 600 lb. shells, fired with a 55 lb. charge, ‘two surged in flight, eight very unsteady,’ 
seventh round ‘shell jammed 3 in. off end of bore, and could not be forced home.’ Ten were fired 
with 60 lb. charges, ‘all very unsteady. 

[To reduce the length, the shell weight was reduced to 495 lg.]…we find that, in October, 
1868, ten of the reduced shell having been recovered after firing from the 12 in. 25-Ton gun, 
‘In several the rear-studs have been slightly moved forward by the explosion of the charge, and all 
are scored on the base (for about one-fifth of the circumference) by the grooving of the gun. 
The length of the scoring averages about 3 in.’ But if the shell went truly out of the gun, neither the 
base nor any part of the body of the projectile should have touched the bore at all… 
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“Three months later we find that of eight shrapnel shell fired from the same gun, ‘two burst 
on graze, and one in the gun.’ These had been shortened to suit the capabilities of the half-inch 
bearing stud… 

“[For the 11 in. 25-Ton gun] …five common shell, 530 lb…were fired with a 54 lb. pellet 
powder, ‘all very unsteady,’ and ‘the practice was discontinued on account of their extreme 
unsteadiness in flight’…Two rounds were fired with 65 lb. charge, to ascertain what effect increased 
charge had on shooting. The inaccuracy of the shells was, however, greater than before. The 11 in. 
Palliser chilled shell proved too weak to withstand the battering charge. Out of eight fired, ‘two 
shells broke up in the gun, and three on graze.’ Of thirteen cast iron shot fired, ‘the last jammed 
about 4 ft. from the bottom of the bore and was eventually forced home within 2 in. by a railway 
bar.’ The fourth Palliser cored shot ‘broke completely up in the gun.’ The practice was stopped on 
account of the shells breaking up. The broken shells have been recovered, and out of the eight fired 
only two were undamaged. The condition of the rest are as follows:-- 

“8th shell fired, which broke up in the gun – ‘head broken into three pieces, and off at the 
front row of studs; the body was broken up through the base into four large pieces.’ 

“7th shell fired, which broke up in the gun – ‘head broken off entire at the front row of 
studs; the body was broken up through the base into large pieces.’ 

“The other four with ‘head broken off entire at the front row of studs; two of these broke 
at first graze and two at last graze.’” [December 29, 1871] 

“These fine steel guns are manufactured by Messrs. J. Vavasseur and Co, London Ordnance 
Works…The guns, from 7 inches and upwards, are manufactured entirely from mild steel, except 
the trunnions, which are of wrought iron. The inner tube, A, of the gun is first rough bored and 
turned to within 2to3-tenths of an inch of the finished dimensions; it is then oil-tempered… 
The effect of this oil-tempering is to double the elastic limit of the steel…and also to render it much 
more uniform. 

“The tube after being oil-tempered is turned on the exterior, and fitted or adjusted [for the 
jackets], the proper difference being allowed for the shrinking. To adjust this shrinkage as 
accurately as possible, the [jackets], after being bored to the required dimensions, is gauged every 
2 to 12 inches of its own length, according to its size…the desired amount of difference for 
shrinkage being allowed between the internal diameter of the jacket and the external diameter of 
the tube.  [The jackets are then heated and installed in the proper place, one at a time.] 

“The outer tier or tiers of hoops or rings are preferred in short lengths of 6 to 8 inches, for the 
following reasons:-- Those rings are comparatively small pieces of steel, so that they can be well 
worked under the hammer, and in the rolling mill, being thus far more reliable than if made in one 
length, sufficient to reach from the trunnion to the breech. Defects in the metal can be more readily 
detected. They can be more readily and exactly adjusted to the outside of the gun, and they are 
considerably cheaper than if made in one piece. 

“The rifling, on the rib system, is a modification of the plan introduced by Lynall Thomas 
some ten years ago…One angle has been adopted for guns of all calibers; this angle is about equal 
to one turn in 30 calibers [1:30]. Excellent results have been obtained in a 12-pounder field gun of 
3-inch bore, in a 7-inch gun of 5 Tons, and the principle is to be still further tested in a 12-inch gun 
of 28 Tons, now in the course of construction. 

“The advantages of steel as a material for the construction of heavy guns are so severe, that it 
is difficult to understand why it is not more extensively employed. Heavy guns have to resist such 
great and sudden strains that homogeneity of structure must be of the highest importance; the 
pressure of gas produced by the combustion of large charges of powder is so great, that it seems 
folly not to select for the construction of guns from all the metals at our command the one which 
has by far the greatest strength and elasticity. 

“To combine in the structure of a gun so highly elastic a material as oil-tempered steel with so 
ductile a material as wrought iron seems to be wrong in principle, especially when we consider that 
in a gun the ductile material is outside the elastic and the explosive force applied from within. 

“Surrounding the steel tube of a large gun with wrought iron may be a god plan to prevent the 
gun from bursting explosively (experience shows that this is not always the case), but it certainly 
appears to have the disadvantage of limiting the number of rounds the gun will sustain, 
the wrought iron being too ductile to properly support the steel tube. This is proved most 
conclusively by the failure of the 9-inch Armstrong guns in Prussia and Austria in 1868 and 1870. 
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The first gun failed through the steel tube cracking at the 282nd round, and the second gun from the 
same cause at the 111th round, (notwithstanding that in Austria the prismatic powder was used); 
and still further by the cracking (at the muzzle) of the steel tube of a 10-inch 18-Ton Fraser gun on 
board H.M. Ship Hercules, through the premature explosion of a shell near the muzzle of the gun. 

“The charge so often and so strongly urged against steel guns that they burst explosively is 
hardly borne out by practice. Steel guns that have been burst have almost invariably been solid 
steel guns, a plan of construction that has been, at all events as far as large guns are concerned, the 
exclusive practice of Krupp. Since the necessity of building up guns has been forced on this eminent 
maker, no large guns have burst, the recent accident in Russia being to the unhooped muzzle 
portion of an 11-inch gun. It is therefore an open question as to whether they will burst explosively 
or not; what experience there is on this question goes to show that they will fail, theory says they 
should, from the outside, -- and this opinion is strengthened by the following facts…[See list of 
injured Blakely Guns above]. 

“The Parsons 8-inch gun, made at [Blakely’s] works, is also a further instance that steel guns 
do not burst explosively – this gun failed from the outside, as all properly constructed guns should 
do. These guns, it must be remembered, were all fired with the strong RLG powder now abandoned 
as too brutal and destructive for Armstrong guns. In this last instance the cast iron outer case 
cracked, the steel tube remaining uninjured. 

“Built-up steel guns can be made very much lighter and not less strong than the guns now in 
the use in the English service; this saving in the material will make the guns not more costly than 
guns of corresponding sizes, constructed on the Armstrong system, while there remains the 
advantage of a handier gun. 

“The 11-inch built-up Blakely guns now at Callao weigh only 14 Tons, yet these guns were 
proved at Woolwich with charges of 60 lbs. of powder, and projectiles of 480 lbs. weight. These 
guns were used against the Spanish fleet in 1866, and wee fired a considerable number of rounds, 
some of them over 50 per gun. 

“The 9-inch Blakely guns, also at Callao, though of only 8 Tons weight, were proved with 
charges of 45 lbs, and projectiles of 240 lbs. weight. None of these guns…sustained the slightest 
injury; although the tubes were not oil-tempered, and the strongest [A4] RLG powder was used.” 
[February 10, 1872] 

“The [Vavasseur 7-inch Steel] gun is built entirely of Firth’s steel, except the trunnion band 
‘F,’ which is of wrought iron. The tube ‘A,’ jackets ‘B,’ ‘C,’ ‘D,’ and the cascabel ‘G,’ are of cast steel, 
the tube ‘A’ being oil tempered. The exterior rings ‘E’ are forged and rolled in a similar manner to 
railway ties, so that the fiber runs circumferentially around the gun… 

 

 
 
Fig 9. Vavasseur 7-in Steel Gun 

 
“…The gun is rifled with three raised ribs, 1.0 in. wide and 0.2 in. high, the projectile being 

grooved to correspond, the windage being 0.08 in. over body and 0.05 in. in the grooves… It must 
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be borne in mind that the 7.0 in. gun here referred to – though firing the same charges and weight 
of projectile as the 7 in. Woolwich gun – is nearly 25 percent lighter… 

“Initial velocity with 22 lb. charge, 1412 ft. per second; initial velocity with 14 lb. charge, 
1218 ft. per second. The powder used when these velocities were taken was the RLG – with the new 
Pebble powder the velocity would probably be increased to 1540 ft. per second, without any 
additional strain being put on the gun. 

“This gun has now been fired 225 rounds…The gun was carefully gauged after 168 rounds, 
but no enlargement could be detected…During recent experiments in France with a 7 in. gun, fifty 
rounds were fired without the slightest difficulty at any one round.” [April 10, 1872]. 

“Our stand-point has always been [sic.], and is now, that steel, especially Bessemer steel, is so 
uncertain in quality that the utmost caution should be exercised in its use…We find…that Krupp’s 
steel guns are not trustworthy, and we at once come to the logical argument that if Krupp’s guns 
fail, then steel must be a bad material for guns…Now this is just the point on which we venture to 
join issue for the first time [sic.], and we have given much prominence to the Vavasseur steel 
gun…because the system of construction adopted is totally different from Herr Krupp’s [sic. prior 
to 1869]; because the system of construction appears to us to be based on sound principles, and 
because the results obtained from the gun in question have been up to the present extremely 
satisfactory. 

 

 
 
Fig 10. Vavasseur 7-in Trial at Shoeburyness 

 
“No one believes that wrought iron is absolutely the best material for guns. We only hold that 

it has hitherto proved to be better than steel because steel has lacked certain characteristics. If it 
could be proved that steel not only possessed these but its own excellent qualities as well, then the 
days of iron guns would be numbered. The whole question really narrows itself to a simple point – 
can, or cannot, a perfectly reliable tough steel be obtained in sufficient quantity with sufficient 
ease? Mr. Vavasseur holds that it can…Mr. Vavasseur states that Messrs. Firth are now able to 
supply…in any reasonable quantity of perfectly sound and uniform quality…No one can for a 
moment dispute that being in possession of such a material, Mr. Vavasseur has used it to the best 
possible advantages. 

“It will be seen that, although the gun in question is much lighter than our own 7 in. gun, it 
has withstood 225 rounds, mostly with 22 lb. [RLG battering] charges, and projectiles weighing 
115 lb. This is a satisfactory performance, because the gun manifests no evidence as yet of the 
smallest injury.” [April 19, 1872]. 
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Commander W. Dawson, R.N, read a paper entitled “On the Increasing Spiral in Heavy Rifled 
Ordnance” before the Institution of Naval Architects, which was subsequently published by 
The Engineer Magazine. The salient points were: 

 
“Rotation is usually imparted to elongated projectiles by means of ribs, studs, or other 

projections, which, in their exit from the gun, traverse suitable parallel grooves or slots cut to 
receive them in the bore, at an angle with the axis of the piece proportioned to the desired 
rapidity of spin. When the angle which the slots make with axis of the gun is the same throughout 
uniform spirals are the result; but when the angle becomes greater towards the muzzle the 
grooves form curves known as increasing spirals…parabolas. Each point in those parabolas makes 
a different angle with the axis of the gun, and would impart, if possible, a different amount of 
rotation to every part of the projectile. As, however, a rigid iron cylindrical body cannot have 
every point in its length rotated at different speeds…” which is what happens with studded 
projectiles with the rear ‘driving’ studs at one angle and the fore ‘guiding’ studs at another. 

Increasing twist diminishes muzzle velocity. “In the heavy gun competition of 1863-5, where 
all the conditions, except the rifling projections and grooves, were identical, Scott’s uniform spiral 
7 in. gun projected its iron bearing flanged=centering 110 lb. shot from its muzzle 59 ft[/sec] 
faster… than the… French, or, as it is now mis-called, Woolwich gun, with increasing spiral and 
studs, the report stating that ‘the French system has decidedly the lowest velocities.’ Again, in 
1865, two 7 in. guns were rifled with the same final angle of twist, on the French or Woolwich 
system; one with uniform and the other with increasing spiral, and the latter gave 21.2 ft.[/sec] 
less initial velocity… The Professor of Artillery at Woolwich, Col. F.H. Owens, mentions in his 
book, Modern Artillery, the case of …” two 8 in. 6 ½ Ton experimental guns, one rifled with 
uniform twist and the other with increasing twist. The former produced an initial velocity of 
1338 ft/sec, the latter 1303 ft/sec, a 35 ft/sec difference in favor of the uniform twist. 

“So far as the advantages claimed for the increasing spiral are concerned, they are pure 
guesses opposed to facts… The Committee on Explosives have recently discovered that the 
maximum powder pressure is relieved as the shot has moved [past] ¼ in. in its seat when using 
RLG powder, and [past] 6in. using Pebble powder.” However, the maximum pressure from 
compressed pellet-type powders is much less than that produced by RLG, by intention. Nor is 
there a measurable difference time involved in moving ¼ inch with RLG; nor in moving 6 inches 
using Pebble/pellet-type powder, unless the uniform twist is so sharp that resistance becomes a 
material factor. 

 
Commander Dawson quite accurately termed guns damaged by their own projectiles as 

“suicides” and “self-inflicted injuries.” He also mentions two guns ‘officially’ still ‘serviceable,’ that 
should be included in the list below; 

“First…the father of the system, the [new] competitive Woolwich 7in. gun [noted 
previously]…which, after 567 rounds had so battered its bore and spied its upper grove by the slows 
of its front upper stud, that it was ordered to ‘be fired under precaution’ against bursting… 

“The ‘Woolwich Infant’ of 35 Tons [the original and much tried experimental gun] , though 
not yet committed t the ‘cemetery of suicides,’ was spiked in the lower groove by its lower rear stud, 
from 8in. to 20in. outside the point to which the maximum powder pressure extends…” [May 3, 
1872]. 
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Fig 11. Woolwich Guns Self-Injury 

 
“The recent arrival of the Bellerophon from Gibraltar has enabled us to inquire into her 

alleged disarmament by the action of projectiles fired at targets from her 9 in. 12 ½-Ton guns. One 
12 ½-Ton gun has opened slightly in the outer coil on the chase about 12 in. from the muzzle, just 
where the increasing spiral offers the maximum of resistance to the escape of the shot. But the 
interior steel tube is uninjured. Another…has given way in like manner about 2 ft. 6 in. from the 
muzzle, the interior steel tube being also uninjured. In two other guns the steel tube stands out 
rather beyond the iron jackets, whether from the increasing spiral drawing the tube out, or from 
the outer coils being set back, is not very clear… Still, the fissures have an ugly look, and, taken in 
connection with a 12 ½-Ton gun in this ship being so damaged in its rifling in 1869 as to require 
removal…and two others in 1870 being severely injured, one by the projectile and the other by 
corrosion, we can well understand the faith of officers and men being somewhat rudely shaken.” 
[May 17, 1872]. 

“The offensive force of the Glatton being limited to two 25-Ton guns, and that of the Hotspur 
to one similar gun, the endurance of these weapons is a matter of vital consequence to ships so 
armed. It appears, however, that these 25-Ton guns have never been subjected to such a trial of 
endurance as would naturally occur in any well-contested contest or bombardment.” [May 17, 
1872]. 

“The Navy has recently taken alarm at the frequency of petty mishaps to the rifled portion of 
the bores of his heavy guns…for the purpose of training their crews, Her Majesty’s ships are in the 
habit of firing eight rounds from each heavy gun every quarter, making thirty-two discharges 
annually…these discharges are usually effected with great deliberation, giving abundant time for 
the metal to cool… Thus it happens that, in peace time, naval guns are carefully preserved, and are 
subjected to very slight stress. When, then, guns show signs of wear under such favorable 
conditions o slow firing, with three-monthly intervals between every eight rounds, the question 
naturally arises as to the endurance to be anticipated in battle… In the absence of experimental 
test, we are driven to reason upon the comparatively slight mishaps which have occurred on 
shipboard, with a view to analyzing the grounds which have led seamen to regard their weapons 
with suspicion. During the last three years about eighteen mishaps are known to have occurred to 
naval guns, but so much secrecy has been preserved as to the reports of the Inspectors of Ordnance 
that it is very probable many more guns have been equally damaged. For our present inquiries, 
however, these eighteen injured guns will suffice. It is remarkable that not one of these guns shows 
marks of having suffered from excessive powder pressures. The sufferings written iin their interior 
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steel tubes proceed in every case from the action of their projectiles. Referring solely to those of 
which we have exact official data, we find… 

 

“Monarch’s four 12 in. 25-Ton guns, having been examined after firing an average of 
35 charges each, in April 1870 to have ‘a very slight burring up of the driving sides of the grooves 
for a short distance from their origin.’ However slight, this damage after 35 discharges spread 
over three years, lends naval artillerists to doubt the effect of even the same number of rounds in 
continuous firing. That the authorities have declined to subject a gun of this caliber to the test of 
100 rounds fired in the same day tends to confirm suspicion, especially as the ‘official’ life of the 
gun has been reduced to 160 rounds with battering charges. 

“In 1868 it was recorded that a 10 in. 18-Ton gun that ‘No. 1 groove up is slightly burred on 
driving edge from muzzle to 54 in, and slightly scored to 78 ½ in, also deep cut into from 32 ½ in. 
to 41in.’ Four other guns were ‘slightly burred and scored, and ‘the bore and grooves were’ slightly 
grazed all around…’ The grooves Nos. 5 and 6 are ‘slightly dented by studs of shot at 116 in.’ After 
a total of 400 rounds, damage recorded on 9 April 1869, [included] damage to the lands and 
grooves. ‘the scoring of the bore caused the escape of gas’ and ‘it now requires re-venting, and he 
[the Inspector] thinks it should be turned over and re-vented on present under side.’ This being 
done, the gun became unserviceable at the 534th round, ‘through the [steel] tube being split in the 
powder chamber, evidently caused by the erosion of the bore, consequent upon the rush of gas 
over the projectile.’ The history of this is that of all, and shows that erosion of the bore above the 
shot, and consequent hammering down upon the seat, naturally tends either to spike the gun on 
its studs or so to flatten the stud on which the shell is balanced as to admit of the body of the shell 
touching the bore, in which case the body has to be dragged across the lands rough with fouling 
matter by the already overworked stud. That this ‘wobbling’ in the bore takes place in other 
calibers also appears from ten recovered 12-inch shells of the pattern which has been reduced to 
five-sixths of the original weight, so as to diminish the ‘wobbling.’ 

“Hercules had two [sic. three] of her 10 in. 18-Ton guns disabled during a target shoot in the 
Atlantic, one having fired some years 43 rounds, the other 46. These had fired only 2 and 4 
rounds on the day they were disabled. In both cases, shells had broken up through their stud 
holes opposite the grooving, just where the increasing spiral offers its maximum resistance… Lord 
Gilford reported –‘The A tube in one gun was found to have split right through to the B tube 
[wrought iron coil] at the muzzle; the crack extends from the muzzle to the loading edge of the 
groove, ten inches up the bore, where it disappears suddenly. The B tube has been apparently 
much strained, immediately above the crack in the A tube… This gun, as well as another lost the 
lower part of the vent the same day while firing at a target… Three guns remain serviceable.’ On 
this the Director-General of Naval Ordnance remarks that, ‘the crack in the A tube and the 
strained condition of the B tube over the crack are exactly what I should have expected.’ 

 
“The system of rifling employed is an outrage on all mechanical principles.” [June 7 & 14, 

1872]. 
“Waterloo-Day was marked at Shoeburyness by the bursting of a 400 lb. ‘Common’ shell, in 

the usual part of an 18-Ton [10 in.] gun, near the muzzle. A mine of this sort, containing 26 ¼ lb. 
bursting charge, exploding within a gun, must necessarily test its endurance very severely. It is 
satisfactory to find that the damage sustained…was confined to the steel lining, which had only 
three splits in it, each about three inches long, at the muzzle. The worst crack was, as might be 
expected, at the ‘driving’ edge of the upper groove, for, this groove being one at the inner end, has 
the largest share of the work of rotation. This crack was right through the steel to the wrought iron 
coils. Another crack was in the ‘loading side of the lower groove; and the third crack was in a side 
land, through the steel tube as far as to the hole for the shot-bearer pin. The firing was stopped at 
once; the gun dismounted, and, after examination by the Royal Gun Factory officials, 
was…removed to the Royal Arsenal for repairs.” [July 26, 1872]. 

The ‘Woolwich Infant’ “fired sixty-eight discharges of ordinary [700 lb cast iron] projectiles 
with mild Pebble powder charges, only in one instance exceeding in amount that for which the gun 
was built, produced ‘an incipient crack’ in the lower groove of the steel tube, the center of which 
was 14 in. in advance of the seat of the rear stud on which the projectile rests, and 8 in. in advance 
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of that point in the bore to which the maximum powder pressure usually reaches. After five more 
discharges the ‘right top’ and ‘right bottom’ grooves, looking from the muzzle, were found split 
some inches in advance of the seat of the studs. Slight fissures were found in the centers of one or 
two other grooves, and in the lands, and the metal in the powder chamber appeared to be crushed 
from the violent strains endured. 

“So long as our present un-mechanical system of rifling is persisted in, guns must be 
occasionally disabled…but, as the rear stud…the hard gun-metal protuberances are apt to wedge 
themselves over the grooves and between the lands and the projectiles. Thus wedged, accumulation 
of powder gasses occur in the chamber of greater pressure than the breaking strength of the 
tempered steel barrel…”. 

Supposedly, the tensile strength of the tempered steel was 30 tons per square inch, with the 
wrought iron coils from 15 to 20 tons per square inch, producing the total strength of the material 
at 45 to 50 tons per square inch. These figures do not compare well with those given for the 9in 
Fraser gun which burst explosively on the first proof round . Tests determined the steel inner tube 
broke at 34 to 38 tons per square inch, with the wrought iron coiled mantel averaging 20 tons. 
The claimed pressure build-up in the ‘Infant’ was 66 tons per square inch. If true, then between 21 
and 16 tons per square inch in excess of what the material could possibly contain would most likely 
have created an explosive burst. Obviously, the pressures were a great deal less than 66 tons, but 
sufficient to ruin the inner steel tube and the ‘B’ coiled mantel, and render the gun unserviceable. 

Far from providing proof of “an important advantage in the Armstrong – Fraser coil system,” 
this ‘suicidal’ incident exposed the very real weakness of the coil system as compared to an all-steel 
built-up construction [September 13, 1872]. 

“The super-abundant proofs which exist that the stud or ‘Woolwich’ system of rifling heavy 
guns is a disastrous failure render it to the last degree unlikely that the system can much longer be 
retained in the service. Indeed, there is good ground to believe that early in the ensuing year, the 
whole subject of rifling heavy guns will be brought before Parliament in a way that will compel the 
adoption of some less destructive arrangement for imparting rotation to heavy shot…” [September 
27, 1872]. 

“It may be of interest to compare the Krupp construction with that of Mr. J. Vavasseur, of 
London Ordnance Works. The Vavasseur gun consists of a steel tube, with hoops of the same metal. 
The tube, however, is much thinner than Krupp’s, and is jacketed from the breech to a space 
beyond the trunnions [which are attached to a separate hoop], with a second tube shrunk upon it – 
the hoops encircling the jacket. The unjacketed part of the tube is also hooped clear to the muzzle. 
In this gun the strength is cast more upon the hoops, and less on the tube, than in Krupp’s, and the 
initial tension is more effectually carried out. Mr. Vavasseur’s gun is certainly worthy of more 
attention than has been bestowed upon it.” (Dutton, 1872).  

At the close of 1866, two facets of Armstrong’s ‘system’ remained; wrought iron coils 
as ‘reinforcement’ for the rifled inner steel tube, and ‘shunt’ rifling, morphed into the ‘French’ or 
‘Woolwich’ system, with an increasing twist and studded projectiles. But in spite of professional 
opinion, Naval Service opinion, scientific, technical and industrial advances, and clear proof that 
both those facets were flawed and faulty failures, they remained firmly in place at the end of 1872, 
even though the necessary assets to support change and reform were, if anything, even stronger 
than they had been in 1864. 

Josiah Vavasseur’s London Ordnance Company had been building all-steel built-up muzzle 
loaders and breech-loaders since 1868 by capitalizing and evolving Blakely’s principles. The steel 
industry, led by Firth’s, could produce both quantity and consistent quality product suitable for gun 
construction. Following a pro-longed but ultimately trial in a head-to-head contest with 
Armstrong, Krupp adopted built-up construction with reinforcement under initial tension. French 
guns had been of Blakely patent construction since the M.1858-60, and with their new M.1870 they 
were further strengthened by a steel tube flush with the bore in the powder chamber, the seat of the 
projectile, and the approaches to the breech opening. Russia had moved progressively into all-steel 
guns from 1863, and their initial domestic production of the M.1867 was all-steel built-up guns 
using initial tension with the reinforces; Blakely patent construction. 

The end of 1872 also contained another harbinger requiring change. Simply put, progress in 
the manufacture of gunpowder as a propellant, a field pioneered by Rodman and DuPont in the 
early 1860s, had led to a selection of compressed, slower-burning grains that reduced gas pressures 
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and rewarded barrel length with better performance, and hence better endurance. As early as 1864, 
A4 RLG-type powders were being replaced for small bore guns by 5mm (0.197in.) compressed 
spheres. By 1868, improved spheres from 6 to 10mm (0.236 to 0.394n.) were in wide use. By 1872, 
various grain forms of compressed powder of good density (c. 1.75) were available from such firms 
as DuPont and Curtis & Harvey, and included Prismatic, Spherical of various sizes, Mammoth 
Powder cubic of various sizes, cylindrical of various sizes with or without perforation, Hexagonal… 

 
Table 6.Comparison of Bore Lengths in calibers 

 

Woolwich Vavasseur French M.1870 Krupp C/72 
Russian 
M.1867 

12in 35-Ton 13,5 12in 27-Ton 15,6 12.6in 19,5 
  

12in 20 
12in 25-Ton 12,1 

        11in 25-Ton 13,2 
  

10.8in 18 
  

11in 20 
10in 18-Ton 14,55 10in 16-Ton 16,8 

      9in 12-Ton 13,9 9in 10-Ton 16 9,45 18,1 9.27in 22 9in 20 
8in 9-Ton 14,1 

    
8.2in 22 8in 21,9 

7in 6 1/2-
Ton 15,35 7in 5-Ton 18 7.64in 19,8 6.8in 25 

  6.3in 3.2-
Ton 15 6.3in 4-Ton 17,6 6.48in 21,2 5.87in 26 6in 23,3 
 
To obtain maximal benefit from the slower-burning pellet-type powders, length of bore is a 

primary factor. The reverse is also true; a short bore length cannot use the slowest burning form of 
powder efficiently. Both Germany/Krupp and Russia used Prismatic, which offered great flexibility 
for ‘tuning’ the grain to the gun. France introduced a slower-burning pellet type with considerable 
flexibility in grain size to match the gun. And Vavasseur most assuredly designed his guns for a 
pellet-type powder, as evidenced by both the greater bore length and the larger charge weights in 
the medium caliber range. But the short Woolwich guns simply could not use the most efficient 
forms of slower-burning powder because the bore-length required simply was not available, 
so their only recourse was to increase the charge weights well past the point of diminishing returns. 

 
1879 
“Length is a restriction that most completely cripples the powers of the 35-Ton gun. 

At present for sea service this is unavoidable, the size of the turret being an insurmountable 
obstacle to any increase beyond 16ft. 3 in. now allowed for the total length of the Woolwich Infant, 
the actual length of the bore being 13 ft. 6 1/2 in. This, with a diameter of 12 in, does not admit of 
the complete burning 110 lb. of Pebble powder…so that it can hardly be questioned that the first 
necessity to obtain in a piece of ordnance with greater power than the present 35-Ton gun…is a 
bore of increased dimensions. A land service gun not being restricted in length…it is proposed – 
taking the 35-Ton gun as a starting point – to add about 3 ft. to its present length.” [August 1, 1873] 

In January “…we had occasion to notice the results of a trial at Bourges between the French 
canon de 4, the Woolwich 9-ppounder field gun, and two guns constructed by…The London 
Ordnance Works, the successor of Captain Blakely, R.A…the Vavasseur gun being now on official 
trial, both here…and on the Continent, it is desirable to bestow more attention on it… We have used 
the term Vavasseur gun; it must be understood…that there are several guns to which the name may 
be applied. At Bourges…there was a grooved and a ribbed Vavasseur 12-pounder gun, while at 
Vienna there is under trial a breech-loading gun with an enlarged chamber… The most striking 
feature in the Vavasseur breech-loading system is, perhaps, the device to diminish windage and 
prevent scoring by the application of a copper washer-like ring to the base of the projectile 
[the patented gas-check noted above]. It is worth mentioning that this gun has fired a projectile 
with considerably more than 1900 ft.[/second] muzzle velocity. 

“The piece we not wish to consider…is the ribbed one…trial was made in 1873 between the 
Vavasseur ribbed and the Woolwich steel guns, both firing Woolwich 9-pounder projectiles and with 
similar charges, grooves being cut in the Woolwich shells…to adapt them to the Vavasseur ribs. 
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“The conclusions of the French Committee were briefly as follows:-- The Vavasseur ribbed 
gun with 9-pound projectile and 2-pound charge, was reported superior in initial velocity, range, 
and accuracy… 

 
 MV, 

ft/se
c 

Rangeat 14-deg, 
yards 

Deviation for 
Range, 

yards 

Drift, 
feet 

Woolwich 
gun 

1443
.6 

4396.2 11.48 0.984 

Vavasseur 
gun 

c.14
60 

4538.7 5.25 0.973 

 
“…The figures above speak for themselves… It is high time then to consider the features and 

claims of the ‘ribbed system’ more fully than hitherto, a system which we have long held to have 
certain mechanical recommendations.” [March 6, 1874]. 

Sir William Armstrong and his Elswick Ordnance Company made a break with the 
established orthodoxy as represented by the ‘Woolwich system’ and his own previous practice. 
He abandoned the ‘pressure curve’ form of applying the wrought iron coils to ‘reinforce, the inner 
steel tube, as the slower-burning compressed pellet-type powders moved the point of maximum 
gas pressure forward, and in appearance his guns resembled the Fraser form, though made of 
single layer jackets rather than double layer mantels. He also abandoned the 
shunt/’French’/Woolwich rifling with studded projectiles. 

EOC constructed an experimental gun of 8.8 in. bore for “combining most of the advantages 
of the breech-loading system with all the simplicity of an ordinary muzzle-loading gun… The rifling 
is poly-grooved, with an increasing spiral terminating in a reasonably sharp curve. 

“Both gun and projectiles are so contrived as to prevent, so far as is possible, the occurrence 
of scoring, and to secure as closely as can be attained, perfect centering of the one within the bore 
of the other…” The means of attaining these two goals were twofold. First, the windage between the 
lands of the bore and the body of the projectile were reduced to the least possible difference 
consistent with loading a muzzle-loader. Absent the necessity of aligning studs with grooves, little 
leeway was necessary with poly-groove rifling. The second was a copper ring gas-check around the 
beveled or coned base of the projectile; a concept ‘borrowed’ from the American Civil War period, 
as used by Brooke, Blakely, Parrott, Absterdam, Tennessee and many others. The ring was flush 
with the diameter of the projectile to ease loading, but would expand under the gas pressure of the 
burning powder to grip the rifling. “We need hardly say that soft metal rings have been used to 
impart rotation to projectiles before, but the precise modification proposed by the Elswick firm in 
the present instance is, we fancy, entirely novel, and possesses many original points of advantage.” 

Whether there was anything “entirely novel” or “original” is questionable at least, and highly 
doubtful. However, one vitally important lesson EOC did not take to heart, which was emphasized 
by General Quincy Adams Gilmore in his book about the siege of Charleston; copper ring or ‘cup’ 
gas-checks fail with increasing twist rifling and excessively large charges. The sharp twist tends to 
rip and tear the soft metal, allowing gas to rush past the projectile, reducing the pressure that is 
pushing the projectile leading to reduced muzzle velocity and allowing violent ‘wobbling’ or 
‘knocking about’ in the bore, which was associated with premature shell bursts inside Parrott guns, 
and a reduction in both range and accuracy. A uniform twist, such as adopted by both Blakely and 
Vavasseur, 1:36 and 1:30 respectively, would avoid a tendency for such “self-inflicted injuries.” But 
for all that, reducing windage, abandoning large grooves, and stud-less projectiles with a gas-check 
were small steps in the right direction.  [April 10, 1874]. 

“The subject which Mr. Charles Lancaster brought last week before the Institution of Civil 
Engineers, viz, the rapid destruction of the interior of our heavy rifled artillery by the action of the 
inflamed powder, is one of great…importance.” Since the introduction of rifled guns, “…the 
artillerist was faced by a new difficulty, for iron and steel, with all their magnificent powers of 
mechanical resistance, presented greatly changed chemical relations to the erosive action of the 
intensely heated gases of the ignited powder… The rifled shot in our system lies upon the lower side 
of the chase in advance of the powder cartridge, so that the greater proportion of the windage is 
accumulated about the upper half of the bore, between the shot and the chase. When the charge is 
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fired, the intensely heated gases act at once chemically and mechanically upon all parts of the seat 
of the charge, but with greatest and most destructive effect upon the upper segment of the chase, 
and for a length of about twice that of the projectile, where before the latter has acquired its full 
velocity these inflamed gases are swept with enormous velocity through the area of windage. 

“Where such erosion had taken place largely it was observed that fine longitudinal lines could 
be seen traversing the chases. They were supposed to be merely superficial, to be mere ‘fire marks’ 
or other such indefinite things. But upon splitting up some of those eroded ‘A’ tubes longitudinally, 
and opening the tube out flat by a slow and steady pull upon the opposite edges, it was found that 
these lines were in fact the lips of longitudinal fractures of various depths, some as much as half an 
inch…” The conclusion was, the larger the bore, the heavier the projectile, the larger the powder 
charge, the greater the damage to the metal of the ‘A’ tube. 

“Various attempts have been made in Russia, Germany, and England to meet this evil by 
means of different forms of gas ring applied to the rear of the shot: but we doubt that any form of 
gas ring can do more than mitigate the evil… What Mr. Lancaster proposes is the application not 
merely of a gas ring in the rear of the shot, but also certain arrangements…not only is all 
windage…stopped…but at the same instant the true centering of the projectile is secured… This 
proposal seems to deserve a full and patient trial…”. 

In the Woolwich studded projectile system, the rear of the projectile was more or less 
‘centered’ by the ring of ‘driving’ studs, but not so the points forward, almost bringing the shoulder 
of the projectile into contact with the bore, and allowing some ‘knocking about’ as the projectile 
moves forward, damaging the lands. This angular difference also had a negative effect on accuracy 
of shooting in both range and deflection/drift [February 26, 1875]. 

In a debate in the House of Commons, Captain Price asked the Secretary of State for War 
whether it was intended to order any more 81-Ton (16 in.) guns, whether a 35-Ton gun had been 
tested to destruction, whether the War Department were satisfied with the Woolwich system of 
rifling, and whether the Ordnance were or were not prepared with a (Palliser) shell able to sustain 
battering charges in 18-Ton (10 in.) and larger guns. 

Captain Nolan availed himself of the opportunity to re-open the question of breech-loading 
versus muzzle loading guns, citing the advantages of breech-loaders, and sought an assurance from 
the Government that no more muzzle-loaders would be ordered until breech-loading had been 
thoroughly investigated. 

Oddly, The Engineer attempted, rather weakly, to counter Captain Nolan’s ‘argument,’ after 
having spent years noting the progress of Krupp and the French, and more recently that of 
Vavasseur, and even more time addressing the myriad flaws in the entire Woolwich system; save 
for an inexplicable and unfounded loyalty to wrought iron coils which only dates to 1866, as prior 
to the bankruptcy of the Blakely Ordnance Company they had been strongly in favor of all-steel 
built-up guns [April 9, 1875]. 

The Duke of Somerset moved in the House of Lords for a Return from the Government 
relative to naval guns and projectiles, which was a means of calling for the Government’s attention 
to the question of the merits of breech-loading versus muzzle-loading ordnance. The motion 
passed. 

The Engineer correctly noted that the question is more complicated than it would appear, 
and involves the manner of gun construction and the material used (all-steel versus the 
Armstrong/Woolwich wrought iron coils), and pointed out that the changes would be 
‘revolutionary.’ “There is reason to believe that the present movement in favor of breech-loading 
ordnance has originated with inventors of particular systems of constructing ordnance… 

“It must be proved, and that conclusively, that breech-loading guns will give notably superior 
results to the best muzzle-loaders before it would be justifiable to contemplate the abandonment of 
a system which, with all its faults, is yet sufficiently good to entitle Woolwich made guns to rank as 
the best in the world.” 

That conclusion is hyperbole, at best! At that time, there were only four systems to choose 
from: Krupp all-steel built-up breech-loaders, French built-up breech-loaders (all-steel as of the 
new M.1875), Vavasseur all-steel built-up breech- and muzzle-loaders, and Woolwich/EOC 
wrought iron with steel liner muzzle-loaders, last improved in 1865, and technically obsolete [May 
7, 1875]. 
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“Yet the question of muzzle- or breech-loading is one full of delicacy and difficulty… That 
breech-loading is practicable for all smaller natures of artillery may be viewed as proved. When we 
consider, however, the application of breech-loading to the heaviest natures of artillery now in use 
at sea and on land, the problem becomes far more doubtful and difficult of solution…breech-
loading, as applied to heavy artillery, was flung aside without any attempt to exhaustive trial as 
soon as the signal failure of Sir W. Armstrong’s breech-loading arrangements as regard all natures 
of guns above his 40-pounder [4.75 in.] became apparent; and since then no serious attempt has 
been made experimentally amongst ourselves to discover conclusively whether it may be within the 
limits of mechanical practicability to produce any breech-loading arrangement which shall be 
applicable to the largest guns…” [June 25, 1875]. 

“A great deal has been said about Krupp guns, but on one has attempted to prove that Krupp 
guns do their work better than English guns…” [July 2, 1875]. 

“Some years since [Sir Joseph Whitworth] introduced compressed steel – that is to say, steel 
subjected while in a fluid state to heavy pressure… With this steel he has constructed guns; but not 
content with using a material unknown in Woolwich practice, he has made his guns breech-
loaders… Waiving, for the moment the question of breech-loading, we have yet remaining for 
consideration the chances of success which attend the use of steel… Now all experience goes to 
show that, even if steel were as good a material for guns as wrought iron, it has certainly no 
advantage over it. A steel gun is a dearer gun than one of wrought iron; it is not more durable; it is 
not stronger; and it is very much less safe. What, then, is to be gained by the use of steel? Not a 
single point has ever been proved by extended experiment in its favor. It is quite true that certain 
successes have been achieved by steel guns, but they are not equivalent to the successes of 
Woolwich guns. 

“The new Whitworth gun has…at last been tried at Gavre, and although minute details of the 
trial have not yet reached this country, enough information is available to prove that the principles 
adopted by Sir Joseph are utterly unsound… The gun tried at Gavre weighed 35 Tons, and was, we 
need hardly state, made as well as a gun could be made. It was tested first with Pebble powder, and 
it was found impossible to get sufficient initial velocity. The weapon failed to perform the work it 
ought to have done with ease. This being the case, Sir Joseph resorted to the somewhat desperate 
measure of using a charge of 120 lb. RLG – a very violent powder, the employment of which in such 
quantities could not be thought of in actual service. Sir Joseph, confident in the powers of 
compressed steel, adopted it…with the immediate result that he split the inner tube…and, 
according to the Standard, disabled the breech screw… [May 19, 1876]. 

“A little more information has reached us concerning the failure of a Whitworth gun at 
Gavre… The bore of the gun is 12 in, and Sir Joseph fired from it blind shell 48 in. long, and 
weighing as much as 1250 lb. With Pebble powder the results obtained were…unsatisfactory; and 
with a charge of RLG a velocity of only 1073 ft. per second was obtained. We are not in a position to 
say how many rounds were fired altogether; but at least one projectile broke up in the gun, the 
powder chamber was permanently enlarged by the strain, and the inner tube was split for nearly 
3 ft. of its length near the muzzle… It is probable that Sir Joseph Whitworth would have obtained 
better results had he used a shorter projectile, a different mode of rifling, some other system of 
construction, and iron instead of steel…” [May 26, 1876]. 

The French view of the trials at Gavre, as reflected by comments from CapitaineCavelier de 
Cuverville writing in 1881, present a rather different view; 

“Whitworth, developing his system of artillery, perfecting his process for the production of 
homogenous steel by compressing it in the liquid state, together with his process of forging by 
means of powerful hydraulic presses (…capable of exercising a compression of 10000 tons), has 
reached the extent of a 35-Ton gun, caliber 12 inches, length 14.7 calibers, body of gun formed of 
five steel tubes superimposed under [mechanical pressure to provide initial tension]. One of these 
guns, designed for the Brazilian turreted ship Independencia, was tried in 1876 at Gavre; it used 
shell of compressed steel, long and short, with ogival heads and flat heads, varying from 816 
pounds to 1168 pounds, the [armor] penetration of which, between 1090 and 2180 yards, was 
shown vastly superior to others of the same caliber; with a cast-iron projectile with truncated base 
weighing 747 pounds, with a charge of 122.5 pounds Pebble powder, the initial velocity being 1364 
feet[/second], a range was obtained, with an elevation of 3309’ of 9800 yards. This gun was a 
breech-loader, and considering the shortness of the bore the results obtained are remarkable.”. 
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The pieces of May 19 and May 26 are not so much an attack on Sir Joseph Whitworth as they 
are an attack on the use of steel for gun construction by making use of steel the equivalent of the 
known flaws in Whitworth’s ‘unsound’ conceptions. This is a false equivalence and a logical fallacy. 
The injuries to the gun noted above were due causes other than the use of steel. Consider the 
following; 

 

Whitworth’s selection of hexagonal rifling had been a bad idea from the start, and had a 
long history of projectiles jamming in the bore. 

Even though the twist of the rifling was uniform, the twist was overly sharp, and presented 
great resistance to the advancing projectile. If Woolwich guns suffered injuries near the muzzle 
due to increasing resistance from the increasing twist and centrifugal forces, so too did Whitworth 
guns. 

To obtain performance in the face of the resistance of the rifling, over-sized charges were 
necessary. Yet the ‘compressed steel’ did not burst or give way. 

The use of super-heavy projectiles in the face of the resistance from the rifling and with 
overly large charges would increase pressures in the powder chamber to dangerous levels. With 
an 1168 lb. projectile, 122.5 lb. of Pebble would produce an initial velocity of around 1090 ft./sec. 
If 120 lb. of RLG were used in the same circumstances, the pressures would indeed enlarge the 
chamber and disable the breech screw. Yet the ‘compressed steel’ did not burst at that point, 
though such pressures would likely burst a Woolwich gun. 

With more reasonable shell weights, performance would indeed have been better, in spite of 
the resistance of the sharp-twist rifling. The 816 lb. shell would have had an initial velocity of 
about 1305 ft./sec, and the 600 lb. projectile such as was fired by the Woolwich 12 in. 25-Ton gun 
and the 12 in. Vavasseur gun would have had an initial velocity around 1520 ft. /sec. 

The eight all-steel built-up Blakely heavy guns at Callao fired for about five and a half hours 
using large charges of RLG, some shooting in excess of fifty rounds without injury. No large 
Woolwich gun had been tried to that extreme; the ‘Woolwich Infant’ was a ruin after 73 rounds 
total, using Pebble powder, only one charge of which was heavy. 

 
The only reasonable conclusion is that the ‘compressed steel’ was not the problem with the 

Whitworth guns, but rather Sir Joseph’s other choices were, coupled with his refusal to learn from 
experience. 

The Elswick Ordnance Company tried two experimental breech-loading guns, a light 4.75 in. 
40pdr of 26cwt, and a 12in of 39-Tons. Both have a bore length of 22 calibers, and enlarged 
chambers. Rifling was poly-groove with an increasing twist; for the 40pdr this was from 0:0 to 
1:40, and for the 12in. it was from 1:100 to 1:45. 

Performance of the 40pdr was good, but not exceptional. With a charge of 7 ¾ lb. of pebble 
powder with a 33 lb. projectile, mean initial velocity was 1490 ft/sec, and pressure in the chamber 
7 ½ tons per square inch. With an 8 lb. charge the initial velocity was around 1540 ft/sec, and 8 ¼ 
lb. produced about 1555 ft/sec. 7 ½ lb. of RLG gave 1600 ft/sec with 13 tons per square inch 
pressure in the chamber. 

Three rounds were fired from the 12 in. gun, each with a 700 lb. projectile, but charges of 
pebble powder of a different weight. 

 Round 1 – velocity not recorded, but pressure at the top of the chamber was 15.1 tons per 
square inch, with 15.0 at the bottom, with a 160 lb. charge. 

 Round 2 – with a 170 lb. charge, initial velocity was 1563 ft/sec, with pressures of 17.1 and 
18.3 tons per square inch respectively. 

 Round 3 – with a 180 lb. charge, initial velocity was 1615 ft/sec, with pressures of 18.6 and 
18.7 respectively. 

Construction was of the Armstrong type, with a steel liner and wrought iron coil jackets. 
The breech mechanism was of the French type, and obturation by a thin steel cup. This method of 
closing off the breech was “highly thought of in the Royal Arsenal.” [March 23, 1877]. 

In May, 1877, Shah's action with the monitor Huascar provides an example of the Royal 
Navy's capabilities, and Andrew Smith's account deserves to be quoted at length: 
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"Shah's port guns opened fire at 1,900 yards… De Horsey chose to use the Shah's speed to 
fight at long range, namely 1,500 to 2,000 yards, although ranges (estimated by eye) varied from 
300 to 3,000 yards. The Amethyst… kept at 1,500 to 2,500 yards; although Able Seaman Patrick 
Riley records a minimum range of 1,000 yards in his memoirs…Fire control was extremely 
primitive. Ranges were estimated by officer's eye, shouted at the gunners through the noise of 
battle, sights set accordingly, and guns mostly laid and fired individually. However, the Shah also 
fired several broadsides from her 7" guns, including three by electric firing, mostly aimed by the 
director sight at Huascar's turret…The action had lasted about 2 hours 40 minutes. The Shah fired 
32 rounds 9" (2 common shell, 11 Palliser shell, 19 Palliser shot), 149 rounds 7" (4 common shell, 
145 Palliser shot), and 56 rounds 64-pounder shell, total 237 rounds. The Amethyst fired 
190 rounds 64-pounder shell. Total… 427 rounds… We may safely conclude that the Huascar 
received at least 50 hits." 

From the above account, several points of some importance bear emphasis. There was a 
'director sight' that could and was used for aiming at a specific target, the guns could be fired 
electrically when under 'director control', but information/instructions were still passed verbally. 
But the overall gunnery performance of the two British ships was rather good, considering the 
constantly changing range and bearing at which they were firing, the sea state, and that the 
monitor did not present much of a target above water; freeboard being only 3 feet, a minimum of 
11.7% hits, though some sources claim sixty to seventy hits for 14.05 to 16.39 %. 

“The injuries inflicted on the ironclad are thus described by an eye-witness:-- ‘As near as 
could be judged, from seventy to eighty projectiles must have struck the vessel, principally about 
the upper deck, funnel casing, bridge, masts, boats… The hull itself showed that several 64-
pounder shells struck it, only leaving a mark… The turret had only been hit once by a 7 in. 
projectile, hitting direct and penetrating 3 in.’ Considering that the Shah and her consort could 
bring about five guns to bear for one by the Huascar, the results are, to say the least, 
unsatisfactory. 

“…at very moderate range only one 9 in. shell fairly penetrated the side of Huascar…the other 
shells either did not strike at all or did so at such an angle that they failed to go through… 
The endurance of Huascar will do much to reinstate thin ironclads in favor; and it goes far to show 
that the old Warrior and Minotaur may prove exceedingly useful vessels in naval warfare.” [July 
20, 1877]. 

“We consider in this country that we are generally in advance of Continental manufactures in 
war material, particularly in the construction of armor and projectiles… It is remarkable, therefore, 
that the chief question of interest with relation to this subject at present, namely, the trial of steel 
as a substitution for iron both in projectiles and in plate, in great measure…comes from experience 
learned abroad… 

“The fact is…that we have been taught by the Spezia trials that steel may stop shot which 
would penetrate iron. At the same time, steel is much more liable to be destroyed by splitting, and 
much more liable to snap its bolts. The question may be put this way: − That shot may be stopped 
by expending its work [energy] in fracturing steel when it would penetrate iron, because steel, 
by transmitting the shock through its mass, absorbs it chiefly in making cracks in various 
directions, while soft iron does not transmit the blow, but receives the whole work on the 
immediate locality at the point of impact, and so must yield more easily… 

“Our own authorities are feeling, we believe, in the direction of compound armor…and thus 
after rejecting steel for armor in an unqualified way for at all events thirteen years, we are brought 
to the serious contemplation of its introduction… 

“…it is clear that under some circumstances the power of steel to hold together is an 
advantage in its favor, and the knowledge that steel shot have obtained latterly abroad has had the 
effect of causing fresh trials to be instituted at home.” [August 24, 1877]. 

“A very important trial of armor-piercing shot submitted by the most successful makers has 
been recently commenced at Shoeburyness, in connection with the work of Gen. Younghusband’s 
Committee on Heavy Guns. The investigation of this particular question is conducted by Col. Inglis, 
R.E, and certain members associated with him for this work…” [Note that the term ‘shot’ is used 
generically, and for these trials does not mean solid shot, but rather ‘armor-piercing shell’ of the 
‘Palliser shell’ type, with the cavity filled with sawdust replacing the bursting charge. This type of 
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projectile, the ancestor of all later AP projectiles, had no fuze, and relied on impact shock and/or 
friction heat to set off the burster]. 

To establish equity among the various projectiles, all were to be for a 9 in. 12-Ton rifled muzzle-
loader. The weight was to be the standard 268 lb, including gas-check, with an ogival nose of 1 ½ 
calibers. All were to be studded by the Woolwich Arsenal to match the Woolwich system of rifling. 

The target plates were 12 in. thick, provided by Messrs. Brown. 
The standard charge was 65 lb. P2 [1 ½ in. cubic] powder. Range to target was 50 yards, to 

produce a striking velocity of 1500 ft/sec [though the ‘near normal’ angle of descent tended to favor 
the cast iron chilled shot, whose performance at oblique angles was lamentable]. Theoretical 
penetration under these conditions was 12.5 in, meaning the point of the shot would extend ½ in. 
beyond the plate. “Practically, it would be a very excellent shot that would do so.” 

Those presenting chilled iron shot were: 
1. Gruson [Germany] 
2. Krupp [Germany] 
3. Finspang [Sweden] 
4. Gregorini [Italy] 
5. RN Service shot, Palliser 
6. Experimental Palliser ‘Improved’ 
Those presenting steel shot were: 
7. Terre Noire [France] 
8. Whitworth [compressed steel] 
9. Hadfield 
10. Landore 
11. Vickers 
12. Vickers with chilled iron nose 
13. Cammell’s compound shot with Wilson’s steel with chilled iron nose 
The format for this initial trial was to fire two rounds of shot from each presenter. 
See Table 7 for the detailed results. [April 12, 1878]. 
In that first round of the trials, chilled iron shot, with the exception of the softer Finspang, 

broke up. But the Finspang shot did not penetrate as well. The steel projectiles held together better, 
and the performance of the Whitworth shot was extraordinary, but lack the necessary ‘hardness’ of 
chilled iron. Solve that issue, and steel would clearly be superior [April 19, 1878]. 

 
Table 7. Preliminary Results of Armor-Piercing Shot Trials 

 
Round Results 

1 shot broke up on entering the plate. With the nose 8 1/2 in. and the body 4 3/4 in. 

2 
Nose completely through the plate and breaking away from the body in front of the stud 
holes 

1 shot penetrated 10 1/2 in. 

2 
very nearly penetrated plate, with nose broken off in front at the stud holes but passed 
through the plate 

1 stuck in plate by bulging, metal too soft 
2 Point projected 1 in. beyond plate; head broke off but body remained intact 

1 
penetrated about 10 in, head separating from body, and body bulged out to about 10 1/2 
in. in diameter 

2 
Much the same as the 1st, but making a crack at the bac of the plate some 8 1/2 in. long 
and about 1 in. wide 

1 point through plate, which bulged 5 in. and opened crack 4 in. wide 
2 similar to 1st 

1 
nearly through, but shot broe up in the plate, plate bulged with crack 23 in. long and 1 
in. wide 

2 very similar to 1st, but crack 14 in. long and 2 in. wide 

1 
remained whole, but bulged and stuck in plate, penetrated about 10 in, back of plate 
bulged with small crack 
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2 
penetrated about 10 in, slight crack in back of plate with bulge 2 1/2 in, shot remained 
whole but diameter of body 10.22 in. 

1 & 2 

Both performed very similar -- hole perforated the plate of about 9 in. in diameter, with 
a large c. 23 in. disc being detached from the back. Shots were not broken or cracked. 
One passed through, the other nearly so. 

1 
Penetrated 11.9 in, back of plate bulged about 4 in. and cracked. Base of shot broke off, 
but rest remained intact but cracked. 

2 
Penetrated about 9 in, but impact slightly oblique. Slight bulge 2 - 3 in. at back of plate. 
Shot broke inot 3 pieces. 

3 
allowed by bad laying of gun for 2nd. Penetrated 10 3/4 in. and rebounded unbroken 
with gas-check intact. Back of plate bulged 3 in. with crack 2 1/2 in. wide. 

1 
Penetrated about 9 1/2 in. Base of shot broken into small pieces. Shoulder diameter 
increased to 10 1/4 in. 

2 results not noted 

1 
Slightly oblique impact. Penetration about 10 1/2 in. Base broe up, but head entire. Back 
bulged 3.8in. With crack 1.5 in. wide. 

2 

Penetration about 8.5 in, with indent being widened to about 11.2 in. at mouth. Shot 
rebounded whole, but cracked through at nearly every stud hole. Back of target bulged 1 
1/2 in. and craced slightly. 

1 

Penetrated so as to leave the base 2 - 3 in. short of the plate, front portion projecting 
through the plate. Part of chilled point broken off, and disc 23 in. wide detached from 
back of plate. 

2 

Penetrated so as to leave 7 1/2 in. of the front of the shot, with chilled point broken off, 
beyond back of the plate. Very large portions of the plate were torn and bent back. 
Striking velocity estimated at 1520 ft/sec. 

 
During the annual ‘show’ at Shoeburyness on July 24, “the 9 in. muzzle-loading gun, with a 

65 lb. charge, fired one Whitworth forged steel shell of 268 lb, and one cast steel shell of Cammell’s 
at a 12 in. plate, manufactured by Messrs. Brown…”duplicating the conditions of the recent trials. 
“The Whitworth projectile, for some cause, failed to leave the gun with the usual velocity, and 
complete penetration was not obtained… The striing velocities of the two projectiles were about 
1440 ft. and 1445 ft[/sec] respectively.” 

That both projectiles ‘under-performed’ in the same manner and to the same extent implies a 
common problem not associated with the projectiles; a problem with the powder, or a problem 
with the Woolwich gun, the latter being much more likely given the well-known tendency for ‘self-
inflicted injuries’ and general lack of endurance. [July 26, 1878] 

During some test shoots at Shoeburyness regarding the most effective general form of 
compound armor, some interesting results were obtained. 

A chilled shot was fired at a compound plate with the steel face backed by wrought iron. 
The shot failed to penetrate. 

A chilled shot was fired at a compound plate with steel backing the wrought iron. The shot 
easily penetrated the entire plate. 

Captain English, R.E, suggested that a wrought iron cap be fitted over the chilled point of the 
shot. This was tried against a compound plate with a steel face and wrought iron backing, and the 
shot penetrated the plate. 

The matter was left for further investigation, which seems to have never been taken up…  
[August 23, 1878]. 

Elswick Ordnance Works presented an experimental 6 in. breech-loading gun for trials. 
It weighed 3.9-Tons, and the bore was slightly longer proportionately than the 40pdr and 12 in. 
previously submitted, at 23 calibers. Rifling was poly-groove with an increasing twist, 1:91 to 1:38. 

The gun performance was quite good. Mean initial velocity with the standard 33 lb. charge of 
pebble powder with a 70 lb. shell was 1962 ft/sec, and 2070 ft/sec with a 64 lb. shell. Against armor 
plate, the results were interesting, considering the recent trials of AP projectiles. 

With a Whitworth steel projectile of 80 lb. and the standard 33 lb. charge, initial velocity was 
1792 ft/sec, with the projectile passing through a 10 in. plate. 
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With a chilled iron projectile of 80 lb. and the standard charge, initial velocity was 
1819 ft/sec; the projectile penetrated the 10 in. plate but broke up in the process. 

With a Whitworth steel projectile of 80 lb. and the charge increased to 36 lb, initial velocity 
was 1887.5 ft/sec which produced partial penetration of 9.6 in. into a 12 in. plate. 

A chilled iron projectile of 80 lb. and with the 36 lb. charge, an initial velocity of 1919 ft/sec 
produced partial penetration to 11.3 in, but the projectile broke up in the 12 in. plate. [November 1, 
1878]. 

“The bursting of a gun on board the Thunderer at Ismid, on Thursday, the second inst, has 
caused dismay in the Government Departments. Apart from the loss of life which we have to 
deplore, confidence in our wrought iron guns has received a shock which will not readily be got 
over.”. 

 

 
 
Fig 12. 38-Ton burst gun 
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Fig 13. Explosion aftermath 1879 Thunderer 
 

 
 
Fig 14. 38-Ton loading arrangements 

 
This tragic incident spawned so many column inches of news and commentary in 1879 to 

easily qualify as one of the biggest stories in the last half of the 19th century. The reason for so much 
attention was, of course, the two great gun questions looming in the background; muzzle-loading 
versus breech-loading and wrought iron versus steel. It became a partisan issue to such an extent 
that the final official findings were not then, nor now, accepted. 

What followed the bursting of the 38-Ton gun was an investigation at the Royal Dockyard at 
Malta, and another upon arrival in England, accompanied by an assortment of theories to explain 
what happened and why. 

Thunderer was firing her quarterly target practice by firing each of her four guns by 
electricity simultaneously. One of the guns in the after turret had reported a fault, and did not fire 
in one salvo. Officers and men of the gunnery department reported seeing three shell splashes 
around the target, but other observers saw only two. The next salvo, the left-hand gun in the 
forward turret burst explosively. 
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Two main theories arose to account for the burst;  
One is grounded in the known behavior of studded projectiles, the known tendency of the 

projectile to slip forward two or three feet when the hydraulic ram was withdrawn, the possibility of 
the charge also slipping forward leading to irregular ignition, and the known tendency of studded 
projectiles to jam in the bore. The charge was 85 lbs. of P2 and the Common Shell – fitted with a 
copper cup gas-check, weighed around 575 lbs. and contained a 38 lb 4 oz burster. Irregular 
ignition and/or a ‘pressure wave’ situation coupled with a jammed shell with the copper cup 
preventing any release of gas pressure, and the fine powder burster, would be sufficient to burst the 
gun. Or alternatively, the shell slipped forward, and the charge, ignited from the rear, would be 
propelled into the jammed shell, breaking cubes of powder into quick burning fragments and 
create a pressure spike. This theory would lay the responsibility squarely on the flawed loading 
arrangements and the myriad flaws in the ‘Woolwich system.’ 

The other theory is counter-intuitive, and holds that the gun misfired in the round before the 
burst, and was inadvertently double loaded, giving a 110 lb. charge at the bottom of the bore, then a 
chilled shot, then the 85 lb. charge, then the shell. Evidence for this relies on a fragment of a stud 
which chemically matched the type used for shot, not shell, wedged in a groove. To prove this 
theory both viable and correct, the sister gun was sent to Woolwich to be double loaded in the 
manner conjectured, which, not surprisingly, burst the gun, and this became the ‘official’ 
explanation. Coincidently, acceptance of this theory absolves the ‘Woolwich system’ of any 
responsibility for a freak accident and human error. 

The ‘official’ explanation has entered the history books as if it was proven fact, but it 
continues to be unsatisfactory [January 10 et.al, 1879]. 

Remarks by C.W. Merrifield, Esq, F.R.S. delivered to the Institution of Naval Architects: 
“It is true that at the time the gun rifled on the French method was adopted [1865] in our 

service there was no system of breech-loading which could be considered as reasonably safe for 
large guns, but that has long since ceased to be the case; and even at that time I believe it would 
have been better to have expended a little inventive and experimental skill in endeavoring to 
produce a good breech-loader, rather than wasting labor in the attempt to cover and conceal the 
defects in muzzle-loaders actually introduced into the service… 

“I think three points have now been established – first, that the existing service gun is a bad 
weapon; secondly, that it is of importance to replace it by a breech-loading gun; and, thirdly, that 
that gun should be rifled with a uniform twist… But I think it right to say that I am unable to accept 
the conclusion that the [Thunderer] accident was no fault of the gun. I believe it was entirely the 
fault of the gun, and that the only security against the recurrence of such accidents is to discard the 
present Woolwich gun in favor of a better system” [April 4, 1879]. 

On March 4th, Dr. Siemens read a paper at the United Services Institution, and in the ensuing 
discussion, General Young husband noted that “when the use of iron in coiled guns was decided 
upon, mild steel was not known.” 

This comment set off a firestorm in the pages of the Times. Mr. Henry Bessemer wrote that 
about 1858 the late General Eardley Wilmot, then superintendent of the gun factories in the Royal 
Arsenal, had for nearly two years investigated the question as to whether mild steel could be 
applied to the manufacture of ordnance; that General Wilmot had satisfied himself that mild steel 
was the best material for ordnance, and that a tender for the supply of steel…was sent in 
accordingly for casting guns in the Arsenal, when the Armstrong equipment was adopted and 
General Wilmot superseded. 

Mr. Bessemer also stated that he has in his possession a small cannon made of mild steel in 
1858, and that from 1858 to 1862 he had made to order 92 steel guns, one of which had well 
resisted tests of extraordinary severity in Belgium in 1859. 

The debate continued without resolution. But The Engineer hit on the salient point of the 
whole discussion, “It is quite possible that steel may supersede wrought iron, and the explosive 
bursting of the 38-Ton Thunderer gun will doubtless weaken the ground on which wrought iron 
has been advocated…” [April 4, 1879]. 

On August 5 through 8, Krupp demonstrated numerous guns for the official military 
authorities of Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Holland, Sweden, Norway, Switzerland, Austria-
Hungary, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Russia, Romania, Serbia, the Ottoman Empire, China and Japan. 
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One of the highlights of the occasion was trial shoots from the 40cm (15.75in) 71-Ton gun, and its 
smaller stable-mate, the 35.5cm (14in) 51-Ton gun. 

For the demonstration, the larger gun fired a 778.5 kg (1716.5 lb.) chilled AP shell using a 
205kg (453 lb.) charge to obtain an initial velocity of 505 m/s (1657 ft/sec). “The mean initial 
velocity of five rounds…variation in individual rounds was very small, the extreme 
difference…being only 2 ft. per second. The remaining velocity at [2500 meters, 2734 yards] was 
[434.5 m/s, 1425.5 ft/sec]. The [chamber] pressure was 3020 atmospheres (19.85 tons per square 
inch); the recoil 8.2 ft. The practice was very accurate…” with the eight rounds fired hitting the 6 ft. 
by 18 in. target. Range was not given, but presumed to be 2500 meters. 

“The shooting therefore was exceptionally accurate, and the velocity very good. Most officers 
appeared to think that the use of prismatic powder insured greater accuracy than could be got with 
our pebble powder.” [August 15, 1879]. 

Obviously, there was more involved than just prismatic powder, though that certainly 
contributed to the regularity of the initial velocity. Rigid production standards produced great 
equality of grain size and more uniform burn rate. Other factors included the enlarged chamber, 
the easy poly-groove rifling with a uniform twist of 1:45, more aerodynamic projectile nose shape – 
2 crh as opposed to 1.5crh thus better retaining velocity -- and the Vavasseur copper driving and 
centering bands which eliminated windage and prevented the projectile from ‘knocking about’ in 
the bore. 

The import of these results from Meppen, coupled with the results of experimental 
Armstrong breech-loaders, was certainly not lost on General Younghusband and his Committee on 
Heavy Guns. 

“The recent Meppen experiments, the last firing of the 100-Ton gun at Spezia, and the 
appearance of the new Elswick 35-Ton gun, have elicited the fact that foreign Powers are likely to 
be armed with more powerful guns than ourselves unless we bestir ourselves. There is no use in 
shutting our eyes to this if it a fact. We think the following list of guns will bear out what we say. 
The pieces are arranged in order of power of penetration. We give the thickness of wrought iron 
that each gun should actually penetrate in preference to the number of foot-tons per inch of shot’s 
circumference, because it is more easily grasped by the mind:-- 

1) Elswick 100-Ton muzzle-loading gun, 17 in. caliber, penetrates 37 in; 
2) Krupp 71-Ton breech-loading gun, 15.75 in. caliber, penetrates 32 in; 
3) Woolwich 80-Ton muzzle-loading gun, 16 in. caliber, penetrates 30 in; 
4) Krupp 51-Ton breech-loading gun, 13.98 in. caliber, penetrates 27 in; 
5) Elswick 35-Tn muzzle-loading gun, 11 in. caliber, penetrates 22 in; 
6) Woolwich 38-Ton muzzle-loading gun, 12.5 in. caliber, penetrates 21 in; 
7) Krupp 18-Ton breech-loading gun, 9.45 in. caliber, penetrates 20 in; 
8) Woolwich 38-Ton muzzle-loading un-chambered gun, 12.5 in. caliber, penetrates 19 ½ in. 
“But here it may fairly be questioned whether we are not connecting too much with the 

[enlarged] chamber and air space principle, especially as Krupp allows higher pressures in his guns 
than ourselves. May it not be that steel as a material, that breech-loading as a system, with its 
conditions as to close fittings of projectiles, etc, may have much to do with the matter?” [August 22, 
1879] 

News items of interest: 

 Initial proof trials of the 80-Ton gun, bore 16 in. and with an enlarged chamber, were 
reported to have been a great success. With a proof charge of 445 lb. of P2 the initial velocity was 
1657 ft/sec, with chamber pressure of 21.5 tons per square inch. This was equal to or slightly 
superior to the Krupp 40cm gun with a service charge of 443 lbs of prismatic powder. 

 It appears that Sir Joseph Whitworth will not submit a tube of his compressed steel to the 
New Gun Committee. 

 Sir William Palliser proposes to bore out the steel tube of a large Woolwich gun and then 
insert a very long loose coiled wrought iron tube, for submission to the New Gun Committee. 

 The Italian Government has ordered eight 100-Ton breech-loading guns from EOC. This is 
seen as a ‘vote of confidence’ for the wrought iron coil system of gun construction. 

 EOC test fired a new 300pdr 10 in. breech-loader on September 11th, and recorded a 
muzzle velocity of 2110 ft/sec. [September 19, 1879] 
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On January 30, 1878, the Turin Foundry cast the body of what would be a 45cm (17.72in) 100-
Ton gun for the Italian Army, for coast defense purposes. This cast-iron body, 10 meters (32.8 ft) in 
length was accomplished using a variation of the Rodman ‘hollow cast’ water cooling process. The bore 
was to be lined with wrought iron, and the body reinforced with three layers of steel hoops. It was also a 
breech-loader, intended to fire a shot weighing 1000 g (2205 lbs). [October 17, 1879]. 

“Accuracy may be measured in two directions, namely, accuracy in range, and in lateral 
deviation. In range we cannot easily make a strict comparison between the 80-Ton [16 in.] and 
Krupp’s [40cm]… It appears, however, that Krupp’s accuracy in range is remarkable, while his lateral 
deviation…does not appear better than that of the 80-Ton gun… Now it may be said that variation in 
range must be charged to irregularity in the powder, whence it appears any superiority in accuracy of 
fire that may belong to the 71-Ton gun may be attributed to the fact that our pebble powder is inferior 
to the prismatic powder used by Krupp… Since the adoption of the system of imparting rotation 
wholly by means of a copper gas-check fixed on the base of the projectile [as was done by Blakely and 
many American Civil War designs], a muzzle-loading projectile stands in the peculiar position of 
having no windage in rear… On the other hand, the projectile, having no studs, must lie with its body 
resting on the grooves [the lack of centering noted in the Russian 1863 Trials]…a condition of things 
that appears unsatisfactory. Krupp’s gun, being a breech-loader, has the advantage of comparatively 
easily admitting a tight-fitting projectile into the bore. Hence Krupp’s projectiles have [Vavasseur’s] 
copper ring on the shoulder, as well as a gas-check at the base. Nevertheless, projectiles have been 
made recently with no ring on [shoulder]…except that the [shoulders] have been made of within 
0.012 in. of the same diameter as the bore of the gun… However this, like many other questions, 
indicates the advantage possessed by breech-loaders…” [October 17, 1879]. 

The end of 1879 saw the first gust of the ‘winds of change’ that finally brought an end to the 
anachronism of muzzle-loading ordnance, and eliminated one of the two remaining facets of 
Armstrong’s legacy. Production of the 80-Ton guns for HMS Inflexible would bring fifteen years of 
erroneous concepts and bad decisions to an inglorious end. 

Unfortunately, though, the process of acquiring the new breech-loading guns would not be 
rapid. The War Office remained responsible for providing the ordnance for Her Majesty’s armed 
services. And as Captain H. Garbett, R.N. penned in 1897, Britain needed to make up for fifteen 
years of lost progress. Who was to build the new breech-loaders, using what materials and what 
method of construction, to what designs? 

Only two firms had experience in building large breech-loading guns; Josiah Vavasseur’s 
London Ordnance Company – though Vavasseur’s own experience went back to 1863 – and Sir 
William Armstrong’s Elswick Ordnance Company, which had only recently begun building 
experimental breech-loading rifles. The New Gun Committee would be required to discard the 
fallacious decisions of its forebears, and make the correct decisions with all dispatch. 

 
1882 
“…The Woolwich gun and that of Herr Krupp differ in many respects, some of them 

depending on the peculiarities of the respective systems of construction; for example, Krupp’s                
[71-Ton] gun is a breech-loader, ours is a muzzle-loader; Krupp’s is made of steel, ours of wrought 
iron, with a steel inner tube… Krupp’s gun, however, has a bore 343 in. long, while our [80-Ton 
gun] has one of only 288 in. Hence in the former piece the gas has a longer time to act on the 
projectile before it leaves the muzzle… 

“Now the dimensions employed in the 71-Ton Krupp gun could be actually adopted for a 
muzzle-loader in all respects with one exception, namely, that the projectiles for a breech-loader 
can be made with a windage reduced almost to nothing. The 71-Ton gun common shells, for 
example, have a diameter of 39.97 centimeters… This we look upon as a nicety, which is unsuitable 
to actual service conditions. It might, however, have been thought to have contributed to the 
admirable results obtained at Meppen, were it not for the fact that equally good ones were obtained 
with chilled projectiles possessing a diameter of 39.8 centimeters, implying a windage of 0.078 in, 
which nearly corresponds to our own service windage of 0.08 in. [This is essentially correct 
regarding the effect of windage, but the writer overlooked the impact of Vavasseur’s copper driving 
band and centering band which are thoroughly effective gas-checks, but not suitable for muzzle-
loading guns. Therefore, windage was an issue for Woolwich, but not for Krupp]. 
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“To sum up shortly, then, it ought to be clearly understood that our 80-Ton Inflexible guns 
are old-fashioned pieces made for a special purpose, and as such cannot be expected to compete 
against guns of newer and better proportions. Further, that while great advantages are offered by 
breech-loading, and advantages which…increase with every increase in length, there is nothing in 
the success hitherto obtained by Krupp, splendid as we do not hesitate to call it, that might not be 
achieved by a wrought iron muzzle-loading gun…” [January 30, 1880]. 

“Public confidence in English guns could hardly fail to receive a great shock on the news 
received on Monday morning last that a 100-Ton gun had burst, while firing on board the [Italian 
ironclad turret ship] Duilio. 

“The facts, as far as they have reached us, are as follows: a 100-Ton gun which had already 
fired many – thirteen and twenty-five have both been said…and which was undergoing trial in its 
turret on board the Duilio, has burst in such a way as to break the steel inner tube and cause the 
gun to come asunder behind the trunnions, which, with the fore part of the gun, remained on the 
carriage; the breech portion going back against the interior of the turret with sufficient violence to 
indent the inner steel skin and force the backing against the outside [of the] armor plates – which 
are 22 in. thick – s9 as to open two of them… The wrought iron coils built on round the inner tube 
are said not to be injured themselves, but drawn asunder… The gun had been loaded by hand with 
the following ammunition: a battering charge of 551 lb. [250 kg] of Fassano progressive powder 
and a 2000 lb. projectile. The steel tube is said to have yielded just at the base of the truncated cone 
leading from the enlarged chamber into the bore… The chamber is reported to be extended as if by 
an extraordinary pressure.”. 

 

 
 
Fig 15. Armstrong Burst 100-Ton gun 

 
‘Asunder,’ by definition means ‘violently separated into pieces.’ The result described in the 

admittedly second-hand information understates the extent of the damage to the wrought iron 
coils. The likely order of events provides an image of catastrophic failure. The gas pressure in the 
chamber extended and stressed the steel both longitudinally and circumferentially, which gave way 
at the weakest point at the base of the truncated cone. At that instant, the B coils gave way under 
vastly more pressure than they could possibly resist. That the separation followed the ‘path of least 
resistance,’ as if it were seeping rather than an expanding torrent, is not a surprise. But in the 
process, the iron would be bent and twisted from the stress. At almost the same instant the steel 
tube gave way, the resistance to the longitudinal pressure blew the after portion of the gun 
backwards. This release of pressure weakened the circumferential pressure, preventing what would 
surely have been an explosive burst. What this incident truly demonstrates is the simple fact that 
wrought iron coils cannot prevent or contain gas pressures sufficiently high to burst the steel inner 
tube [March 12, 1880]. 

“The powder question in all its aspects is just now a matter of peculiar importance, as 
affecting our monster ordnance. In saying this we refer not only to the size and quality of the so-
called grains, but likewise to the construction of the cartridge and the mode of firing it. In the 
ramming of the cartridge a very safe powder may be transformed into a very dangerous one, by the 
crushing of the cubes or prisms, so as to convert large grain powder into small grain. The last round 
fired from the rent gun on board Duilio was subject to this peril, if we may accept the statement 
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that the cartridge stuck in the chase and had to be rammed home with unusual force. But that is 
not all. When a cartridge is fired from an axial vent in the gun, it is just possible it may commence 
at the rear of the charge, despite those internal arrangements which are intended to secure a 
different result. It is well known that when a long cartridge is ignited at either extremity, 
particularly the rear, wave pressures are set up, far exceeding the normal force of the powder, and 
acting locally with extreme violence”. 

There had been little experimental work into the phenomena of irregular ignition, but what 
there had been was instructive. “For example, at Shoeburyness six weeks since, the pressure in the 
bore of a gun was increased from a normal of 18 to 30 tons by the substitution of 5 lb. RLG for 5 lb. 
Pebble 1 in a 105 lb. charge.” This would be the rough equivalent of breaking up some cubes or 
prisms from too forceful ramming of the cartridge. 

Elswick had experimented with a rear vent to ignite an un-tubed charge, and pressures were 
raised from a normal of 18 tons to 50 tons per square inch. 

“What this force really amounts to is instructively shown by some experiments carried out at 
Woolwich with one of Mr. Vavasseur’s steel guns, weighing 16-Tons, and having a caliber of 10 in. 
The projectile in each instance weighed 400 lb.” 

 
Table 8. Experiments with Vavasseur 10 in. 16-Ton Gun 

 
Charge 
Weight, 

lbs. 

Powder Type WhereIgnit
ed 

Pressure atrear of 
charge, tons/square 

in. 

Pressure atseat of 
shot, tons/square 

in. 

MuzzleVelocity, 
ft/sec 

70 
Pebble 1 

Centerrear 

21 18 1412 
45 37,5 1455 

45,1 50,1 1436 
75 c.45.1 59 1497 

80 
57,6 63,2 1541 

Pebble 2 
25,1 24,8 1482 

88 36,4 24,1 1514 
 
The Italian Commission “…are driven to the conclusion that the charge was fired in such a 

way as to give rise to an abnormal pressure…they suggest a reduction of the present battering 
charge from 551 lb. [250 kg.] to 507 lb. [230 g.], which is to be made up in a cartridge with a tube to 
ensure the regular ignition of the powder.” [April 3, 1880]. 

“Steel has superseded wrought iron so rapidly for manufacturing purposes generally, and has 
been found to possess such superiority, that the field left open for the latter bids fair to become 
very small. If steel is not only harder, and capable of resisting heavier strains, but is also more or 
less to compete with wrought iron in its own special functions of working well under the hammer, 
while owing to its capability of casting, it is cheaper on a large scale, it may well appear as if 
wrought iron might be expected to disappear before its rival, except for certain special purposes. 
In ordnance, however, wrought iron has as yet held its own wonderfully. 

“On a question raised with regard to the amount of support afforded by wrought iron to steel 
we learn from Essen the opinion that Krupp’s inner tubes, which are supported by steel, do not fail, 
but, that doubtless, compound guns will always do so, particularly in firing heavy charges, because 
the elastic limits being so different the steel tube will lose the support of the iron casing, and will 
naturally burst”. 

The impending design and construction competition of the New Gun Committee – soon to be 
superseded by a new Committee on Ordnance – while not limited in their investigations and trials, 
will likely be focused on the three main and most experienced gun construction operations; 
Armstrong’s Elswick Ordnance Works, Vavasseur’s London Ordnance Company, and the Royal 
Gun Factories/Woolwich. Their latest designs would no doubt be important to the Committee. 

This gun, soon to be undergoing trials, weighed 11.5 Tons and had a bore length of 
26 calibers. Though it was a compound gun of steel and wrought iron, it represented a departure 
from previous construction. The steel inner tube was both thicker and stronger, and the extent of 
wrought iron coil ‘reinforce’ was reduced. The breech piece was part of the steel tube. Longitudinal 
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strength was entirely vested in the steel tube, as was a considerable amount of the tangential 
strength. 

This piece, under construction so the weight is not known, was a typical Fraser designed 
compound gun, with extensive use of wrought iron coils to support the relatively thin steel tube. 
Though the breech piece itself was steel, and an extension of the steel tube, much of its structural 
support came from the iron coils. 

 

 
 
Fig 16. Newest Guns – Armstrong 8in 
 

 
 
Fig 17. Newest Guns – Woolwich 9.2in 
 

 
 
Fig 18. Newest Guns – Vavasseur 9in 

 
The all-steel built-up gun up for consideration was Vavasseur’s 9 in. 13.5 Ton gun of 

26 caliber length. 
“The principles on which steel guns have been built-up…are clearly stated by Vavasseur, and 

appear to have been consistently embodied in his guns from a very early date. They may be said as 
follows: the steel employed must have a high factor of elongation so as to possess the special 
qualifications of wrought iron in addition to a much higher tenacity. 

“The steel [‘A’] tube should be of nearly the same diameter from end to end, otherwise 
molecular disturbance is liable to be caused in cooling. In addition to which this form is better for 
production and working. 
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“The steel [‘A’] tube should be supported by a long steel jacket, holding by means of 
shoulders behind the end of the inner tube and on the front part of the trunnion ring, so as to make 
it impossible to separate the breech from the trunnions, except by tearing through the entire jacket 
as well as the inner tube…The hoops over these only supply tangential strength. 

“In breech-loading guns, the breech arrangement is fixed to the jacket, not the inner tube, 
it being considered that the latter should be saved from longitudinal strain in order to have its full 
strength to resist that in the tangential direction…Here will be seen…the features [of the all-steel] 
Blakely gun.” 

While the inner steel tubes of all three of these ‘Newest Guns’ are oil tempered, the jacket of 
the Vavasseur gun is ‘lightly’ oil tempered at a lower heat, to increase its strength, and all 
reinforcing jackets and hoops are shrunk on to obtain the proper initial tension. 

Mention was made of a Krupp 9in (23.54cm actual) 14.5-Ton gun that had burst in the 
summer of 1879, by way of proof that all-steel built-up guns also fail. That model of construction, 
the C/68, came out of the August 1868 competitive trial with an Armstrong 9in, which, when using 
charges of prismatic powder proved superior in striking power and endurance. From the 
information available, that 11 year old gun burst forward of the seat of the projectile. 
The reinforcing hoops did not give way, and the inner ‘A’ tube was propelled forward while the 
breech was propelled to the rear. The likely cause was an old-style lead-coated projectile jamming 
in the bore, a not uncommon occurrence, judging by Russian and Krupp’s own experience. [June 
25, July 9 and July 30, 1880]. 

“The heavy breech-loader now in the course of its department trials in the Royal Gun 
Factories naturally excites much interest… The new gun weighs about 43 Tons. Its caliber is 12 in, 
and its length of bore about 26 calibers… In general appearance, proportions and character, 
the gun closely resembles the 9.2 in. breech-loading Woolwich gun… The gun was fired on 
Thursday, January 6th, with about 280 lb. prismatic powder…with a projectile weighing 703 lb, 
gave an initial velocity of 1830 ft. per second. The charge is being gradually increased – the 
pressure in the bore as yet about 16 tons on the square inch… The power of this piece then is very 
great, and we have not yet reached the maximum development. On the most recent trial a velocity 
of 1930 ft[/sec] was obtained with 300 lb. of powder, and a pressure of 19 tons on the square inch” 
[January 14, 1881]. 

In a freak incident, one of the first, if not the first, Armstrong 8 in. breech-loaders of 26 
calibers, such as illustrated above, was irretrievably lost in combat. The piece had been sold to 
Chile, and armed the gunboat Angamos for operations against Peru. 

“On December 9th she tried to sin the Peruvian corvette Union, firing twelve rounds of 
common shell, weighing 180 lb, with a 90 lb. charge of ‘P’ powder [undoubtedly Pebble 2, 1 ½ inch 
cubes], at 8000 yards at 12 ½ deg. elevation. On December 10th and 11th the same practice was 
repeated, the mark in this case the Atahualpa [formerly the monitor USS Catawba]. 

The sixth round was fired, and “the look-out man perceived the shot falling short, and turned 
around to call to the officer in charge saw that the gun had disappeared, leaving its trunnion hoop 
and trunnions only on the carriage. In rear lay the officer and the captain of the gun dead and 
mangled, an in the [unengaged] side of the ship was an aperture 8 ft. wide, through which the gun 
had evidently driven itself into the sea”. 

A number of factors contributed to this incident. First, a 90 lb. charge, 50% of the projectile 
weight, was very heavy, making the recoil quite violent. 

Second, this very early construction differed slightly from the later versions. The powder 
chamber was slightly larger, and the trunnion hoop only 10 in. wide rather than the 17 in. of the 
later production. In consequence, the attachment o the trunnion hoop was less complete, and any 
support from the wrought iron coils, especially forward, was woefully insufficient against the strain 
involved. 

Third, as an experimental gun, it had already been subjected to considerable strain prior to 
sale. 20 rounds of varying charge weights had been fired at Elswick. The chamber had already been 
elongated slightly, and the vent “enormously eaten away, and the metal forced so far up as to 
project at the outside end…” These may have contributed somewhat to the violent recoil. 

And last, the carriage on which the gun was mounted had great compressive power for 
limiting the distance of the recoil. In other words, the carriage halted before the force of the recoil 
had been absorbed, and the gun tore away from the trunnion hoop and any resistance from the coil 
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‘reinforcement,’ rocketing across the deck, through the side planking, and into the sea [February 11, 
1881]. 

“In his speech on March 3rd in the House, Mr. Childers spoke of the formation of the new 
[ordnance] committee in the following words:-- It has appeared that it would be desirable to recur 
to the advice of an independent Ordnance Committee, with functions somewhat differing from 
those of the former [Ordnance Select Committee]. It will consist of officers of the artillery, of the 
navy, and of the Engineers, with two eminent civil engineers; and while we hope to obtain from this 
committee technical advice of extreme value, we have determined not to run the risk of the 
disadvantages felt in connection with the old Ordnance Committee, and strictly to limit its 
functions to such inquiries and experiments as may be categorically referred to it by the Minister 
holding my office.’” [March 18, 1881]. 

The new 43-Ton gun began trials at Shoeburyness on March 16th. With a service projectile 
weighing 714 lb. and a battering charge of 286 lb. prismatic powder gave a muzzle velocity of 1850 
ft/sec, with pressures of 17.3 tons per square inch. 

One interesting feature in the construction of the gun may present major philosophical 
differences compared to both Armstrong/EOC and Vavasseur. Whereas the former appeared to 
increase the role of the steel inner tube, and Vavasseur sought uniformity in the ‘A’ tube from 
breech to muzzle, Fraser decreased the thickness from a point forward of the heavy ‘C’ coil to the 
muzzle, with a corresponding increase in the thickness of ‘reinforcing’ wrought iron coils [April 1, 
1881]. 

 

 
 
Fig 19. Newest Guns – Woolwich 12in 

 
Elswick Ordnance Company has a 12 in. 43-Ton gun in the process of initial trials. While that 

piece is the same weight, caliber and bore length as the Fraser gun, significant differences exist. 
The powder chamber of the Armstrong gun has a diameter of 14.3 in. and a length of 87.43 in, 
compared to the Woolwich gun’s 15.5 in and 58.35 in. In terms of volume, the powder chamber is 
about 14189 cubic inches versus 11125 for the Fraser gun. This translates into larger charges for the 
Armstrong gun, but the trade-off is about 29 inches less rifled bore, or ‘distance traveled’ for the 
gas pressures to push the projectile. 

With a 315 lb charge of prismatic powder and a 700 lb shot, initial velocity was about 
1950 ft/sec. Increasing the charge to 325 lb. produced about 1970 ft/sec.  

EOC was also experimenting with ‘steel riband’ [later known as ‘wire wound’] construction, 
with an experimental piece being built [July 29, 1881]. 

Sir William Palliser had requested the Secretary of State for War allow him to submit a new 
muzzle-loading gun for trials by the new Ordnance Committee. His rationale for the request was 
the strength shown by a converted gun the previous May at Erith. 

That 7 in. gun, double loaded in the manner of the accepted theory on the cause of the 
bursting of a 38-Ton gun aboard the Thunderer, had demonstrated surprising strength.  

The metal around the front of the forward charge was only 7.6 in. thick, composed by 2.8 in. 
wrought iron coiled inserted inner tube, and 4.8 in. of cast iron. The theoretical strength was 
34 tons per square inch, but it had yielded under pressures of 44.3 and 47 tons. 

Sir William proposed building a gun of 17 in. caliber, but using a casing of special steel rather 
than cast iron. The response from the Surveyor-General’s Department, dated 18 July, was direct. 
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“Sir, − I am directed by the Secretary of State for War to acknowledge the receipt of your 
letter of the 22nd ultimo, in which you submit remarks relative to the recent trials of your 7 in. rifle 
gun of 5 tons at Erith, and request permission to furnish a steel casing for a muzzle-loading gun, 
and that the barrel for it may be made in the Royal Gun Factories, in accordance with plans 
submitted on 21st May; and further that the trial of a gun composed of a casing and barrel as above 
may be sanctioned 

“In reply, I am to acquaint you that Mr. Childers has carefully considered your request, but 
that he is not prepared to accede to it.” 

The era of the muzzle-loading rifled gun was well and truly finished. [September 2, 1881] 
The Revista General de Marina for October gives a short account of the bursting of a Spanish 

cast iron gun lined with wrought iron coils while firing a shell. The piece was originally a smooth 
bore of 20 centimeters, lined and rifled, being then brought to 16 centimeters (6.3 in.) caliber. 
The firing charge was the service one of 6 kilograms (13.2 lb.). The gun appears to have yielded by 
blowing out the breech end, which flew to the rear. The piece also split longitudinally in a vertical 
line as cast iron pieces generally do. The [wrought iron] cup which formed the bottom of the bore 
was, of course, blown out to the rear with the breech, the coils into which it was screwed being 
unwound. The coils do not appear to have been rent, they seem to have held well together. 
The writer of the Spanish report considered that the longitudinal [pressure] was equally divided 
between the projectile and portion of the breech blown out, because there was little or no recoil… 

“This gun must have yielded on the first commencement of explosion of the charge, and the 
weak place was determined by the crystalline structure at the angle of casting. It certainly yielded 
chiefly in a direction in which it would not receive additional strength from the wrought iron 
lining… It is, however, extremely uncommon for a gun to yield in this way. Generally, a gun has 
sufficient margin of longitudinal strength to admit of a considerable gain to be obtained by 
conversion. The coils appear to have behaved very well. It is difficult to say what strain was thrown 
upon the piece. The charge of 13.2 lb. is rather large; 12 lb. RLG is the largest charge we fire from 
out 64-pounder 6.3 in. wrought iron gun. The nature of the Spanish powder, however, is not stated. 
One thing appears certain, that the wrought iron prevented the whole gun from flying into 
fragments.”. 

The specific model of the original smooth bore gun was known as the ‘20cm No. 2 Rivera,’ 
cast in considerable numbers by the Trubia Arsenal in the mid- and late 1850s, for the navy. 
The navy had resisted rifled artillery, accepting only a few Blakely patent construction 16cm pieces. 
So the fleet that fought at Callao on May 2, 1866, was armed almost exclusively with 20cm and 
16cm smooth bores. Only upon the return of the fleet from the Pacific was the naval aspect of “the 
great modernization” seriously undertaken. 

 

 
 
Fig 20. Burst Spanish Palliser 
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The preference of the naval authorities was to purchase large bore guns from foreign 
providers, and convert the well-regarded 20cm No. 2 Rivera in the Palliser manner. That type of 
conversion included the wrought iron cup at the bottom of the bore to protect the cast iron breech. 
In general terms, the 20cm No. 2 Rivera/Palliser conversion was so highly regarded that it was 
selected by Gonzalez Hontoria for conversion to a breech-loader as part of the M1879 system, 
losing its wrought iron coils to steel inserts. 

For at least the previous twelve years, the primary powder for medium and large bore guns 
was prismatic black. Consequently, a 13.2 lb. charge should not have been excessive, and more 
closely resembles the strain of about 9 lbs. of RLG, a bit smaller than the service charge of a 64pdr 
conversion or Woolwich guns. [December 16, 1881] 

On February 8, 1882, Col. E. Maitland, Superintendent of the Royal Gun Factories at 
Woolwich, delivered a paper on “Modern Ordnance” to the Society of Arts, London. 

“Wrought-iron, as you are all well aware, is nearly pure iron, containing but a trace of carbon. 
Steel, as used for guns, contains from 0.3 to 0.5 percent carbon; the larger the quantity of carbon, 
the harder the steel. Since the early days of which I am now speaking, great improvement has taken 
place in the qualities of both materials, but more especially in that of steel. Still, the same general 
characteristics were to be noted, and it may be broadly stated, that England chose confessedly the 
weaker material, as being more under control, cheaper, and safer to entrust with the lives of men; 
while Prussia selected the stronger but less manageable material, in the hope of improving its 
uniformity, and rendering it thoroughly trustworthy. The difference in strength, when both are 
sound, is great. Roughly, steel is about twice as strong as wrought-iron. 

“Prussia at first relied on the superior strength of solid castings to withstand the explosive 
strain, but at length found the necessity for re-enforcing them with hoops of the same material, 
shrunk on the body of the piece. 

The grand principle of shrinkage enables the gun-maker to bring into play the strength of the 
exterior of the gun, even with quick powders, and to a still greater extent as the duration of the 
strain increases with the progress of powder manufacture… Now, as the duration of the pressure 
increases, owing to the use of larger charges of slower burning powder, it is evident that the more 
complete and effective will be the transmission of the strain to the exterior, and, consequently, the 
further into the body of the gun, starting from the bore, and traveling outward, does it become 
advantageous to employ the stronger material. Hence, in England, we had reason to congratulate 
ourselves on the certainty and cheapness of manufacture of wrought-iron coils, as long as moderate 
charges of comparatively quick burning powder were employed, and as long as adherence to a 
muzzle-loading system permitted the projectile to move away at an early period of the combustion 
of the charge…” 

[The full text of the paper may be found in Scientific American Supplement No. 324, March 
18, 1882. A review and commentary may be found in The Engineer, March 10, 1882.] 

“We have now received the official report of Krupp’s trials at Meppen… There were present at 
the experiments officers representing the following Powers: Germany, Austria [-Hungary], 
Belgium, Brazil, China, Denmark, Spain, Holland, Italy, Japan, Norway, Russia, and Sweden. 

“…the following pieces have been fired this year: guns of 30.5 centimeters. (12 in.) and 15 
centimeters (5.9 in.), each 35 calibers long, being examples of Krupp’s new system, which is 
remarkable, firstly, for the adoption of heavy charges, reaching an amount of even and a half 
[times] the weight of a round shot [pounders] of the caliber of the gun; secondly for the 
employment of specially heavy and consequently long projectiles; and thirdly, for the great length 
of the guns. 

“The 30.5 cm. and 15 cm. long guns were fired for accuracy, velocity and pressure on the 
bore… 

“The principle dimensions are as follows: 
Weight:  49700 kg. (48 Tons 18cwt) 
Total length:  10.7 meters (35 ft.) 
Bore length   9.77 meters (32 ft.) 
 
“All projectiles…weigh 455 kg. (1003.1 lb.) and consequently vary in length… 
Steel AP Shell: 3 ½ calibers, burster 11 kg. (24 ¼ lb.) 
Cast iron Shell: 4 calibers, burster 22 kg. (48 ½ lb) 
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Steel Common Shell: 4 ½ calibers, burster 49 kg. (108 lb.) 
 
Centering is affected by the metal [broadened shoulders] of the projectiles… The copper ring 

for rifling and [gas-check is around the base of the projectile]. 
“The charge is of prismatic powder channeled through and of 1.82 density… It is fired by self-

closing tubes in an axial vent 
“The 30.5 cm. long gun fired seventy-three rounds with varying charges and kinds of powder. 

The bore shows the commencement of scoring; otherwise it is almost uninjured, seeing that one 
can only detect enlargements of 0.1 mm. (0.004 in.). The results as to velocity and pressure, as well 
as accuracy, were good. The powder known as H 3.82, made especially for this gun, proved the 
best.” Initial velocity was 1725.8 ft/sec, with pressure 18.3 tons per square inch. 

“The 15 cm. gun…is constructed on the same principles as the 30.5 cm. gun… 
The dimensions…are as follows: 

Weight:  4750 kg. (4 Tons 13 ½ cwt) 
Total length:  5.22 m. (17 ft) 
Bore length  4.8 m. (15 ft 9 in.) 
 
“The projectiles are all the same weight of 51 kg. (112.44 lb.)…are as follows: 
Steel AP Shell  3.35 calibers, burster 1.5 kg. (3.5 lb.) 
Cast iron Shell  4 calibers, burster 3.4 kg. (7.5 lb.) 
Steel Common Shell: 4 ½ calibers, burster 6.2 kg. (13.7 lb.) 
 
“The results of firing were as follows: the bore was almost without scoring marks; highest 

result, charge 18 kg. (39.68 lb.), weight of projectile, 50.5 kg. (111.3 lb.), initial velocity 556.7 m/s 
(1826.6 ft/sec), pressure with Rodman instruments, 2585 atmospheres (16.95 tons), with English 
instruments, 2695 atmospheres (17.7 tons). The normal charge…is 17 kg. (37.5 lb.) with which the 
steel AP Shell…has an initial velocity of 538 m/s (1765.1 ft/sec). The mean pressure was about 
2600 atmospheres (17.1 tons). The accuracy of the long projectiles was very good…” [October 6, 13 
and 20, 1882]. 

“It is reported from Wilhelmshaven that on October 18th, firing took place to test the platform 
of a 28cm – 11.1 in. – gun of Krupp’s mounted in Fort Heppens. At the second round the steel 
barrel of the gun burst… The charge was 58 kg. – 128 lb. – of [prismatic] powder, the largest 
employed in this gun. One fragment of the barrel, weighing about 1000 kg – 2205 lb. – flew to a 
distance of over 100 meters…” 

This gun was an old type, possibly of the C/68 or C/72 pattern. 
“At Shoeburyness, on Thursday, October 26th, a 6 in. new type gun – Mark II…that is a gun of 

81cwt, firing a 100 lb. shot with a charge of 38 lb. of P2 powder – burst at about its 250th round, in 
front of the powder chamber. The breech is reported not to have been blown out, although 
fragments of the barrel were blown to a distance of 200 yards… The [Royal] Gun Factory gun has 
already been superseded by a pattern Mark III, weighing 2cwt more…” [November 3, 1882]. 

Necessity may have required the construction of compound breech-loaders even while the 
Ordnance Committee was deliberating on the best materials and method for construction, but the 
evidence suggests that these guns were no stronger or suitable to modern requirements than their 
muzzle-loading forebears. 

 
Conclusion 
On Friday, June 20th, 1884, Colonel Eardley Maitland, Superintendent of the Royal Gun 

Factory, Woolwich, delivered a paper entitled “The Heavy Guns of 1884” to the Royal United 
Service Institution. The full text and a commentary review may be found in The Engineer of June 
27th. 

“Any paper of Colonel Maitland’s would command special attention, but several 
circumstances combine to give particular weight to this. Writing as Superintendent of the Royal 
Arsenal Gun Factory, with the Secretary of State for War in the chair, supported by the Surveyor-
General of Ordnance and the Director of Artillery [and the First Lord and First Sea Lord of the 
Admiralty], Colonel Maitland’s opinions are delivered ex cathedra in an unprecedented manner;  
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s9 much so, that we regard the reading of the paper thus as a bold move for the authorities to take, 
and one which is only justified by thorough confidence in their position. 

“Colonel Maitland very handsomely acknowledged any good element taken from any 
system…” though conspicuous by their absence were Blakely and Vavasseur. In their review of the 
good Colonel’s paper, The Engineer reacted to the oversight, and partially remedied it by noting, 
“…however, Vavasseur’s name was not mentioned, we think it only fair to accord him credit for 
what appears was an important feature – indeed one which was mentioned as such by Colonel 
Maitland.” And two years previously, the Colonel noted “the grand principle of shrinkage” and its 
important advantages at some length, which was the keystone of Blakely’s ordnance. 

J. Vavasseur and Company and the London Ordnance Works were primarily designers and 
builders of gun mounts, which were without doubt the best and most advanced of the time. 
Building guns was a secondary field of endeavor. From 1880 into early 1883, they were increasingly 
over-loaded with orders for gun mounts, as demand exceeded their production capacity, and 
crowded out design and construction of guns. 

On February 27th, 1883, Josiah Vavasseur and Sir William Armstrong signed the documents 
which merged their companies. Vavasseur became a Director of the much larger business. In this 
capacity, he was in a position to greatly influence the design and construction of ordnance, and of 
course, gun mounts..Vavasseur’s influence was immediate, as evidenced by the section images below. 

The 6in M1881 of 26 calibers length was a typical Armstrong transitional compound breech-
loader, with the breech mechanism attached to the inner steel tube. The diameter of this tube 
varied considerably throughout its length, ‘reinforced’ with wrought iron coils. As noted with 
earlier experimental breech-loaders, greater emphasis was placed on the strength of the steel tube, 
with the wrought iron covering less of the total length. 

 

 
Fig 21. Armstrong 6in M1881 
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Fig 22. Armstrong 6in M1883 

 
But the M1883 represents a major revision. The steel ‘A’ tube is generally thicker and of a more 

uniform diameter, though thinning under the steel jacket, and ending at the breech end of the 
powder chamber. The breech mechanism is attached to the jacket – or ‘B’ tube – which was shrunk 
on, and was also attached to the trunnion hoop, thus reducing longitudinal stress. This construction, 
not coincidently, compares remarkably well with the construction of Vavasseur’s 9in gun. 

 

 
 
Fig 23. 13.5in design 1884 

 
Not coincidently, this construction was adopted by Woolwich, as evidenced by the image of 

the 13.5in design Col. Maitland used as part of his presentation to RUSI. 
Ultimately, there is an over-riding irony in the history of the twenty-five years which ended in 

early 1883. Both Armstrong and Woolwich began constructing ordnance utilizing the principles 
first developed by Captain Blakely, refined and evolved in both muzzle- and breech-loaders by 
Josiah Vavasseur, who received precious little credit for their advances in the art and science, yet 
whose contributions proved fundamental, invaluable, and correct. 

 
Appendix F 
Fraser System Construction 
The Armstrong System of gun, as applied to muzzle-loaders, is illustrated by the image below. 

It consisted of a wrought iron coil as the inner, or ‘A,’ tube, open at both ends. This was closed by a 
wrought iron ‘cup’ or ‘shield’ (F) which ‘protected’ the solid breech piece (G), which in turn was screwed 
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into coiled wrought iron jacket D, which extends forward to the muzzle. Over and beside this jacket are 
four wrought iron coils for further reinforcement, coil G being the trunnion coil. [Lines ‘c – d’ represent 
the fracture where the breech blew.] The gun was rifled on the Shunt system. 

 

 
Fig 24. Armstrong 300pdr MLR 

 
In April of 1863, when the ‘divorce’ between the Government and Sir William was concluded, 

both EOC and Woolwich were manufacturing the same guns to the same designs using the same 
materials and the same methods.  Obviously, such a state of affairs could not stand for long, nor did it. 

Mr. Fraser, then deputy-assistant-superintendent of the RGF, recognized that welds and 
‘blisters’ were great weaknesses, and suggested that the quality of iron selected for forging the 
reinforcing hoops and jackets was actually too good; a somewhat lower quality iron that could be 
welded effectively and would not ‘blister’ would actually serve the purpose better.  

At about the same time, Col. Campbell, realizing that the coiled inner tube was insufficiently 
strong and reliable, suggested that a certain type of iron, when cast, would be much stronger and 
reliable. 

Both suggestions were taken up for experiments, and were successful. Implementation was 
immediate. EOC continued as before. 

The next step, already mentioned, was the use of oil tempered steel for the ‘A’ tube. Fraser 
took that one step further by having the tube closed at the breech end, thus protecting the breech 
piece with steel instead of a ‘cup’ of wrought iron.  EOC continued as before for several months 
before bowing to the inevitable.  

The final step was to discard the jacket and many, labor intensive, coiled wrought iron hoops 
shrunk on at high heat to obtain initial tension. Fraser designed a system of mantles to fit over the ‘A’ 
tube. These were made of two layers of coiled wrought iron, each layer coiled in the opposite 
direction, and manufactured as individual ‘pieces.’ Fraser did not believe in initial tension, so did not 
shrink the outer layers on the inner layers. Rather, the four manufactured pieces (‘A’ tube, breech 
piece, mantle tube and chase – muzzle reinforce tube) were heated slightly and then assembled. 

 

 
 
Fig 25. Fraser 10in MLR 
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Fig 26. Armstrong 9in MLR 

 
For purposes of comparison, an image of a contemporary Armstrong gun is included. Except 

for the steel ‘A’ tube, there is little difference between the 9in gun as displayed at the Paris 
Exhibition of 1867 and the 300pdr of 1862-3. 

In the judgment of The Engineer Magazine, January 11, 1867, “That the guns of today are 
superior to those of a few years back only in two respects, they are able to stand heavier charges 
with certainty – in other words, they have more power of endurance – and they cost less money…” 

 
Appendix G 
On Rifling 
Rifling is a hideously complex topic because of the number of factors involved and the 

necessity, and difficulty, of finding the best possible balance for effective shooting. Captain 
Lawrence L. Bruff of the Ordnance Department, U.S. Army, writing in 1896, gave an easily 
understood explanation if the concepts involved. 

“If the [angle of the grooves] be constant for the whole length of the bore, the rifling or twist 
[expressed as a ratio of one revolution of the projectile in a certain length in calibers/diameters of 
the bore, eg. 1:30] is said to be uniform…The objection to uniform rifling is as follows: 

“When the projectile starts from its seat, and during the first part of its path in the bore, the 
pressure of the powder-gas rises to its maximum, and the gun is subjected to the greatest stress at 
that time. 

“With the uniform rifling, the angular velocity…is impressed upon the projectile at this time 
also. Hence, while the gun is subjected to its greatest stress, due to the starting of the projectile, it is 
also subjected to its greatest stress in giving rotation to the projectile. 

“After rotation is once acquired, the stress due to this cause falls off very rapidly. Therefore, 
with the uniform rifling, both these stresses act together.” 

This is true as far as it goes, but there are two further considerations which must be 
considered. First, this combination of stresses takes place in the strongest area of the gun which, by 
design, is most capable of bearing the forces involved. And second, the amount of stress caused by 
the twist of the rifling is a controllable variable depending upon the resistance of the angle and the 
weight and length of the projectile involved. An ‘easy’ twist of, say 1:50, produces much less 
resistance, and hence stress, than 1:20. But to continue… 

“If, however, the angular velocity…be imparted gradually to the projectile, it moves from its 
seat more readily and the strain on the gun at first is then diminished. When the powder [gas] 
pressures fall off along the bore, the twist…gradually increases, till it reaches its final value 
necessary to impart the angular velocity…to the projectile. In this case the stresses are more 
uniformly distributed along the bore, and the gun strained less at the origin of the motion, while 
the final velocity of rotation is the same. 
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“The twist in this case is called an increasing twist, as the [angle] increases gradually from 
the [seat]…To give steadiness of rotation to the projectile, the twist increases from the [seat] to a 
point about two calibers from the muzzle, and from this point to the muzzle is uniform.” 

“Studded Projectiles – This system was generally used for muzzle-loading projectile in 
Europe, and especially in England. The projectile was provided with studs made of soft metal, such 
as zinc or copper, to avoid wearing the lands of the rifling. These studs were arranged in two or 
three [rings] depending upon the length of the projectile, and at an inclination equal to the angle of 
the grooves. They were inserted into undercut holes in the projectile, and subjected to pressure, by 
which the soft metal was forced to fill the holes. 

“The advantage of this system is that the projectiles are certain to take up the rifling motion. 
“The disadvantages are: 
1. The projectile must be adjusted to each particular twist; and if two guns have the same 

caliber but a different twist of rifling, different projectiles must be used for them. 
2. They cannot be used with an increasing twist. 
3. Owing to the relatively small number of studs, the pressure upon each is great, and they 

are liable to shear off. To avoid this they must be made stronger, and this necessitates increased 
depth and width of the rifling grooves, and a corresponding weakening of the gun. 

4. The stud-holes in the projectile weaken the [body], and their irregular surface increases 
the resistance of the air to its motion. 

5. Unless a gas-check is provided on the base of the projectile, the [windage will allow] the 
escape of the gas between the projectile and the bore erodes the latter.”. 

The original Armstrong shunt rifling used zinc ‘ribs’ along the projectile body, with zinc tabs 
to enter the grooves to provide the proper guidance for the projectile, and the twist was uniform. 
But in the 1963 Russian 8-inch gun trials, the zinc tabs proved too delicate for the large charges 
used, in spite of the uniform twist, and in at least one case caused the gun to burst in the chase 
nearing the muzzle. The Russians substituted copper buttons and centering buttons to prevent the 
shell shoulders from damaging the rifling. So the shunt projectiles were altered accordingly. 

“It has been calculated by Captain A. Noble, late R.A., that the greatest pressure on the studs 
of a 10-inch gun, using a charge of 70 lbs, was reduced from 68 tons to 36 tons, by employing an 
increasing instead of a uniform twist. “ This appealed to Sir William, so the shunt system was 
altered for increasing twist for Land Service 7in and all guns 8in and above. The grooves were 
widened in an attempt to accommodate the change in angle using the regular projectiles. 

What Captain Noble and Sir William over-looked was the simple fact that MLRs, per force, 
have short bores in general, and the rifled portion ‘distance traveled’ from seat to muzzle is shorter 
still. To increase the twist from an easy 0:0 (no twist) or 1:100 or 1:90 down to 1:40 or 1:35 in a short 
distance under conditions of increasing acceleration is going to meet a lot of increasing resistance in 
the form of friction, and strain the gun to the chase approaching the muzzle where the stress 
tolerance is lower. There was nothing gradual given the amount of bore length available, and the 
‘steadying’ final two calibers before the muzzle, it appears, were greatly reduced or dispensed with 
altogether. Mishaps caused by sheared studs, loss of ‘centering,’ weakened projectile bodies, pre-
mature shell bursts, jamming and various injuries to the bore would happen frequently. 

 
Appendix H 
Competitive Rifling Trials 
In the autumn of 1864, the Select Committee on Ordnance initiated a comprehensive 

program of trials, designed by Mr. Anderson, assistant-superintendent at Woolwich, intended to 
determine the best form of rifling for service ordnance. After much sorting, the list of forms was 
reduced to four: 

Commander Scott’s well-known and extensively used centering system, 
Lancaster’s oval bore, with projectiles planed to fit mechanically, 
Jeffrey – Britten’s shallow-groove lead compression 
The French la Hitte zinc button and rib 
Conspicuous by their absence was Whitworth’s hexagonal, Blakely’s hook-slant, and 

Armstrong’s shunt. This last, however, was eliminated early as its performance at 10-deg elevation 
proved inferior, producing a range of only 4050 yards, well short of the Lancaster, French and 
Scott rifling due to the resistance of the increasing twist, and inferior accuracy in general. 
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Identical guns were to be used, in this case the 7in 7 ½ Ton Land Service gun. 
Identical standard charges of RLG were to be used 12 lb., 20 lb. Service Full, and 25 lb 

battering, and firing to be at identical elevations, 2-deg, 5-deg and 10-deg. 
Identical garrison sliding carriages were to be used. 
Projectiles were to be the standard 110 lbs. 
The program consisted of twenty three steps; 
1. Ten rounds for each charge, five with and five without lubricator, to establish initial 

velocities 
2. One round with each charge at each elevation to establish a sighting mark 
3. Guns to be laid directly on the mark, with no allowance for wind or deflection/drift, and 

fire ten rounds with 25 lb charges at 2=deg elevation. 
4. Repeat for 5-deg elevation 
5. Repeat for 10-deg elevation 
6. Bores and vents to be carefully examined 
7, 8, 9. Repeat with 20 lb charge 
10. Bores and vents to be carefully examined 
11, 12, 13. Repeat the practice at 2, 5 and 10-deg with 20 lb or 25 lb charges to confirm 

uniformity of range, afterwards carefully examine bores and vents 
14. Practice as directed by the Committee 
15. Ten rounds with shell and 25 lb charge at 10-deg elevation 
16. Fifty rounds to test ease of loading, endurance, wear with 20 or 25 lb charges 
17. Bores and vents to be carefully examined 
18. Fifty rounds with solid cast iron ball 
19. Bores and vents to be carefully examined 
20. Repeat 16. 
21. Bores and vents to be carefully examined 
22. Practice at discretion of the Committee 
23. Practice against armor confined to the guns preferred as a ‘shot’ gun (Table 9). 
 

Table 9. Partial Results of Competitive Rifling Trials 
 

Rifling 
Charge 

weight, lbs 
Projectile 

weight, lbs 
Elevation, 

deg 

Mean 
range, 
yards 

Mean 
spread for 

range, 
yards 

Mean 
deflection/drift, 

yards 

Scott 25 110 2 1604,2 15,6 1,2 
Lancaster " " " 1589,8 28,8 2,0 

Britten " " " 1361,3 104,2 5,0 
French " " " 1499,8 52,4 2,0 
Scott " " 10 4779,2 29,4 8,9 

Lancaster " " " 4605 26,6 6,6 
French " " " 4542,8 45,8 22,4 
French 20 " 2 1386 35,4 0,6 
Scott " " " 1462 21,5 0,9 

Lancaster " " " 1455 27,3 1,9 
Scott " " 5 2610,5 164,5 21,5 

French " " " 2429,5 237 27,5 
Lancaster " " " 2553 302 21,5 

Scott 12 46,3 2 1331 328 23,0 
French " " " 1247 309 19,0 

Lancaster " " " 1147 221 19,5 
Scott 20 " 0 1441 180 18,0 

French " " " 1351 1?6 13,5 
Lancaster " " " 1393,5 316 23,0 

The Engineer 
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Lancaster 25 110 2 1545 36 0,7 
Scott " " " 1604 15,6 2,4 

French " " " 1420 81,8 1,6 
Lancaster " " 5 2803 32 2,7 

Scott " " " 2834 35,6 7,1 
French " " " 2788 41,8 4,9 

Lancaster " " 10 4487 16,5 4,5 
Scott " " " 4779 31,4 8,9 

French " " " 4489 48,2 10,8 
Lancaster 20 " 2 1380 34 2,1 

Scott " " " 1462 21,5 0,9 
French " " " 1386 35,4 0,7 

Lancaster " " 5 2611 43 2,1 
Scott " " " 2741 44,7 3,3 

French " " " 2612 33,3 2,0 
Lancaster " " 10 4353 54 9,2 

Scott " " " 4444 63,8 28,2 
French " " " 4210 46,2 14,6 

Lancaster 12 " 2 1198 25,4 0,8 
Scott " " " 1213 21,4 0,8 

French " " " 1152 19,7 0,8 
Lancaster " " 5 2287 57,2 1,2 

Scott " " " 2286 49,6 5,4 
French " " " 2219 54,5 2,8 

Lancaster " " 10 3907 24,8 4,0 
Scott " " " 3909 109,8 40,7 

French " " " 3908 135,6 8,3 
Lancaster 20 100 2 1433 33,7 4,2 

Scott " " " 1442 51,4 2,5 
French " " " 1348 127,3 7,5 

Lancaster " " 5 2724 59,2 5,4 
Scott " " " 2630 45 1,6 

French " " " 2456 47,6 7,2 
 

Rifling 
Charge 

weight, lbs 
Projectile 

weight, lbs 
Elevation, 

deg 

Mean 
range, 
yards 

Mean 
spread for 

range, 
yards 

Mean 
deflection/drift, 

yards 

New Gun Modified' 
French 25 " 2 1446 19,9 2,0 
French " " 5 2716 35,9 2,6 
French " " 10 4573 23 6,3 
French 20 " 2 1384 29,1 0,8 
French " " 5 2640 27,4 3,3 
French " " 10 4379 19,6 4,0 

 
Private' Practice with sand filled shell 

Rifling 
Charge weight, 

lbs 
Projectile weight, lbs Elevation, deg Mean range, yards 

Lancaster 20 100 2 15' 1346 
Scott " " " 1380 

French " " " 1335 
Lancaster " " 5 8' 2487 

Scott " " " 2557 
French " " " 2490 
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Lancaster " " 10 5' 4128 
Scott " " " 4119 

French " " " 4119 
 
Final' Practise 

Rifling 
Charge 
weight, 

lbs 

Projectile 
weight, 

lbs 

Elevation, 
deg 

Mean 
range, 
yards 

Mean 
spread 

for 
range, 
yards 

Mean 
deflection/drift, 

yards 
MV 

MV 
Ball 

Scott 25 110 2 1585 17,7 3,7 1594 
 French " " " 1473 62,2 4,3 1529 
 Scott 20 " " 1473 18,1 3,7 1502 2162 

French " " " 1366 40,6 2,6 1444 2081 
Scott 12 " " 1213 19,7 0,8 1277 1827 

French " " " 1152 19,7 0,8 1254 1718 
 
Mechanics' Magazine 

Rifling Twist 
   

Windage 
Square 

in. 
Lancaster 1:57.4 Uniform 

 
Lancaster 2,955 

Scott 1:42 Uniform 
 

Scott 0,53 
French 1:37 Increasing 

 
Shunt 0,67 

    
French 1,36 

 
Following the practice at 2-deg with a 25 lb. charge, it was determined that the lead at the 

base of the Jeffrey – Britten shot was unable to withstand the pressures of such a large charge, and 
it was withdrawn from the contest. 

The soft zinc buttons of the ‘French’ projectiles also proved insufficiently strong to withstand 
large charges, and the gun was rendered unserviceable when the inner tube split. By all rights, that 
should have caused the rifling to be eliminated from the contest, as had the shunt and Jeffrey – Britten 
rifling had been. But the Committee exercised its authority under Article 23 of the program, and 
ordered a new supply of projectiles to be made, and a new gun. At the suggestion of Major Palliser, 
numerous ‘gun-metal’ (bronze) studs, arranged on Scott’s ‘self-centering’ principles, replaced the zinc 
buttons, and the shot were finely turned rather than rough cast as were the other shot. This ‘revised’ 
projectile fired with great precision in subsequent trials. This should not have been allowed, let alone 
condoned, as the ‘revision’ materially, mechanically and philosophically altered the nature of the 
projectile and its relation to the grooves and rifling, and demonstrated a bias. 
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Лебединая песня: Блекли, Брук и Вавассер. Часть 2 
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Аннотация. Десятилетия 1860-х и 1870-х гг. характеризовались одной из самых 

глубоких технических революций, которые когда-либо видел мир, которая была 
охарактеризована как «Вторая промышленная революция». Эта революция затронула 
военно-морские силы мира не меньше, чем любого человека. В области боеприпасов 
железную гладкоствольную пушку, стрелявшую сферическими ядрами, заменила нарезная 
пушка. Первоначально для того, чтобы стрелять с большей точностью, она имела 
удлиненный взрывающийся снаряд, но вскоре для того, чтобы пробить броневую плиту, 
появился и удлиненный цельный выстрел. История этого периода упоминает многих 
конструкторов и/или производителей Великих Пушек. Но все-таки работа некоторых людей 
оказалась упущенной из виду. 

Предлагаемая публикация, это продолжение истории капитана А.Т. Блейкли, 
исследуется также работа Джона Мерсера Брука, лицензиата, и его преемника Джозефа 
Вавассера. В контексте исследуется также вопрос постепенного отказа от использования 
системой Армстронга кованого железа и принятия стальных орудий британским 
правительством. 

Ключевые слова: военно-морской, артиллерия, Блекли, орудие. 
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Gunboat “Oriental” 
 
Pedro R. Barreiro a , * 

 
a Uruguayan Academy of Maritime and River History, Montevideo, Uruguay 

 
Translation from spanish by N.W. Mitiukov 

 
Abstract 
Based on the analysis of American periodicals, the biography of the gunboat Oriental, built in 

the USA in 1901 and acquired by Uruguay in 1908, is reconstructed. It is shown that during this 
period the ship was used as a gunboat in Panama, being the largest ship in the Panama Navy. 
The use of a gunboat is inextricably linked with the name of the American adventurer and 
adventurer Thomas Lovelace. After kA con lost interest in the ship, it returned to the United States 
and was sold to Uruguay. Brief information is also provided on the service of the ship in Uruguay 
until 1922, when it was scrapped. 

Keywords: Uruguay, Thomas Lovelace, Panama, navy. 
 
«Oriental» было небольшим судном, приобретенным уругвайским правительством в США 

за 20 тыс. долларов. Первоначально оно называлось «Orienta» и ходило под американским 
флагом. Мартинес Монтеро (Martínez Montero, 1977: 254) пишет, что первоначально судно 
заказало мексиканское правительство верфи Льюиса Никсона (Lewis Nixon) для использования 
его в качестве патрульного судна. Однако контракт пришлось расторгнуть, поскольку корабль не 
добрал требуемых 22 узлов. Имеется также информация, что судно построили для Панамы как 
канонерскую лодку, но в итоге использовали лишь как яхту.  

Впрочем, большинство изданий ограничиваются просто справочной информацией, 
указывая, что это была 88-тонная паровая яхта «Orienta», спущенная на воду в 1901 г. на 
верфи «Crescent Shipyard». Она строилась по чертежам известного морского конструктора 
Льюиса Никсона в Елизабетпорт (Elizabethport), штат Нью-Джерси. Эту верфь основали в 
1889 г. как «Samuel L. Moore & Sons», в 1893 г. ее приобрел Льюис Никсон и переименовал в 
«Crescent Shipyard», а в 1916 г. ее купила «Bethlehem Steel Corp.».  

 
Первый период биографии судна по данным американских газет 
В «Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Weekly Newspaper» от 15 июня 1901 г. Имеется заметка о 

спуске яхты и приведена ее фотография. Заметка называется «Новая яхта Эдварда Ладью» 
(Edward R. Ladew): «Одним из самых красивых спусков на воду в нынешнем сезоне стал 
спуск яхты «Orienta», построенной на верфи Кресчент, Элизабетпорт (N.J.). Нос белого 
корпуса необычайной высоты украшал огромный венок красных роз. Милая молодая 
крестная мать мисс Элис Ладью (Elise Ladew) долгое время стояла, ожидая когда придет 
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ее час, держа в руке бутылку в золотой сетке, украшенную лентами. Традиционная 
платформа, созданная для обряда крещения была заполнена группой помощников. 
Большая группа кораблей вокруг и целый рой зрителей объединились в весьма 
привлекательном образе. 

«Orienta» представляет собой яхту нового проекта, первый экземпляр которого 
построен для г-на Эдварда Ладью. На ней он сможет совершать поездку из Глен-Коув 
(Glen Cove) в Нью-Йорк с комфортом круизной яхты, размеры которой уменьшены до 
приемлемого минимума как по членам команды, так и по потреблению угля. Яхта, 
построенная Льюисом Никсоном имеет длину 101 ½ фута (31,0 м), ширину 12 футов (3,66 
м) и 5 футов (1,52 м) осадки. Проект базируется на проекте миноносца, оснащен 
машиной тройного расширения мощностью 600 л.с.» (Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Weekly 
Newspaper, 1901). 

Следует отметить, что Ладью принадлежал к богатой Нью-Йоркской семье, 
занимавшейся производством промышленных ремней. В Глен-Коув (графство Нассау, Лонг-
Айленд) располагалась его фабрика, а упоминавшаяся Элис, родившаяся в 1890 г., была его 
младшая дочь.  

Но при дальнейшем анализе биографии судна начинаются странности. В ежегоднике 
Нью-Йоркского яхт-клуба за 1902 г. (New York Yacht Club Members Book, 1902) 
действительно есть упоминание о яхте «Orienta», принадлежащей Эдварду Ладью. Однако 
электронный регистр «Colton Company» (www.coltoncompany.com) уверяет, что «Orienta» 
была построена для Дж. Харви Ладью (J. Harvey Ladew), хотя по регистру 1902 г. ему 
принадлежал пароход «Columbia».  

В этой связи следует заметить, что в литературе существует огромная путаница между 
яхтой «Orienta», «Columbia» и предыдущим одноименным судном (вероятно, 
принадлежавшим тому же владельцу), спущенным на воду в 1893 г. и мобилизованным в 
1898 г. после начала испано-американской войны как патрульное судно «Wasp». При этом 
источники показывают самую разнообразную информацию о строителе, бывшем хозяине, 
тоннаже и размерениях, и даже о театре боевых действий, где использовался «Wasp». 
Имеется разнобой и о том, какое из судов в конечном итоге приобрела Канада и их конечной 
дате службы.  

По нашим оценкам, первое судно из этой тройки – яхта, построенная на заводе 
«William Cramp & Sons» в Филадельфии та самая, что приобретена американским 
правительством за 95 тысяч долларов и стала «Wasp». Именно ее продали в 1921 г. Холстеду 
Лейтону. Второе, возможно построенное в 1900 г. тем же Льюисом Никсоном, в итоге 
продали канадскому правительству, и судно стало «Stadacona». Оно прошло всю мировую 
войну и исключено из списков флота в 1920 г. Должно быть это были весьма роскошные 
яхты, если имеются данные, указывающие, что обе они выступали в качестве флагманов 
Нью-Йоркского яхт-клуба. Но вернемся к «Orienta», именно она потом поднимет 
уругвайский флаг.  

Яхтенный регистр Ллойда издания 1903-04 гг. (Lloyd’s Register of Yachts, 1903/04, 870) 
дает подробную характеристику «Orienta». Порядковый номер в регистре № 1016. 
Регистровый номер 155415, сигнальный код KQVL. Местом постройки значится Л. Никсон 
(Элизабетпорт), 1901 г. Валовый тоннаж 88 брт. Размерения: 101’5” × 12’ × 5’. Порт приписки 
– Ларчмонт (Larchmont, N.Y.), американский флаг, собственник Э.Р. Ладью.  

В издании 1905-06 гг. (Lloyd’s Register of Yachts, 1905/06, 885) под порядковым 
номером 993 имеется яхта «Orienta II», данные которой и регистровый номер полностью 
совпадают с указанными выше. Однако из следующего издания регистра яхта исчезает без 
указания причин. Таким образом, возникает разрыв в два года между пропажей яхтой из 
списка Ллойда и приобретением ее уругвайским флотом, что объясняется службой «Orienta» 
во флоте Панамы.  

Подробности этой карьеры можно почерпнуть из американских газет. Так статья из 
«New York Times» 4 апреля 1905 г. озаглавлена: «Единственное судно флота Панамы 
сейчас у нас на якоре» (New York Times, 1905a). Статья довольно пространная, но из нее 
вполне ясно, что «Orienta» поднимет панамский флаг и по приходу ее в порт Колон будет 
вооружена пушками. Ее предполагается применять для наблюдения за атлантическим 
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побережьем для пресечения контрабанды и при необходимости приведения к покорности 
местных индейских племен на побережье.  

Далее сказано, что президент Панамы Амадор (Amador) назначил командиром 
«Orienta» капитана Ловеласа (Lovelace), родившегося в Канзас-Сити (США), который после 
прибытия в Панаму будет продвинут до адмирала. Упоминалось, что капитан Ловелас к 
этому времени имел богатый опыт плаваний по тропическим рекам и Карибскому 
побережью, полученный во время недавней войны между Колумбией и Панамой. 

Сам капитан Ловелас заявил, что «Orienta» снабжена боевым марсом с прожектором 
на 2000 кандел и устройством беспроводной связи «De Forest», с помощью которого 
предполагается связываться с береговыми станциями в Колоне и Бокас дель Торо (Bocas del 
Toro). Что касается вооружения, то оно будет установлено по прибытию в Колон: две 
автоматические пушки Гочкисс и два пулемета Максима, оставшиеся после войны с 
Колумбией.  

Пять дней спустя «New York Times» снова вернулась к вопросу об «Orienta» в статье 
«Самый маленький флот мира и его командир» (New York Times, 1905b). Это также 
довольно интересная и пространная статья, более посвященная ее командиру. Но наиболее 
ценно, что статья содержит несколько рисунков, иллюстрирующую «Orienta» и предыдущие 
похождения Ловеласа.  
 

  
 
Рис 1. Капитан Т.Т. Ловелас (слева), аллигатор, убитый Т. Ловеласом (справа) 
(New York Times, 1905b) 
 

 
 
Рис. 2. Колумбийская банда капитана Ловеласа (New York Times, 1905b) 
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Относительно яхты газета сообщает, что она строилась для члена Нью-Йоркского яхт-
клуба Е.Р. Ладью (E.R. Ladew) и была спущена на воду в 1901 г. Однако на ходовых 
испытаниях она не показала контрактной скорости и с тех пор оставалась в ожидании 
нового владельца. Хотя имеющиеся 20 узлов и не достигли уровня, приличествующему 
роскошным яхтам, эта скорость вполне соответствует требованию судна береговой охраны, 
особенно если учитывать, что в регионе нет другого судна, способного развить хотя бы и 
половину этой скорости.  

Далее газета сообщает, что 450-мильное атлантическое побережье Панамы сейчас 
находится в полной власти контрабандистов с Ямайки, которые вполне себе спокойно 
незаконно добывают панцири черепах и кокосы. Относительно последнего газета сообщила 
интересные подробности, что в 1904 г. только в районе Сан-Блас (San Blas), что между 
Колоном и устьем реки Атрато (Atrato) в Колумбии, продано почти 7 миллионов кокосов, 
за которые правительство Панамы не получило ни цента. 
 

 
Рис. 3. Охотники на аллигаторов (New York Times, 1905b) 
 

 
 
Рис. 4. Судно охотников на аллигаторов (New York Times, 1905b) 
 

 
Рис. 5. «Orienta» панамского флота (New York Times, 1905b) 
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Дальнейший объем статьи посвящен описанию авантюрных похождений капитана 
Томаса Ловеласа (Thomas Lovelace). Он начал свою карьеру с работы в качестве инженера 
парохода, курсировавшего между Колоном и Картахеной. Именно в этот период он 
установил хорошие отношения с индейцами на побережье Сан Бласа, над которыми 
колумбийцы не имели никой власти. Поэтому, когда началось повстанческое движение, 
учитывая его знания, правительство Колумбии поручило Ловеласу осуществлять для связи 
ночные рейсы по реке Магдалена (Magdalena), где в то время как раз начались вооруженные 
столкновения. В этот период Ловелас также принял участие в обороне города Санта Марта 
(Santa Marta), осажденного повстанцами.  

Позднее колумбийское правительство поручило Ловеласу еще одну важную задачу 
уничтожения крокодилов Магдалены, с которыми он справился настолько успешно (настреляв 
их около 125 тысяч), что местные жители, более не видя на берегу спящих животных, радостно 
восклицали: «Lovey Lassey!» (Любимая милочка). Для справки стоит отметить, что до этого 
ежегодно на Магдалене в зубах крокодилов погибало от 200 до 300 человек.  

В мае 1905 г. американская пресса снова заинтересовалась «Orienta» на сей раз в 
номере от 18 мая газета «Los Ángeles Herald» со ссылкой на информационное агентство 
«Асошейтед Пресс» появилась статья «Панама начала создание флота. Это сделано со 
скромной покупки в 30 тысяч долларов» (Los Ángeles Herald, 1905). На сей раз заметка 
очень краткая, сообщающая буквально следующее, что на верфи в южном Бруклине 
панамцы приобрели у фирмы «Morse Iron Works» грузовое судно «Orienta». На яхте 
торжественно подняли панамский флаг, после чего секретарь посольства Карлос Аросемена 
(Carlos Arocemena) пригласил всех на праздничный обед. 

Три дня спустя «New York Times» поместило более объемную статью под заголовком 
«Панамский флот скоро приступит к решению своих задач», сопроводив ее тремя 
интересными фотографиями (New York Times, 1905c). На одной из них капитан Томас 
Ловелас стоит у прожектора «Orienta», на второй – изображен Карлос Аросемена, а на 
третьей – члены команды «Orienta» вместе каким-то лицами поднимают флаг.  
 

 
 
Рис. 6. «Адмирал» Томас Ловелас (слева), секретарь и заведующий делами панамской 
миссии Карлос Аросемена (справа), фото Луиса Штерна (New York Times, 1905c) 
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В статье приведено интервью Ловеласа, который очень изумлен фактом, что «Orienta» 
не достигла на ходовых испытаниях контрактных показателей. Он заявляет, что постройка 
происходила в 1901 г. в разгар забастовки механиков. Поэтому 340 из 785 трубок 
конденсаторов оказались забиты деревянными пробками, как и большинство трубок котла 
системы «Мошера» (Mosher), неопровержимо свидетельствуя о саботаже. Капитан также 
отметил, что во время первого же выхода яхта легко достигла скорости 18 уз., и что до 
отъезда в Колон на ней планируется заменить оригинальный 53” (1346 мм) винт на 72” 
(1829 мм), после чего судно должно будет легко развить 22 уз. Что касается вооружения, то 
он указывал на скорострельные трехфунтовки Гочкисса, которые будут установлены в носу и 
корме, а также на два пулемета Максима, на крыльях мостика.  

30 июня 1905 г. появилась статья «The Miami Metropolis», с некоторой насмешкой 
названная: «В нашем порту весь панамский флот» (The Miami Metropolis, 1905). Она 
сообщала, что прибыло из Нью-Йорка и в 11-15 ошвартовалось в Майями небольшое судно 
«Orienta» под командой Томаса Ловеласа, находящийся на борту вместе со своей женой. 
Судно направляется в Колон.  
 

 
 
Рис. 7. Церемония подъема флага на «Orienta», единственном корабле панамского флота, 
фото Луиса Штерна (New York Times, 1905c) 
 

Следующий цикл газетных сообщений базируются на информации доктора Пола 
Остархаута (Paul Osterhout), ассистента хирурга Службы общественного здравоохранения 
(Servicio de Salud Pública) и Морского госпиталя США (Hospital de Marina de Estados Unidos) 
в панамском городе Бокас дель Торо.  

16 августа 1905 г. написал письмо Службе общественного здравоохранения США 
(Servicio de Salud Pública de los Estados Unidos), в котором указал на вспышку эпидемии 
желтой лихорадки в этом порту. Незамедлительно правительство США объявило карантин в 
ряде пунктов Карибского моря.  

Подробности вспышки эпидемии доктор Остерхаут объяснил позднее в своей 
телеграмме: «Я полагаю, что источник заражения на небольшом пароходике («Oriente»), 
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пришедшем из Колона 27 июля 1905 г. У них был экстренный больной в ночь на 28 июля. 
Я наблюдал его в 9 утра 29-го. 30 июля заболевшего желтой лихорадкой кочегара 
перевели на берег, где я неофициально наблюдал его до 3 августа».  

После этого было опубликовано еще несколько сообщений от доктора Остерхаута, 
в котором тот все также уверенно называет причиной вспышки болезни пришедший из 
Колона пароходик. В телеграмме 23 августа он сообщил в Вашингтон: «Этот пароходик 
стоял на якоре в городе в трех разных местах, но наиболее длительное было пребывание 
на угольной станции, где команда имела длительный контакт с работниками «United 
Fruit Company», локально известной как «Macca Hill» ».  

Что интересно, во всех своих сообщениях доктор название судна упрямо сообщает как 
«Oriente», а не «Orienta». Дальнейшая информация о судне пропадает вплоть до 9 июня 
1906 г., когда вышла заметка в Нью-Йоркской «The Evening World»: «Возвращение яхты 
«Orienta»». На следующий день эти сведения подтвердила «New York Times»: «Яхта 
«Orienta» возвратилась из Панамы».  

В этой связи весьма показательно, что вскорости в американских газетах начнется 
цикл публикаций о подготовке к кругосветной экспедиции на яхте «Taormina», капитаном 
которой был все тот же Томас Ловелас. А поскольку среди имущества приобретенного для 
экспедиции значились артиллерийские орудия и целый арсенал личного оружия с 
боеприпасами, правительство США начало относиться к ней с подозрением и в итоге 
отстранила Ловеласа от командования, поручив ее ветерану испано-американской войны 
Джеймсу Лоуренсу МакФерсону (James Lawrence McPherson), бывшему рулевому крейсера 
«Boston».  

Что интересно, Томас Ловелас потом еще многократно упоминался в американских 
газетах: в 1907 г. в связи с землетрясением в Кингстоне, когда тот по заказу университетов 
Чикаго и Берлина провел серию аэрофотоснимком города. В том же году он упал на своем 
аэроплане в реку Гудзон и был спасен буксиром «Potomac». На следующий год его имя 
упоминалось в связи со взрывом воздушного шара в Лондоне во время франко-британской 
ярмарки. Хотя при этом погибло два человека и еще несколько получили ранения, Ловелас 
не пострадал. В 1909 г. он организовал аэрофотоэкспедицию в Кению. Наконец, последнее 
сообщение – это интервью с Томасом Ловеласом 14 января 1931 г. в ямайской газете «Daily 
Gleaner». Среди прочего американский авантюрист упомянул о своем предыдущем визите в 
Кингстон на борту панамского судна береговой обороны «Orienta», которое позднее он 
«забрал обратно в Нью-Йорк» и его позднее купило уругвайское правительство.  

 
«Oriental» в составе флота Уругвая 
Следующая страница в биографии судна связана со службой во флоте Уругвая. 

Большинство военно-морских аналитиков того времени и нынешних историков крайне 
недоумевают по поводу причин столь сомнительного приобретения. Можно лишь 
догадываться, что поскольку корпус яхты создавался на основе корпусов миноносцев, 
возможно, этим шагом уругвайское руководство попыталось получить опыт эксплуатации 
кораблей этого класса.  
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Рис. 8. «Oriental» на Багамах во время перехода в Уругвай 
 

Напомним, что по уругвайским данным размерения «Orienta» составляют: длина 32 м, 
ширина 3,55 м, глубина трюма 3,25 м, осадка 2,13 м. Водоизмещение 88 т., скорость от 18 до 
20 уз., но по некоторым данным максимальная лишь 17. Машина двойного расширения, 
мощностью 300 л.с., рабочее давление в котле 250 фнт. (17,6 атм). Ограниченная емкость его 
угольных ям (28 т) позволяла пройти не более 8 суток на скорости 14 уз. 

Относительно вооружения, практически все источники по уругвайскому флоту 
единодушны во мнении, что корабль приобрели без вооружения. Но некоторые газеты того 
времени сообщали, что в трюмах лежали четыре скорострельные пушки, которые 
установили лишь по прибытию судна в Монтевидео.  

Именно из-за ограниченной дальности переход в Монтевидео занял целых 219 дней, 
полных инцидентов и приключений. Судно было вынуждено останавливаться практически 
во всех портах по своему пути: Чарльстоне, Ньюпорте, Нассау, Гаити, Санто-Доминго, Сан-
Хуане (Пуэрто-Рико), Сент-Томас, Сент-Люсии, Джорджтауне, Кайенне, Амапе, Белеме, Сан-
Луисе, Сеаре, Пернамбуку, Байе, Виктории, Рио-де-Жанейро, Дестеро (ныне 
Флорианополис), Рио-Гранде и Ла-Палома (Charleston, Newport, Nassau, Haití, Santo 
Domingo, San Juan (Puerto Rico), Saint Thomas, Santa Lucía, Georgetown, Cayena, Amapá, 
Belem, São Luiz, Ceará, Pernambuco, Bahía, Victoria, Río de Janeiro, Desterro (Florianópolis), Río 
Grande, La Paloma).  
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Рис. 9. «Oriental» в составе уругвайского флота 

 
6 февраля 1908 г., после того, как на корабль погрузили запасные части и запасы, 

необходимые для перехода, он под командой мичмана Эдуардо Марио Саеса (Eduardo Mario 
Sáez) вышел из Нью-Йорка. Уже в водах Доминиканской республике произошел первый 
инцидент – корабль сел на мель при подходе к Пуэрто Плата (Puerto Plata). 4 апреля в Сан-
Хуане произошла замена команды и американцы, вышедшие из Нью-Йорка, смогли 
вернуться на родину. Здесь же провели ходовые испытания, пытаясь выявить последствия 
посадки на мель.  

В Кайене, из-за высоких цен на уголь, командир принял решение приобрести дрова. 
Однако они оказались настолько низкого качества, что для поддержания их горения 
требовались громадные усилия всей машинной команды. В результате взорвалась одна из 
трубок в котле.  

Но даже и этих запасов не хватило. Поэтому, в районе границы между Гайаной и 
Бразилией члены экипажа вынуждены были высадиться на необитаемом побережье, чтобы 
нарубить дрова. Длительное плавание меду тем, привело к сильному урезанию норм 
довольствия экипажа. Наконец, снова исчерпав все запасы дров, командир Саес вынужден 
был приказать установить импровизированные паруса. На мачты попытались натянуть 
тенты, но и это не помогло. В итоге Саес на шлюпке отправился на берег в поисках помощи. 
В Белеме ему удалось нанять буксир, который у острова Мачадо (Machado) взял судно на 
буксир и доставил его в Белем. Вдобавок всех бед, этот рейс проходил в очень сложных 
метеоусловиях. Кстати, местная пресса отметила, что это стал первым визитом уругвайского 
военного корабля в этот порт.  

В Белеме корабль должен был провести в ремонте около месяца, после чего поход 
возобновился. 25 августа, в годовщину национального праздника, корабль прибыл в 
Дестерро. Местные газеты снова отмечали, что это первый визит уругвайского военного 
корабля в этот порт. А на берегу его торжественно встретили местные власти, а также 
консулы Аргентины, Португалии и Австро-Венгрии.  

Наконец, после долгого ожидания, «Orienta» в 11-20 13 сентября, преодолев 
6000 миль, бросила якорь в Монтевидео. Здесь ее вооружили и как канонерскую лодку 
«Oriental» зачисли в списки флота.  

Однако в основном корабль использовался для патрулирования, выполняя задачи 
службы Таможенного надзора (Resguardo General). В январе 1910 г. после инцидента с 
пароходом «Piaggio» «Oriental» патрулировал в реке Уругвай с целью недопущения 
проникновения в страну сторонников полковника Кармело Кабрера (Carmelo Cabrera).  

В 1918-19 гг., после приобретения большого количества запасных частей, корабль 
прошел ремонт, и снова смог начать службу, теперь в качестве авизо.  
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В 1921 г. вместе с авизо «Vanguardia» «Oriental» начал программу учений для 
курсантов Военно-морской школы (Escuela de Marineros). Выйдя из Монтевидео, после 
промежуточных стоянок в Пуэрто Саусе (Puerto Sauce) и Кармело (Carmelo), корабли дошли 
до Фрай Бентос (Fray Bentos), где произвели бункеровку. После посетив Нуэву Пальмиру 
(Nueva Palmira) и Колонью (Colonia) вернулись в столицу. 21 января место штатного экипажа 
заняли тридцать курсантов, и остальное плавание прошло под их самостоятельным 
управлением. 6 июня того же года «Oriental» посетил Национальный док (Dique Nacional) и 
прошел ремонт в Мастерских флота (Talleres de la Armada).  

Последняя запись, относящаяся к кораблю датирована 31 января 1922 г. После этого 
упоминания о нем пропадают, из чего можно заключить, что примерно в это время и 
списали.  
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Аннотация. На основе анализа американской периодики производится 

реконструкция биографии канонерский лодки «Ориенталь», построенной в США в 1901 г. и 
приобретенной Уругваем в 1908 г. Показано, что в этот период судно использовалось как 
канонерская лодка в Панаме, явившись самым крупным судно панамского флота. 
Применение канонерской лодки неразрывно связано с именем американского авантюриста 
и искателя приключений Томасом Ловеласом. После того, кА кон утратил интерес к судну, 
оно вернулось в США, и было продано Уругваю. Дается также краткая информация о службе 
судна в Уругвае до 1922 г., когда его сдали на слом.  
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Spanish Customs Feluccas and Sailing Boats of the ХХ century 
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Translated from Spanish into Russian by N.W. Mitiukov 

 
Abstract 
Throughout the ХХ century Spanish feluccas and sailing boats (A and B-classes) were of great 

importance in the work of the customs service. Most of them appeared in the customs fleet as a 
result of the confiscation of former ships detained with smuggling. As a result, practically no 
different from similar fishing and smuggling vessels, they could quietly fulfill their sentinel 
functions, at the most unexpected moment, detaining violators. Unfortunately, there is still no 
work allowing a systematic analysis of the service of vessels of A and B-classes. In this publication, 
compiled on the basis of the memoirs of Spanish customs veterans and the archive of the customs 
service, an attempt is made to reconstruct the biographies of vessels of A and B-classes, as well as 
photographic materials that give an idea of their appearance. 

Keywords: Spain, customs, anti-smuggling, fleet, history. 
 
Введение 
На протяжении веков фелюги и парусные лодки плавали вдоль берегов Испании и ее 

заморских владений, хотя, безусловно, наибольшее применение они нашли в 
средиземноморье. Изучая архивные фонды испанских таможенников, постоянно 
встречаются квитанции, в которых контрабандистов поймали эти суда, но информации о 
самих судах, к сожалению, катастрофически мало. Поэтому объектом данной работы стали 
фелюги и парусные лодки, в разное время, на протяжении ХХ в., служившие во флоте 
Табачной монополии (Compañía Arrendataria de Tabacos) и Специальной службы 
фискального надзора (Servicio Especial de Vigilancia Fiscal). 

Многие из них, если не все, оказались на таможенной службе после конфискации, то 
есть приобретены после того, как их задержали с контрабандными грузами. Именно это 
обстоятельство давало им огромное преимущество – они оставались незамеченными среди 
множества точно таких же судов, занимавшихся торговлей или рыбной ловлей.  

К сожалению, по этим судам нет исчерпывающей информации, но будем надеяться, 
что они когда-нибудь появятся. В работе собрана информация обо всех фелюгах и парусных 
лодках, которыми на данный момент обладает автор, а также имеющейся в его 
распоряжении фотоматериал.  

 
Фелюги (falucho) 
Маркировались во флоте литерой «А» с римской цифрой. 
На Рисунке 1 изображена фелюга A-I, по всей вероятности в Аликанте. Согласно 

аннотации на обороте, это 12 января 1948 г. Год приема во флот 1925 (C.A.T.), год списания 
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1953 (T.S.A.). Судя по приемному акту, предыдущее название судна было «Paco Castell». 
Длина корпуса 17,1 м, ширина 6,38 м, осадка 2,36 м, водоизмещение 45,51 т. На судне стоял 
четырехцилиндровый двигатель Болиндер мощностью 160 л.с., а в качестве 
вспомогательного движителя использовался парус. Изначально судно было одномачтовое, 
без бизань-мачты. Максимальная скорость 8 узлов, команда шкипер, моторист и 4 матроса.  

 

 
 
Рис. 1. Фелюги A-I (слева) и A-III (справа) 

 

 
 
Рис. 2. Фелюги A-III (слева) и A-IV (справа) 

 
Относительно A-II нет никаких сведений. На Рисунке 1 приведено изображение A-III. 

Фото не имеет никаких подписей, но по-видимому оно сделано в Барселоне. 
По документации C.A.T. судно имело длину 11,64 м, ширину 3,22 м, осадку 1,21 м, 
водоизмещение 10,92 метрических тонн. Судно снабжалось парусом и также двигателем 
Испано-Сюиза мощностью 30/40 л.с. Согласно бюллетеню (ВОЕ) от 10.11.1956 г. на судне 
стояло два двигателя Кельвин по 30 л.с. Скорость 8 узлов. Команда шкипер, моторист и 
несколько матросов. Аукцион по продаже судна состоялся 27 апреля 1956 г. (бюллетень ВОЕ 
№ 315), после чего фелюга некоторое время находилось в доке Кардона в Барселоне. 
На Рисунке 2 приведено еще одно изображение этой же фелюги. 

На Рисунке 2 изображена A-IV в порту Маон. Год зачисления ее во флот 1916 (C.A.T.), 
списания – 1956 (S.E.V.F.).Длина 10,74 м, ширина 3,92 м, осадка 1,21 м, водоизмещение 
10,6 т. На ней стоял латинский парус и мотор, относительно марки которого и мощности 
данных нет. Команда состояла из двух человек, практически всю службу фелюга провела в 
Маоне. В качестве вооружения использовалось только личное оружие команды.                            
По-видимому до конфискации судно несло панамский флаг и называлось «Alibey». 

Относительно фелюг A-V и A-VI имеется информация из журнала Vida Marítima (Vida 
Marítima, 1920), которую имеет смысл процитировать. «Жирона. Моторные лодки. 
На верфи Мальол, Сан-Фелиу-де-Гишольс (Mallol, de San Feliú de Guixols) для флота 
Табачной монополии построены две лодки для открытого моря, получившие названия 
«A.V» и «A.VI». Стоящие на них двигатели Испано-Сюиза дают мощность 30/40 л.с., что 
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позволяет им разгоняться до скорости 9-10 узлов. В дополнение к мотору у них есть две 
мачты с рангоутом пакетбота, которые легко складываются. Характеристик этих 
судов: длина 12 м, шина 2,5 м, осадка 1,25 м». На рис. 3, слева приведена фото A-V. 
Относительно фото справа, это возможно фелюга A-VI. Отличия в конструкции корпуса 
объясняются тем, что фотография сделан в конце карьеры судна, когда она, похоже уже 
была полностью заброшена.  

Относительно A-VII пока не удалось найти никаких данных, кроме фотографии, 
приведенной на Рисунке 4. Гора на заднем плане, это Гибралтар. При большом увеличении 
на фотографии читается надпись «Compañía Arrendataria de Tabacos – Delegación – 
Algeciras», из чего можно сделать вывод, что судно служило в районе Альхесираса.  

 

 
 
Рис. 3. Фелюги A-V (слева) и A-VI (справа) 
 

 
 
Рис. 4. Фелюги A-VII (слева) и «Alcotán» (справа) 
 

Относительно еще одной фелюги «Alcotán», она официально числилась как «llaud», 
что также можно перевести как «фелюга». Хотя предполагается, что они больших размеров. 
Впрочем, о логике принимавших решение остается только догадываться. На Рисунке 4 
«Alcotán» изображен в водах Ивисы. От числился патрульным судном 3-й категории, списан 
в 1957 г. (S.E.V.F), по более достоверным данным его в июне 1957 г. лишь заменили, а 
списали в 1962 г. Длина 10,63 м, ширина 3,75 м, осадка 1,53 м, водоизмещение 9,75 т. 
На судне стоял четырехцилиндровый двигатель «Ailsa-Craig» № 8586, дающий 1200 об/м и 
мощность 40 л.с. Как вспомогательный движитель использовался парус на одной мачте. 
К главному двигателю подключалось динамо-машина на 24 В, имелось также два 
аккумулятора по 12 В на 130 А/ч. Привод на 1 винт, скорость 16 уз. Команда два человека: 
первый шкипер и моторист, второй – матрос.  

 
Парусные лодки (barquilla) 
Это был самый маленький тип патрульных судов. Они не выделялись ни 

водоизмещением, ни вооружением, ни даже скоростью, но, тем не менее, даже эти скромные 
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кораблики принесли пользу Испании. Следует отдать дань уважения командам этих лодок, 
служба на которых всегда отличалась самыми суровыми условиями. Тем не менее, они, 
несмотря на это, выполняли свои обязанности. Парусные лодки маркировались литерой В 
(от слова «barquilla») с арабской цифрой.  

Лодка B-1 начала свою службу в C.A.T. в 1915 г., закончила в S.E.V.F. в 1953 г. Длина 9,5 
м, ширина 2,5 м, осадка 1,0 м, водоизмещение 4 т. Судно имело мотор неизвестной марки с 
приводом на один вал и одну мачту. Максимальная скорость 8 узлов. На Рисунке 5 она 
изображена в начале своей карьеры. 

 

 
 
Рис. 5. Лодки B-1 (слева) и B-2 (справа) 
 

 
 
Рис. 6. Лодки B-2 (слева) и B-3 (справа) 
 

Лодка B-2 поступила на службу в 1915 г. (C.A.T.), списана в 1957 г. (S.E.V.F.). Длина 
9,5 м, ширина 2,5 м, осадка 1,0 м, водоизмещение 7,3 т. В качестве силовой установки на ней 
стоял двигатель Болидера мощностью 25 л.с. с приводом на один вал и парус. Максимальная 
скорость 8 узлов, команда 2 человека. На рис. 5 судно изображено в начале своей карьеры в 
Альхесирасе, бывший у нее портом приписки. 

Благодаря Хосе Кабальго (José Cabalga) нам известно еще одно изображение лодки 
(Рисунок 6) и некоторые детали службы на ней. Только взглянув на фотографию, сразу 
становится понятно, что больших запасов на эту лодку не взять, да и команде на ней 
приходилось не сладко. На ней нет места для отдыха, и даже крыши, чтобы укрыться от 
солнца или дождя. Первоначально лодка несла латинский парус, и из-за этого ее мачта 
имела сильный наклон вперед. На более поздней фотографии (рис. 6) мачта имеет легкий 
наклон назад, что свидетельствует о применении обычного прямоугольного паруса. 
Под конец карьеры на судне появился 25-сильный двигатель Болиндера, обеспечивавший                 
6-узловую крейсерскую скорость и 8-узловую максимальную. Из-за своих небольших 
размеров судно было вооружено лишь личным оружием команды. По имеющейся 
информации, лодка провела большую часть своей карьеры в Альхесирасе, что, впрочем, 
не может исключать, что она базировалась на какой-то другой порт.  
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Рис. 7. Лодки B-4 (слева) и B-5 (справа) 
 

 
 
Рис. 8. Лодки B-6 (слева) и B-7 (справа) 
 

Лодка В-3 начала службу в 1917 г. (C.A.T.), закончила в 1940 г. (T.S.A.). Длина 9,5 м, 
ширина 1,0 м, водоизмещение 7,3 т. На ней стоял двигатель Болиндера мощностью 25 л.с. с 
приводом на один вал и парус. Максимальная скорость 8 узлов. Я полагаю, что судно 
длительное время служило в Малаге. До середины ХХ века у Табачной Монополии имелось 
немало парусных судов. Мне посчастливилось встретить члена экипажа, который ходил 
тогда на судах подобного типа. Он рассказывал, что ночью единственным средством 
обнаружения контрабандистов были лишь зрение и слух команды. Я не забуду, как он 
улыбался, рассказывая, что как то раз они задержали ночью судно с контрабандой 
исключительно из-за того, что один из контрабандистов курил и огонек сигареты выдавал 
его темной ночью.  

Лодка В-4, изображенная на рис. 7 находится в Ивисе. Судно начало службу во флоте 
C.A.T. в 1930 г., а закончило в S.E.V.F. в 1956 г. Длина 7,62 м, ширина 2,7 м, осадка 0,74 м, 
водоизмещение 3,45 т. На ней стоял двигатель Испано-Сюиза мощность 30 л.с. с приводом 
на один вал и одна мачта. Максимальная скорость 6 узлов. Команда 2 человека. Согласно 
Бюллетеням S.E.V.F. ВОЕ, аукцион по ее продаже состоялся 27 апреля 1956 г. и судно ушло 
за 7500 песет. После аукциона оно еще некоторое время находилось в Алькудии (Alcudia, 
Мальорка). 

Время службы В-5 с 1915 (C.A.T.) по 1956 (S.E.V.F.) гг. Длина 9,75 м, ширина 3,46 м, 
осадка 1,3 м, водоизмещение 8,4 т. Двигатель Испано-Сюиза 40 л.с. с приводом на один вал 
и одна мачта. Максимальная скорость 6 узлов. Аукцион по продаже судна состоялся 
27 апреля 1956 г., одновременно с В-4, и оно ушло за 525 песет.  

На фотографии лодка В-6 изображена в Польенсе (рис. 8). Годы ее службы с 1932 
(C.A.T.) по 1960 (T.S.A.) гг. Длина 7,0 м, ширина 2,4 м, осадка 0,7 м, водоизмещение 5,7 т. 
Данных по двигателю нет, но он был с приводом на один вал. Имелся также парус. 
Максимальная скорость 6 узлов, судно в основном ходило в районе Виго и Балеарских 
островов. 
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По лодке В-7 данных практически нет. Но документы говорят, что она точно 
находилась в эксплуатации в период с 1968 по 1980 гг. Я полагаю, что судно находилось где-
то на Канарах, возможно на Тенерифе. Оно имело длину 8 м и максимальную скорость 
7 узлов. Фотографию судна (Рисунок 8) мне прислал мой друг Андрес Орден (Andrés Orden), 
котрый нашел ее в мусоре, когда Генеральная инспекция сменила свою штаб-квартиру с 
улицы Мануэля Сильвелы (Manuel Silvela) на улицу Льяно Кастельяно (Llano Castellano). 
Это настоящий позор, выбрасывать такие документы.  

 

  
 
Рис. 9. Лодка B-8 
 

 
 
Рис. 10. Лодка B-9  

 
На Рисунке 9, слева изображена лодка В-8 у рыбацкой пристани в Альхесирасе. Это, 

вероятно, конец 40-х гг., поскольку слева видно судно LAS-13, приобретенное военно-
морскими силами Республики для защиты портов во время гражданской войны. Фото 
предоставлено моим другом, известным военно-морским историком Хуаном Луисом Коэльо 
Лильо (Juan Luís Coello Lillo). Судно служило в период с 1930 (C.A.T.) по 1956 (T.S.A.) гг. 
Длина 7,65 м, ширина 2,7 м, осадка 0,74 м, водоизмещение 3,45 т. На судне стоял мотор 
неизвестной конструкции с приводом на один вал. Максимальная скорость 6 узлов, порт 
приписки Альхесирас.  

Лодка В-9 имела длину 6,15 м, ширину 2,2 м, осадку 0,82 м, водоизмещение 4,5 т., 
скорость 5 узлов. На ней стоял один двигатель Кельвин мощностью 22 л.с. Команда шкипер 
и матрос. Вооружение – два пистолета 9 мм. Судно было конфисковано 17.12.1968 г., и 
вскоре после этого начало службу в S.E.V.F., его списали в 1975 г. Я не осмелюсь определить 
порт, который изображен на Рисунке 10, но на снимке слева судном управляет мой друг 
Эмилио Андреу Гилаберт (Emilio Andreu Gilabert), который недавно вышел на пенсию. Судя 
по тому, что он проходил службу в Бильбао и Маоне, можно заключить, что судно в одном из 
этих двух портов, размытое изображение заднего плана не дает возможность его более точно 
идентифицировать.  
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Перевод с испанского Н.В. Митюков 
 
Аннотация. На протяжении ХХ в. испанские фелюги и парусные лодки (типов А и В) 

оказали большое значение в работе таможенной службы. Большинство из них появились в 
таможенном флоте в результате конфискации бывших судов, задержанных с контрабандой. 
В результате, практически не отличаясь от аналогичных рыбацких и контрабандистских судов, 
они могли незаметно выполнять свои дозорные функции, в самый неожиданный момент 
производя задержание нарушителей. К сожалению, до сих пор нет работ, позволяющих на 
системно анализировать службу судов типов А и В. В данной публикации, составленной на 
основе воспоминаний испанских ветеранов-таможенников и архива таможенной службы 
делается попытка реконструировать биографии судов типов А и В, а также приводятся 
фотографические материалы, дающие представление об их внешнем виде.  

Ключевые слова: Испания, таможенная службы, борьба с контрабандой, флот, 
история. 
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Abstract 
This article, which is the first part of a large work, outlines the prerequisites for the 

emergence of the largest submarines of the Soviet fleet during the Great Patriotic War (“K”-class or 
XIV series). Detailed tactical and technical elements of these boats are presented in accordance 
with the technical design with a detailed description of the hull structures, weapons, mechanisms, 
systems and devices. Their main technical and operational characteristics and manufacturers are 
given. In addition, issues of unsinkability and habitat conditions are posed. In the second part, 
the history of the construction and the acceptance process of submarines of this type by the fleet 
will be considered. 

Keywords: USSR, military shipbuilding, navy, submarines. 
 
Введение 
После 1990 г. рядом авторов (среди которых В.И. Дмитриев, М.Э. Морозов, 

К.Л. Кулагин, Э.А. Ковалев) по результатам исторических исследований было опубликовано 
около десятка монографий по истории советских подводных лодок периода Великой 
Отечественной войны. Нельзя не заметить, что данные работы были сориентированы 
главным образом на описание боевого использования подводных сил СССР и их 
организационной структуры. При этом устройству лодок, их постройке и испытаниям 
уделялось меньше внимания, и целый ряд интересных моментов до сего дня остается 
освещенным недостаточно подробно.  

В частности, все еще не опубликованы тактико-технические элементы согласно 
техническому проекту самых крупных отечественных лодок довоенного и военного периодов 
типа «К». В работах упомянутых выше авторов приводятся некие усредненные фактические 
данные (безотносительно какого-либо конкретного корабля), а требования проекта 
оставляются «за кадром». Поэтому читателям трудно составить представление о том, что же 
собирались построить, дабы сравнить это с тем, что получилось в конечном счете. Нет также 
сколько-нибудь подробных сведений о постройке и испытаниях этих кораблей. Восполнить 
указанные пробелы и ставит целью предлагаемая работа. 

 
История проектирования 
Для начала не будет лишним повторить, кратко и в общих чертах, не раз уже 

изложенную историю появления подводных лодок XIV серии. История эта началась в июле 
1932 г., когда заместитель начальника ВМС РККА И.М. Лудри утвердил решение о 
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разработке проекта крейсерско-эскадренной подводной лодки с большой скоростью хода, 
увеличенной дальностью плавания, повышенной автономностью и сильным вооружением 
(Дмитриев, 1990: 179). В 1934 г. Научно-исследовательский институт военного 
кораблестроения (НИВК Наркомата обороны, с 1939 г. – НИИ-45 Наркомата 
судостроительной промышленности, затем – ЦНИИ имени академика А.Н. Крылова 
Министерства судостроительной промышленности) сформулировал для этого оперативно-
тактическое задание. На его основе в той же самой организации было разработано 
несколько предъэскизных проектов. Эти работы возглавил М.А. Рудницкий, который 
являлся начальником секции (позднее расширенной до отдела) проектирования подводных 
лодок НИВКа с момента образования этого института в сентябре 1932 г. в структуре 
тогдашнего Наркомата по военным и морским делам.  

 

 
 
Рис. 1. К-1 в Екатерининской гавани, 1941–1942 гг. 
 

25 января 1936 г. нарком обороны маршал Советского Союза К.Е. Ворошилов утвердил 
эскизный проект крейсерско-эскадренной подводной лодки под обозначением КЭ-9, 
разработанный в НИВКе под руководством М.А. Рудницкого (Дмитриев, 1990: 180). Затем 
эскизный проект был передан конструкторскому бюро ЦКБС-2 (до апреля 1932 г. – ОКТБ-2, 
с января 1937 г. – ЦКБ-18, ныне – ЦКБ МТ «Рубин») для разработки на его основе 
технического (общего, в тогдашней терминологии) проекта. Там последний получил 
обозначение XIV серии (позднее проекту был также присвоен номер 41). Данная работа под 
руководством все того же М.А. Рудницкого, переведенного для этого в ЦКБС-2 и 
назначенного главным конструктором проекта, продолжалась около года, и в декабре 1936 г. 
состоялось утверждение технического проекта. После этого начался выпуск рабочих 
чертежей, которым руководил также М.А. Рудницкий. Впоследствии его перевели на завод 
№194 для непосредственного руководства постройкой этих подводных лодок и их сдачей 
флоту в должности ответственного сдатчика (РГА ВМФ. Ф. р-441. Оп. 16. Д. 15. Л. 17). Таким 
образом, он возглавлял работы по XIV серии на всех этапах – от появления идеи до 
воплощения ее в металле и поэтому нес основную ответственность как за достоинства лодок 
типа «К», так и за их недостатки. 
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Первоначально предполагалось построить большую серию крейсерских подводных 
лодок в количестве 62 единиц, которые предназначались в первую очередь для 
Тихоокеанского и Северного флотов (Морозов, Кулагин, 2006: 25). Однако на практике все 
ограничилось закладкой только 12 корпусов. 

Постройка этих лодок началась еще до утверждения технического проекта, не говоря 
уже про выпуск рабочих чертежей, когда 11 октября 1936 г. с Судостроительным заводом 
имени А. Марти (с января 1937 г. – завод №194, ныне – ГП «Адмиралтейские верфи») был 
заключен договор на первые три единицы. Назначенную стоимость завод определил в 
16,2 млн руб. за корабль. Договорный срок сдачи головной лодки – 1 октября 1937 г., а двух 
серийных – 15 октября 1937 г. Как видно, сроки постройки назначались крайне жесткими и 
являлись изначально совершенно невыполнимыми (ЦГА СПб. Ф. 1511. Оп. 160. Д. 1. Л. 216). 

 

 
 
Рис. 2. К-1, торпедный отсек 

 
10 февраля 1937 г. следующие три корабля заказали заводу №196 (до января 1937 г. – 

Завод вспомогательных механизмов «Судомех», ныне входит в состав ГП «Адмиралтейские 
верфи»), а 23 марта 1937 г. еще три – заводу №189 (до января 1937 г. – Балтийский 
судостроительный и механический завод имени С. Орджоникидзе, ныне – АО «Балтийский 
завод»). Последние три лодки официально заказали заводу №194 лишь 21 марта 1939 г., 
хотя фактически их заложили еще в предыдущем году. После этого подводные лодки типа 
«К» больше не заказывались и не закладывались. 

 
Устройство (согласно договорной спецификации) 
Конструктивно подводные лодки XIV серии были двухкорпусными семиотсечными 

(нумерация отсеков в сторону кормы с I по VII) с протяженной надстройкой и двухвальной 
силовой установкой. Прочный корпус изготавливался клепаным из листов толщиной 18 и 
22 мм, а легкий – сварным из листов толщиной 6 мм. Междукорпусное пространство 
использовалось для размещения главных балластных цистерн, а также некоторых 
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механизмов и устройств (ЦГА СПб. Ф. 1511. Оп. 160. Д. 1. Л. 5–14, 21–44, 47–69. РГА ВМФ. 
Ф. р-441. Оп. 1. Д. 907. Л. 3–17). 

 
Кораблестроительные и общие тактико-технические элементы 
Водоизмещение: 
надводное с нормальным запасом топлива    1487 т 
надводное с дополнительным запасом топлива в балластных  
цистернах №№ 3, 4, 8 и 9       1686 т 
надводное с дополнительным запасом топлива в балластных  
цистернах №№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9       1726 т 
подводное          2102 т 
Запас плавучести в надводном положении: 
с нормальным запасом топлива       41,4 % 
с дополнительным запасом топлива в балластных цистернах  
№№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9          21,8 % 
Длина: 
наибольшая          97,65 м 
прочного корпуса         79,25 м 
Ширина наибольшая         7,40 м 
Диаметр прочного корпуса: 
в пределах V отсека         5,30 м 
в остальных местах         4,85 м 
Высота корпуса от нижней кромки киля до верхней точки палубы  11,50 м 
Средняя осадка: 
с нормальным запасом топлива (с конструктивным дифферентом  
на корму 0,41 м)         4,04 м 
с дополнительным запасом топлива в балластных цистернах  
№№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9         4,57 м 
Глубина погружения: 
перископная          9 м 
рабочая          80 м 
предельная (при коэффициенте запаса прочности элементов  
набора прочного корпусу 1,57, а его обшивки – 1,64)    100 м 
Поперечная метацентрическая высота: 
в надводном положении с закрытыми кингстонами    0,34 м 
в позиционном положении (при частично продутых  
цистернах №№ 5 и 6)        0,15 м 
в подводном положении        0,28 м 
Суммарная эффективная мощность: 
главных дизелей в надводном положении на полном ходу   8400 л.с. 
гребных электродвигателей в надводном положении на  
экономическом ходу с питанием от вспомогательного  
дизель-генератора         600 л.с. 
гребных электродвигателей в подводном положении  
на полном ходу с питанием от АКБ      2400 л.с. 
гребных электродвигателей в подводном положении  
на экономическом ходу с питанием от АКБ     62 л.с. 
Скорость хода в надводном положении: 
полная с нормальным запасом топлива     22,0 уз (400 об/мин) 
полная с дополнительным запасом топлива в балластных  
цистернах №№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9       21,0 уз (400 об/мин) 
экономическая под гребными электромоторами с питанием  
от вспомогательного дизель-генератора     9,0 уз (155 об/мин) 
Скорость хода в подводном положении: 
полная при постоянной силе разрядного тока АКБ   10,0 уз (235 об/мин) 
экономическая        2,9 уз (64 об/мин) 
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Диаметр циркуляции в надводном положении на полном ходу  
при положении вертикального руля 30° на борт   4,0 длины корпуса 
Запас топлива:  
нормальный в топливных цистернах II, V и VII отсеков   46,5 т 
с дополнительным запасом в балластных цистернах  
№№ 3, 4, 8 и 9        191,5 т 
с дополнительным запасом в балластных цистернах  
№№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9        231,5 т 
Запас смазочного масла: 
нормальный          4,60 т 
усиленный          15,01 т 
Запас пресной воды: 
для питья в четырех цистернах в прочном корпусе   3710 л 
дистиллированной для АКБ в бочках (размещаемых  
во II и IV отсеках)         1000 л 
дистиллированной для АКБ в резиновых мешках    1500 л 
Запас продовольствия (с хранением в I и IV отсеках)    6 т 
Расход топлива в надводном положении: 
на полном ходу         158,5 кг/ч 
на экономическом ходу        144 кг/ч 
Дальность плавания в надводном положении: 
полным ходом под дизелями с нормальным запасом топлива   550 миль 
полным ходом под дизелями с дополнительным запасом  
топлива в цистернах №№ 3, 4, 8 и 9      2400 миль 
полным ходом под дизелями с дополнительным запасом  
топлива в цистернах №№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9      2900 миль 
экономическим ходом под гребными электромоторами при  
питании их вспомогательным дизель-генератором с  
нормальным запасом топлива      2900 миль 
экономическим ходом под гребными электромоторами при  
питании их вспомогательным дизель-генератором с  
дополнительным запасом топлива в цистернах №№ 3, 4, 8 и 9  12 500 миль 
экономическим ходом под гребными электромоторами с  
питанием от вспомогательного дизель-генератора с  
дополнительным запасом топлива в цистернах №№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9  15 000 миль 
Дальность плавания в подводном положении: 
полным ходом при постоянной силе разрядного тока АКБ   10 миль 
экономическим ходом       160 миль 
При этом одна полная зарядка АКБ сокращала дальность плавания  
в надводном положении: 
полным ходом         на 35 миль 
экономическим ходом        на 160 миль 
Наибольшая продолжительность пребывания под водой по  
возможности регенерации воздуха       72 ч 
Автономность по запасам (при норме расходования на 1 человека  
продовольствия 2 кг/сутки, а пресной воды – 6 л/сутки*   50 суток 
Время приемки основных корабельных запасов: 
топлива в топливные цистерны через один шланг    не более 3 ч 
топлива в топливные цистерны и в балластные цистерны  
№№ 3, 4, 8 и 9 через два шланга       не более 7 ч 
топлива в топливные цистерны и в балластные цистерны 

                                                 
*
 Принимаемый на борт запас пресной воды был рассчитан только на 9,4 суток, после чего 

потребность в ней покрывалась опреснителями при их работе по 4,2 ч в сутки, начиная с первого дня 
похода. Производительность каждого опреснителя равнялась 35 л/ч при напряжении бортовой сети 
не ниже 270–280 В. 
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№№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9 через два шланга       не более 9 ч 
нормального запас масла        не более 3 ч 
усиленного запас масла        не более 5 ч 
воды для питья         не более 2 ч 
 
Вооружение 
Торпедное вооружение состояло из 10 торпедных аппаратов с пузырным методом 

стрельбы для 533-мм торпед с внутренним диаметром труб 536,5 мм. Из них шесть были 
носовыми и четыре кормовыми (два в прочном корпусе и два в надстройке). Запасных 
торпед на стеллажах I отсека – 10 шт. Кроме того, еще четыре дополнительные торпеды 
можно было разместить в пеналах ниже уровня торпедных аппаратов в проходе между 
постоянными койками краснофлотцев (причем, две из них без зарядных отделений,                    
т.к. габариты крайних пеналов не позволяли размещать торпеды полной длины). Погрузка 
торпед для носовых аппаратов производилась через верхний люк I отсека, а кормовых – 
снаружи непосредственно в аппараты, причем для загрузки двух нижних аппаратов лодке 
придавался дифферент на нос. Время погрузки всех торпед – не более 9 ч. Имелись приборы 
управления торпедной стрельбой ПУТС (в центральном посту с возможностью выполнения 
шеститорпедного носового и четырехторпедного кормового залпов) и автомат торпедной 
стрельбы АТС (в боевой рубке, обеспечивавший как последовательную одиночную, так и 
залповую стрельбу).  

 

 
 
Рис. 3. К-2 в Ленинграде, 1940 г. 

 
В минно-балластной цистерне №14 (на 41–56 шп. в III отсеке под центральным 

постом) в два ряда размещались 20 гальваноударных мин заграждения ЭП-36 (будут 
приняты на вооружение лишь в 1941 г.; заявленная общая масса мины по состоянию на 
1937 г. – 890 кг, а взрывчатого вещества – 350 кг) с полусухой системой хранения, 
перемещением по рельсам с помощью электролебедок и ручным сбрасыванием через два 
нижних люка в кормовой части цистерны, имевшей для этого днищевые крышки с 
электрическим приводом. Максимальная скорость хода при выполнении минной 
постановки из надводного положения 15 уз, из подводного – 9 уз. Погрузка мин 
осуществлялась через специальную шахту, расположенную между носовыми 100-мм и               
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45-мм орудиями. Вначале мины попадали в центральный пост, а затем через два люка в 
жилой палубе их опускали в минно-балластную цистерну. Время погрузки всех 20 мин с 
использованием плавучего крана – не более 4 ч. При ручной погрузке с помощью талей 
время, соответственно, увеличивалось. 

Артиллерия была представлена двумя 100-мм/51 орудиями Б-24 образца 1936 г. с 
прицелами ПЛ-24 (суммарный боезапас 400 выстрелов, из них 28 в кранцах первых 
выстрелов), двумя 45-мм/46 полуавтоматами 21-К образца 1934 г. с прицелами ШБ-1 (1200 и 
80 выстрелов соответственно), двумя 7,62-мм пулеметами М-1 (10 000 патронов). 
Для обеспечения артиллерийского огня предусматривался 0,75-метровый ручной 
стереоскопический дальномер. Система подачи боезапаса из погребов к 100-мм орудиям – 
механические элеваторы с ручным приводом, к 45-мм – ручная. Углы возвышения 100-мм 
орудий составляли 45°, 45-мм – 85°, а горизонтальные углы обстрела на каждый борт – 105° 
и 120° соответственно. Боезапас размещался следующим образом: в погребах №1 и №2 — 
по 186 100-мм выстрелов и по 340 — 45-мм. Еще 440 45-мм патронов хранились в ящиках в 
III отсеке. Для вооружения личного состава предназначались шесть трехлинейных винтовок 
и 60 револьверов Нагана. 

Проектом предусматривался один комплект сетепрорезателей «Краб». 
 

 
 
Рис. 4. К-3 на Балтике, 1941 г. 

 
Штурманское оборудование 
Штурманское оборудование включало два магнитных компаса (один герметичный                       

5-дюймовый (127-мм) на мостике и один ГОН-21 с оптической передачей показаний как в 
центральный пост, так и в боевую рубку), два гирокомпаса «Курс-1» (во II и VI отсеках) с 
пятью репитерами на основных постах, один эхолот ЭЛ, один лаг ГО-III, один одограф, один 
курсограф и один электромеханический «гирорулевой». При этом эхолот и курсограф 
находились в штурманской каюте, выгороженной в III отсеке. В ней же размещались 
счетчик лага, тахометры гребных валов, глубомер и корректоры гирокомпасов. Одограф и 
«гирорулевой» пришлось вынести в центральный пост из-за нехватки места в штурманской 
каюте. 
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Средства наблюдения и связи 
Средства внешней связи представляли радиопередатчики «Скат» (КВ-диапазона, 

мощность 2000 Вт, дальность действия до 5000 миль), «Окунь» (СВ-диапазона, 100 Вт, 
до 100 миль), приемо-передатчик «Рейд» (УКВ-диапазона, 5 Вт, до 15 миль), 
радиоприемники «Гроза» (ДВ- и СВ-диапазона), «Метель» (КВ-диапазона) и 
радиопеленгатор германской фирмы Telefunken Gesellschaft für drahtlose Telegraphie. Данное 
оборудование монтировалось в радиорубке, расположенной в III отсеке. Отечественные 
радиоприборы поставлял Ленинградский радиоаппаратный завод им. Н.Г. Казицкого 
(до революции – один из заводов Общества русских электротехнических заводов «Сименс и 
Гальске», ныне – ЗАО «Завод имени Козицкого»). 

Предусматривалась также аппаратура звуковой подводной связи «Сириус» (дальность 
действия 70 кбт) с четырьмя бортовыми вибраторами и носовым «мечом», шумопеленгатор 
с эллиптической базой на 16 приемников «Марс-16» (дальность действия 30 кбт, точность 
пеленгования 2°) и гидропеленгатор УКЗ. Все это оборудование выпускал Ленинградский 
завод специального приборостроения «Водтрансприбор» (с января 1937 г. – завод №206). 
Рубка гидроакустика располагалась в III отсеке. 

Перископов было два – командирский «Standseherohr» производства германской 
фирмы Carl Zeiss AG и зенитный ПЗ-8,5 производства Государственного оптико-
механического завода имени ОГПУ (бывш. Российское общество оптических и механических 
производств, ныне – АО «ЛОМО»). Оба они имели 6-кратное максимальное увеличение, 
длину 8,5 м, ход 4,0 м, высоту объектива над обтекателем тумб перископов 3,55 м, наружный 
диаметр труб 180 и 160 мм, а время выдвижения на полном ходу 25 и 20 с соответственно. 

На мостике устанавливался прожектор МСПЛ-14 герметичного исполнения. 
 

 
 
Рис. 5. К-21 в Екатерининской гавани, август 1942 г. 

 
Главные механизмы 
В число главных механизмов входили два дизеля 9ДКР и два гребных 

электродвигателя ПГ-84/67+84/67, работавших на два гребных вала, а также 
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вспомогательный дизель-генератор (в составе дизеля 38К8 и генератора ПГ-84/42) и 
аккумуляторная батарея марки 2-С. 

Высокофорсированные реверсивные двухтактные 9-цилиндровые дизели 9ДКР 
производства Ленинградского дизелестроительного завода «Русский дизель»* (бывш. 
Общество машиностроительного завода «Людвиг Нобель», ныне не существует) имели 
номинальную агрегатную мощность 4200 л.с. при 400 об/мин (4500 л.с. при 413 об/мин в 
режиме перегрузки). Диаметр цилиндров составлял 510 мм, ход поршня – 550 мм, удельный 
расход топлива – 0,19 кг/л.с. ч. Масса одного агрегата 70 323 кг. Дизели этой марки, хотя 
конструктивно и являлись бескомпрессорными, оснащались ротативными продувочными 
насосами, которые создавали в цилиндрах дополнительное давление 1,3 атм. Разобщение 
дизелей с гребными валами при ходе под электродвигателями осуществлялось через 
гидромуфты С-6 производства завода «Русский дизель». Несмотря на стесненные условия 
лодки, удалось обеспечить беспрепятственную разборку двигателей на месте с 
возможностью извлечения поршневых групп. 

 

 
 
Рис. 6. К-22 в море, 1942 г. (слева); К-52 (справа) 

 
Нереверсивный четырехтактный 8-цилиндровый дизель 38К8 производства 

Коломенского паровозостроительного завода имени В.В. Куйбышева (бывш. Общество 
Коломенского машиностроительного завода, ныне – ОАО «Коломенский завод») имел 
агрегатную мощность 800 л.с. при 600 об/мин. Диаметр цилиндров составлял 300 мм, ход 
поршня – 380 мм, удельный расход топлива – 0,185 кг/л.с. ч. Масса двигателя без 
вспомогательных механизмов 10 322 кг. Соединение с генератором осуществлялось через 
жесткую фланцевую муфту. 

Гребные двухъякорные электродвигатели ПГ-84/67+84/67 имели агрегатную 
мощность 1200 л.с. при 235 об/мин и напряжении 200 В. Соединение с гребными валами 
осуществлялось через разобщительные фрикционные муфты «Бамаг» с ручным 

                                                 
*
 Дизели 9ДКР завод «Русский дизель» выпускал по проекту, разработанному германско-

швейцарской фирмой Sulzer-Unternehmungen AG. 
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управлением. Переключения роторов с параллельного соединения на последовательное и 
наоборот, необходимые для маневрирования мощностью моторов, производилось на 
главных станциях двигателей, а статоров – на шунтовых регуляторах. Поворотные станины 
позволяли производить замену не только роторов, но и любого из статоров без извлечения 
мотора из лодки. 

Вспомогательный одноякорный генератор ПГ-84/42, приводимый через жесткую 
муфту дизелем 38К8, имел мощность 540 кВт при 600 об/мин и мог давать электрический 
ток с напряжением в диапазоне 245–330 В для питания гребных электродвигателей и 
зарядки АКБ. Причем, допускалась одновременная зарядка батареи и ход лодки под 
электромоторами. Гребные электродвигатели и вспомогательный генератор изготавливал 
ленинградский завод «Электросила» имени С.М. Кирова (до 1922 г. – один из заводов 
Общества русских электротехнических заводов «Сименс и Гальске», ныне – филиал ОАО 
«Силовые машины»). Другое электрооборудование поставляли предприятия 
«Электромотортреста». 

Свинцово-кислотная АКБ марки 2-С производства Ленинградского аккумуляторного 
завода «Ленинская Искра» (бывш. Общество русских аккумуляторных заводов «Тюдор», 
ныне – Аккумуляторная компания «Ригель») состояла из двух групп по 120 элементов. 
Носовая группа АКБ помещалась во II отсеке, а кормовая – в IV. Обе группы соединялись 
параллельно через главные станции гребных электромоторов, чем достигалась наибольшая 
мощность на валах. Соединение элементов внутри групп также было параллельным. 
Емкость АКБ при максимальном разрядном токе (4950 А) составляла 4950 Ач, при 
минимальном (233 А) – 10 500 Ач. Полный подводный ход обеспечивался при постоянной 
силе разрядного тока 4900 А и температуре электролита 50°С. Общая масса батареи 
составляла 156 т. В аккумуляторных ямах устанавливались приборы К-5 для сжигания 
водорода, выделявшегося при зарядке, и фильтры поглотители электролита ФПЭН. Каждая 
яма имела два коридора для обслуживания, деливших группу батарей на три ступени. 
Вентиляция была принята смешанная: индивидуальное вентилирование каждого элемента, 
осуществляемое одним на обе ямы батарейным вентилятором производительностью 
3000 м3/ч, и общеямовая, осуществляемая основной системой корабельной вентиляции. 

Трехлопастные гребные винты изготавливались из бронзы ЛЦМ-40-4,5 и имели 
диаметр 2000 мм, шаг – 2645 мм, а развернутую площадь лопастей – 2,56 м2. Для передачи 
реакции от гребных валов на корпусные конструкции использовались два упорных 
подшипника Митчела с принудительной смазкой, воспринимавших давление до 18 кг/см2 
при полной мощности дизелей. 

В VII отсеке устанавливался токарный станок для экстренных ремонтных работ. 
Остается непонятным, кто бы мог вытачивать на нем более или менее ответственные детали 
с нужным качеством, поскольку наличия в составе экипажа токаря хотя бы 4-го разряда 
спецификацией не предусматривалось. 

 
Система погружения и всплытия 
Лодка имела 13 главных балластных цистерн (с нумерацией в сторону кормы от 1 до 

13). При этом пять из них (№№ 3, 4, 7, 8 и 9) были приспособлены для приемки 
дополнительного запаса топлива. Все цистерны главного балласта последовательно 
размещались в междукорпусном пространстве симметрично продольной оси. Внутри 
прочного корпуса располагались еще шесть цистерн: минно-балластная (№14), быстрого 
погружения, уравнительная, торпедозаместительная, а также носовая и кормовая 
дифферентные. 

Продувание балластных цистерн при всплытии в позиционное положение 
осуществлялось воздухом высокого давления (200 атм) из баллонов общим объемом 
11,07 м3, объединенных в шести группах в надстройке. Их зарядку выполняли два 
компрессора высокого давления К-8. Переход из позиционного в надводное положение 
производился воздухом низкого давления, подаваемого двумя турбокомпрессорами 
(размещены в III и IV отсеках) производительностью по 45 м3/мин при 5600 об/мин, 
которые поставляла швейцарская фирма Brown, Boveri & Cie.  

Время погружения при ходе под дизелями с использованием цистерны быстрого 
погружения с момента открытия клапанов вентиляции всех балластных цистерн 
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(при заранее открытых кингстонах) до момента ухода перископа под воду – 50 с. При этом 
требовалось времени: с момента отдачи приказания до открытия кингстонов – 20 с, на 
открытие балластных цистерн пневматическим приводом – 3 с (ручным приводом – 8 с), 
на заполнения всех балластных цистерн – 20 с. 

Время перехода с перископной глубины в позиционное положение (при продувании 
цистерн №№ 5 и 6 воздухом высокого давления из баллонов) – 50 с. Время перехода из 
позиционного положения в надводное (при продувании остальных балластных цистерн 
воздухом низкого давления от турбокомпрессоров) – 10 мин. 

 
Система регенерации воздуха 
Для очищения воздуха предусматривались 15 машинок регенерации с центробежными 

вентиляторами, размещаемые во всех отсеках. К ним прилагались 1850 патронов 
регенерации типа «Аудос», которые находились в ящиках, закрепленных на прочном 
корпусе между шпангоутами. Запас кислорода для дыхания объемом 1,2 м3 при давлении 
150 атм хранился в 30 баллонах, сгруппированных в I, III и VII отсеках. Все баллоны 
соединялись в единую цепь общей магистралью с расходными колонками. 

 
Устройства 
Устройство внутрикорабельной связи включало телефонную сеть с аппаратами в I, III 

(центральный пост), VI и VII отсеках, переговорные трубы, выведенные в каждый отсек, 
сигнальные звонки и ревун. 

Рулевое устройство состояло из одного вертикального руля, а также носовой и 
кормовой пар горизонтальных. Носовая пара была складывающейся. Углы перекладки 
вертикального руля равнялись 36° в обе стороны, носовых горизонтальных – 35° на 
погружение и 25° на всплытие, кормовых горизонтальных – по 30° на погружение и 
всплытие. Перекладка всех рулей осуществлялась как электроприводом, с управлением из 
центрального поста, так и вручную в аварийном режиме. 

 

 
 
Рис. 7. К-51 в Ленинграде, зима 1941/42 г. 
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Для аварийного осушения отсеков в центральном посту устанавливалась центробежная 
помпа М-125, изготовленная Московским компрессорным заводом «Борец» (бывш. 
Бутырский машиностроительный завод Густава Листа, ныне не существует), 
с производительностью 84 т/ч на глубине 100 м. Кроме того, имелись три трюмные 
поршневые помпы ТП-18 с производительностью 18 т/ч на глубине 100 м, установленные во 
II, III и VI отсеках. При этом помпа III отсека использовалась для удифферентовки лодки. 

Спасательное устройство включало 75 индивидуальных спасательных приборов, три 
тубуса для выхода личного состава из затопленной лодки (на верхнем рубочном люке и на 
спасательных люках отсеков-убежищ) и два аварийных телефонных буя (носовой и 
кормовой) со шлангами-кабелями. В концевых отсеках (I и VII), являвшихся отсеками-
убежищами, находились спасательные люки для выхода личного состава в случае 
затопления лодки. Имелась возможность аварийного продувания всех балластных цистерн 
из отсеков-убежищ, а также снаружи лодки водолазами через два штуцера на 21 и 
109 шпангоутах. В надстройке были сделаны 18 специальных шпигатов для захвата 
канатами 38 мягких понтонов подъемной силой по 40 т. В кормовой части прочного корпуса 
на 105 шпангоуте крепился подъемный рым с несущей способностью 200 т. 

Бортовые плавсредства были представлены спасательной шлюпкой на двух 
пассажиров и одного гребца, которая хранилась в носовой части надстройки перед рубкой и 
спускалась на воду при помощи разборного крана грузоподъемностью 0,5 т с ручным 
приводом. Для обеспечения непотопляемости шлюпка имела четыре воздушных ящика.  

Якорное устройство включало один якорь системы Холла массой 1000 кг. Длина 
якоря-цепи 182,2 м, а скорость ее выбирания 10 м/мин. Управление якорным устройством 
осуществлялось из надстройки или из прочного корпуса, что позволяло пользоваться им 
при любом состоянии моря. 

Швартовное устройство состояло из четырех пар убирающихся кнехт, четырех 
подъемных «уток» и пяти подъемных киповых планок. 

 
Экипаж и бытовые условия 
Проектная численность личного состава составляла 60 чел. Старший командный 

состав размещался в шести одноместных каютах (включая штурманскую), еще два 
резервных спальных места находились в кают-кампании. Для отдыха младшего командного 
состава и краснофлотцев в I, III, IV, VI и VII отсеках предусматривались 54 спальных места 
на постоянных койках. 

В I отсеке для хранения скоропортящихся продуктов устанавливалась фреоновая 
рефрижераторная установка типа «Керк» (ее компрессор с электроприводом находился за 
переборкой во II отсеке) с температурой испарения минус 10°С. В IV отсеке в провизионной 
кладовой хранились в основном сухие продукты. Для приготовления пищи в выгородке того 
же IV отсека имелся электрический камбуз КТ-1. Лодка оснащалась тремя подводными 
гальюнами (в выгородках II, IV и VII отсеков), которыми можно было пользоваться до 
глубины 100 м. Кроме душевых, которые снабжались либо забортной водой, либо теплой от 
системы охлаждения дизелей, впервые на отечественных подлодках в выгородке II отсека 
предусматривалась ванна с электроподогревателем. 

 
Вопросы непотопляемости 
Непотопляемость в надводном положении считалась обеспеченной (когда лодка 

сохраняла плавучесть, а дифферент и крен не препятствовали ее ходу) в любом из 
следующих случаев: 

– с нормальными запасами при затоплении любого отсека с двумя прилегающими 
балластными цистернами одного борта, 

– с нормальными запасами при затоплении двух смежных отсеков и одной 
прилегающей балластной цистерны (исключениями являлись одновременное затопление V 
и VI отсеков, когда терялась продольная остойчивость, или IV и V отсеков, когда терялась 
поперечная остойчивость), 

– с дополнительными запасами при затоплении любого отсека с прилегающими к 
нему балластными цистернами. 
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Оговоренная проектом суммарная производительность водоотливных средств в 
надводном положении равнялась 300 т/ч, на глубине 100 м – 75 т/ч. 

 
Заключение 
В заключение стоит отметить, что в ходе строительства серии в договорную 

спецификацию вносились некоторые незначительные изменения – в частности, по 
величине корабельных запасов. Кроме того, в отступление от проекта заменялись некоторые 
второстепенные механизмы и изделия в связи с поступлением от промышленности более 
совершенных образцов. Наиболее существенной стала замена реверсивных муфт главных 
дизелей С-6 на ГМ-7, начиная с К-22 (РГА ВМФ. Ф. р-441. Оп. 8. Д. 68. Л. 19). Подробнее это 
будет рассмотрено в следующей части при детальном описании процесса постройки и 
прохождения лодками полного цикла приемо-сдаточных испытаний. 
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Аннотация. В данной статье, которая является первой частью большой работы, 

в общих чертах рассмотрены предпосылки появления крупнейших подводных лодок 
советского флота периода Великой Отечественной войны (тип «К» или XIVсерия). 
Представлены подробные тактико-технические элементы этих лодок в соответствии с 
техническим проектом с детальным описанием конструкций корпуса, вооружения, 
механизмов, систем и устройств. Приведены их основных технико-эксплуатационные 
характеристики и заводы-изготовители. Кроме того, изложены вопросы непотопляемости и 
условия обитаемости. Во второй части будут рассмотрены история постройки и процесс 
приемки подводных лодок этого типа флотом. 
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